
Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Campopiano
14 Taft Court
Novato, CA 94947



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kandace Eaton
5900 Stubblefield Way
sacramento, CA 95823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Giordani
7201 Lennox Avenue #314
Van Nuys, CA 91405
 
8189045865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glen Williams
17641 Grizzly Den Rd
Weed, CA 96094



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
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To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Meisse
1020 Markham Place
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John R Donaldson
4559 N DeWitt
Fresno, CA 93727-7160



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Levitin
6195 Anderson Rd
Forestville, CA 95436
 
707-887-7868



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Barbara Bennigson
2339 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
(650) 329-0992



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Tays
487
Trinidad, CA 95570
 
(707) 677-9078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vicki Cyr
128 Ash Grove Court
San Jose, CA 95123-2103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jennifer Killian
1801 Shoreline Drive
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cara Barnhill
45323 Park Sierra Drive Lot 546
Coarsegold, CA 93614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Tuccillo
1607 Francisco Street
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shannon Rossiter
47 Middlefield Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Han
1247 22nd street
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zoe Harris
box 265
San Anselmo, CA 94979



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neil Narbonne
2408 Santa Cruz Ct.
Torrance, CA 90501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helene Frommer
2580 Pleasant St.
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Pena
1649 S. Heritage Circle B
Anaheim, CA 92804-6544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Manuela Scalise
via galleria 1
Trieste, ot 34100



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Ian Polcyn
2203 sereno
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc V Myers, Realtor
4973 campanile dr
San Diego, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc V Myers, Realtor
4973 campanile dr
San Diego, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Moreno
23 Lomita Drive
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
debra temple
361 Hollister Court
San Leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Our air is already so polluted that many children suffer from asthma.  Which also adds to
our healthcare costs, not to mention pointless suffering of children when they have asthma
attacks.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
catherine chambers
po box 6717
los osos, CA 93412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Our air is already so polluted that many children suffer from asthma.  Which also adds to
our healthcare costs, not to mention pointless suffering of children when they have asthma
attacks.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
catherine chambers
po box 6717
los osos, CA 93412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Virginia L Levasseur
357 New London Tpke.
Norwich, CT 06360
 
(860) 889-0549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Johnson
4751 Lincolnshire Avenue
Buena Park, CA 90621-1016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rhonda Weir
18819 Towne Ave
Carson, CA 90746



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janis Andersen
2628 Worden street #145
San Diego , CA 92110
 
619-981-1646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Garen Yegparian
310 E. Providencia #212
Burbank, CA 91502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. annette paquet
5131 del mar mesa rd.
s.d., CA 92130-6812



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maud van Tol
Watermolen 90
Ridderkerk, ot 2986EV



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Stewart
3798 Mosswood Drive
Lafayette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Trivich
12515 SHAFER PL
KAGEL CANYON, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ellen golden
835 n humboldt st
san mateo, CA 94401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth   "Betsy" Wobus
10310 Penn Oak Lane
Rough and Ready, CA 95975-9758



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip W Power
295 Cedar Ridge Drive
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Partsch
7762 Ironwood Drive
Dublin, CA 94568-1919



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
greg leeper
po 86631
los angeles, CA 90086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
The Central Valley is a great example of the effects of poor air quality management.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Jordan
2340 Harper ST
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Ellington
2362 Greenwish
San Francisco, CA 94123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob Lorentzen
16630 Mitchell Creek Drive
Fort Bragg, CA, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Heglar
13499 Arvidson Rd.
Chino, CA 91710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Retired Neil L Lark
retired
685 W. Euclid Ave.
Stockton, CA 95204



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
hugh moore
5342 w. 127th st.
Hawthorne, CA 90250-4133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Osmundson
995 San Miguel Canyon RoaD
Watsonville, CA 95076-9001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Gibb
13909 Annandale Lane
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chuck hendrickson
2020 rodney dr
la, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jan Buckwald
514 Curtis St
Albany, CA 94706
 
510 206-4402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alberto Vasquez
3721 Fernwood Ave
Lynwood, CA 90262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Posin
5207 Zelzah Avenue
Encino, CA 91316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roxanne Stragier
13520 apache rd
poway, CA 92064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob Mannix
3302 Del Monte Blvd Apt B
Marina, CA 93933-2446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom Stanton
5592 Fernhill Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Hull-Richter
P.O. Box 11062
Santa Ana, CA 92711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adam Mayfield
1317 Lucile Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Trembly
880 W 1st St
Los Angeles, CA 90012



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Boyer
135 Mosher Way
Palo Alto, CA 94304-2418
 
650-498-8385



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Edman
965 e el camino real
sunnyvale, CA 94087
 
1213555555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Clark
3045 Mar Vista Drive
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pete Wilson
2864 Maricopa Avenue
Richmond, CA 94804-1014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janice Flatto
945 Wright St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lance K Groody
8050 Elphick Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
 
(707) 829-2955



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
Las Vegas, NV
 
Derek Gendvil
9030 W. Sahara Ave. #360
Las Vegas, NV 89117
 
(702) 290-2013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Faye Soares
476 N 4th Street
San Jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sean wilcox
101 montgomery ste 1500
san francisco, CA 94104
 
415 948 2303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jennifer harrison
1396 sanchez
san francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Mitchell
21240 Providencia St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91364



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
barbarachiffler schiffler
1106 2nd st
encinitas, CA 92024
 
(760) 840-1566



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Tim Hayes
208 Cottonpatch way
El Cajon, CA 92020
 
7078498228



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Buddha Shakya
2490 J Street
San Diego, CA 92102
 
laxmi1956@yahoo.com



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Betty Gaines
3420 Deer Valley Rd #204
Antioch, CA 94531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Wiest
22701 Hamlin St.
West Hills, CA 91307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig  Hutton
Hyler Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Glaston
16400 Bubbling Wells Road
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Brock
8017 holy cross pl
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Haskins
4861 7th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95820
 
916-453-0611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Britta Lee  Shain
35493 Gr S Overland
Julian, CA 92036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stacey Rohrbaugh
15900 Ridgeview Rd
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Parker
450 Clementina St
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ROBERT BRYDEN
1726 Mesa Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Kruse
Baltimore dr.
LaMesa, CA 91942



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Hancock
396 Brook Drive
Boulder Creek, CA 95006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Courtney Merritt
5336 Corteen Pl apt 2
Valley Village, CA 91607
 
(818) 691-3069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Novak
1644 Channing Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Costello
1849 Richard Way
Ceres, CA 95307-4504
 
209 537-7818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Madison Chase
1833 LA CORONILLA DR
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109-1619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gillian Cornelius
12222 Moorpark St. #105
Studio City, CA 91604
 
818-760-0069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Iris Chynoweth
4954 Ponderosa Way
Midpines, CA 95345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Kuklo
2721 Shattuck Ave #1016
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wally Longshore
3993 Tenth St, 1009
Riverside, CA 92501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brad Knight
12955-B Little Tujunga Cyn.
LakeViewTerrace, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Cassidy
930 Rosedale Avenue spc 46
Capitola, CA 95010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cody Dolnick
PO Box 942
Joshua Tree, CA 92252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
RACHEL CLARKEROBERTS
3252 LEMMONS ST
RIVERBANK, CA 95367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sabrina Kemeny
4126 Parva Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
anthony gilchriest
sunset blvd
hollywood, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melodie Gingras
945 Jeffrey Lane
Dixon, CA 95620



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Fellner
3151 Fieldbrook Rd.
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Barhoum
724 21st street #4
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kit Long
2134 Clay Street
Napa, CA 94559
 
7072262084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Potts
14992 Caspar Road #88
Caspar, CA 95420-9602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to REJECT any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Martin
32 Glen Ave
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ian S Field
10635 Dabney Dr. #60
San Diego, CA 92126
 
(619) 241-9362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlie Johnson
1315 Sea Village Dr.
Cardiff, CA 92007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeri Edwards
2362 Leeward Cir
Westlake Village, CA 91361
 
(818) 298-8786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Saito
3514 Randolph Ave
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jean louis
1075 6th Ave
sonoma,, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Noelle Eberz
69511 Iberia Ct.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
 
(760) 202-7726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ross Hammond
242 Edna Street
San Francisco, CA 94112-1807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth  Romanoff
35 Ridge Road
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
adam beebe
1343 grove st
san francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Evan Hurd
845 Radcliffe ave
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Gannon
1019 Tobago Lane
Alameda, CA 94502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa St Claire
333 Washington Blvd
Venice, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joyce Burk
P.O. Box 106
Barstow, CA 92312
 
760-252-3820



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
wena dows
10681 Ranch Road
Culver CITY, CA 90230
 
310 839-7231



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john byrd
1840 N. Berne Dr.
Palm Springs , CA 92262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
darynne jessler
4408 gentry av
valley village, CA 91607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ned treanor
423 W. 8th St., #617
L.A., CA 90014
 
818-451-6375



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Harlow
1001 Clark St.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-5103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Correro
2145 Tiffany Walk
Manteca, CA 95336



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Barbara Boros
3733 Mariana Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
julie gengo
1816 Carlson Blvd
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanna Welch Lasken
171 South Upas
Escondido, CA 92025
 
760-637-9079



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
M. Olson
662 Bryan
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Nancy Amodeo
8331 Campion Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2537



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john annecone
1683 almond blossom lane
san jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Dale
5900 Sherwood Drive
Oakland, CA 94661-0023
 
510.410.4800



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Bollock
1002 McCloud Ave
Mount Shasta, CA 96067-9606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
Now that california is enjoying cleaner air quality , there is no way that any move to
weaken the quality should ever happen > It took too long to get here as it is .
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pat doherty
10145 nancy
cherry valley, CA 92223
 
951-834-8543



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David DeRemus
261 E Alegria Ave #14
Sierra Madre, CA 91024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Rogalin
1955 Napa Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheila Silan
6600 Summerhill Rd
Somerset, CA 95684



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Bennett
818 Reina Del Mar Ave.
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Our country is BROKE - we need to immediately get on board to build clean energy
business and jobs in this field.  It is the job of the CARB to uphold and protect California's
low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global
warming. Please reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard and pander to
big corporate oil.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Gachesa
1247 Monticello Road
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
m p
2280 hecker pass
GILROY, CA 95020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Carlos Nunez
18009 Victory Blvd
Reseda, CA 91335
 
3102883668



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sam rogers
2120 Euclid Ave
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaxon Devereaux
536 14th Street Apt. 3
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lenny deets
1229 92nd ave
oakland, CA 94603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don W. Powers
3900 Pacific Ave. #1
MARINA DEL REY, CA 90292-5918



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ronnie Frazier
102 Forest Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Soares
476 N 4th Street
San Jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ray Bustos
321 E Chapman Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bettina A Graf
718 S. Los Robles Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91106
 
(626) 796-6766



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brianna Bruderlin
3422 Schooner Avenue #4
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Nancy Kelly
1624 E. Hedges Ave.
Fresno, CA 93728



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Renee Potik
139 E. Dayton Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704-4504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cathy Holden
PO 254733
Sacramento, CA 95865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dylan escudier
2036 rosedale
oakland, CA 94601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sally Abrams
138 Cortland Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jesse rhodes
2030 Anacapa St
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Warner
8196 Wildwood Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ileene Anderson
2733 Cardwell Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
 
(323) 848-7946



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Weitz
2757 Best Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Silver
Executive Director
1422 N Sweetzer Ave, #401
Los Angeles, CA 90069-1536
 
(213) 804-2750



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gila Wdowinski
166 Cozumel
Laguna Beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Molly Hale
2015 Menalto Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025
 
650-321-8709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ron Avila
2027 Mission Street #411
197
San Francisco, CA 94110-1245
 
415.205.2732



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Crass
915 Raymond Ave
Long Beach, CA 90804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rena Lewis
1202 lLoma Dr
Ojai, CA 93023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carla Neal
11893 Cranberry Rd.
Madera, CA 93636
 
559-363-2816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Urmila Padmanabhan
42629 Queens Park Ct
FREMONT, CA 94538
 
510-000-0000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard, and instead seek to strengthen it to fit today's needs.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dede Teeler
214 Frustuck Ave
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
C Morales
2000 Avenue of the Stars, St 400 N T
Los Angeles, CA 90067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Ingenthron
P.O. Box 13103
Oakland, CA 94661



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Stover
1603 King St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeff kline
1221 Mariner Dr.
San Francisco, CA 94130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denease (Deni) Havercroft
508 Royer St.
Roseville, DC 95678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Bernard
317 Watson, apt. C
MONTEREY, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brad Putz
801 Lyons-Bald Mtn. Rd. E. #111
Sonora, CA 95370-5869
 
209-532-6696



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Watts
1320 Princeton St. #103
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Abigail Kehr
499 Webster
499 Webster
Monterey, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kai Ewert
220 Mountain View St
Oak View, CA 93022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carrie A. Snyder
27097 Adonna Court
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 Hons. Jim and Diana C Prola
2234 Belvedere
San Leandro, CA 94577
 
(510) 483-0744



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Emily Taylor
3644 1/2 Mentone Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Di Stefano
5472 Maemurray Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Sanders
3707 Brookdale Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Mahler
5518 Roundtree Dr #D
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret L Goodale
1135 Palou Drive
Pacifica, CA 94044
 
(650) 355-9654



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Himes-Powers
1851 38th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Earl Brown
13000 Tomki Rd
Redwood Valley, CA 95470



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol banever
944 no. martel ave.
los angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Michaels
4100 Linda Vista Avenue
Napa, CA 94558
 
707-253-9532



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen  Taft
65 Granada Dr.
Corte Madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Senior Project P Dave Fisher
PO Box 3571
Running Springs, CA 92382
 
(909) 867-4676



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pat A mimeau
256 Circular Ave
SF, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andes Geiger
5050 Del Monte Ave
San Diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane  Swigart
120 Hoffman Ave
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert N. Hall
1946 Grove St. Apt. 3
San Francisco, CA 94117-1149
 
(415) 379-9852



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. char laughon
236 Fifth St.
Montara, CA 94037
 
650 728-1157



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Marie Martinez
3863 Via Cristobal
Cambell, CA 95008-2714



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Bush
1869 Wandering Road
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karina Campbell
905 Campfire Cir
Rocklin, CA 95765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Linda Morgan
10 Cherrywood Ct.
San Pablo, CA 94806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Young
1170 Winged Foot Dr.
Upland, CA 91786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Donna Lewis
12921 Oxnard St
Van Nuys, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed J Pushich
431 N. Vinedo Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91107
 
(626) 399-2127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly Johnson
31176 Calle San Pedro
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard DeSantis
73647 Sun Lane
Palm Desert, CA 92260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Russell Weisz
319 Laguna St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831 458-1374



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marybeth Rice
2351 Cedar Street
Berkeley, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen N.
Private
964 Balboa St.
Morro Bay, CA 93442-2306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Toni A Wolfson
11891 Lake Blvd.
Felton, CA 95018
 
(831) 335-7687



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vikas Verma
902 W Remington Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-2110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ROLLIN BLANTON
121 E 6TH ST
Los angeles, CA 90014
 
9178617396



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
joel oconnell
829 durant ave.
san leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
BRAD CHEQUER
260 18TH AVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jered Cargman
2125 Dellwood Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90077



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julene Freitas
455 43rd st.
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Eftim
156 Almador
IRVINE, CA 92614
 
9787589656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frances Goff
5311 Corteen Pl #32
Valley Village, CA 91607
 
818-980-4235



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barb Frances
399 Carpenteria Road
Aromas, CA 95004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vasuki Nag
49 Dartmouth
Irvine, CA 92612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia D'Ambrosio
610-G San Gabriel Avenue
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kai Hally-Rosendahl
2575 Ardath Rd
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kona Mori
1208 Imperial Dr.
Glendale, CA 91207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing to urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global change. With this in mind, I ask
you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
good intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Rachael Denny
4082 Interlake Road
Bradley, CA 93426
 
(805) 472-9036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
zion woods
1815 mission cliff drive
san diego, CA 92116
 
619-546=6224



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patricia mcveigh
6107 sheraton place
aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Rosenblum
212 Santa Rita Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
650-213-6175



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Giberson
108 Heather Court
Santa Cruz, CA 95065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Altstatt
102 Orange
Goleta, CA 93117
 
8059640362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Ticas
20325 Sherman way
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theresa Vernon
2241 Grahn Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-3009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
alison merkel
5 meadowlark lane
oak park, CA 91377



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Justin Randolph
73 Nora way
Atherton, CA 90429



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin VanTassell
335 North San Pedro Road
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Geisler
622 E Riverdale
Orange, CA 92865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erik Welch
426 Curie Dr
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia C Kimball
671 33rd ave
San Francisco, CA 94121
 
(415) 752-7388



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard White
6526 Ocean Crest Rd. #A103
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Rodriguez
7801 arroyo drive
Rosemead, CA 91770



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Manuel Villalta
1518 Canterbury Ct
Placentia, CA 92870



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
California Air Resources Board -
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thanks.
 
J. Iam
POB 4963
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
 
(707) 887-0337



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kay Barrett
8162 Manitoba St. Unit 301
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Dale Matlock
1413 N. Branciforte Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1226



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Renee Cossutta
297 West Carter Avenue
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
 
626 355-5353



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kirk mcNaught
65 e.cintura
Lagunitas, CA 94938



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KATHLEEN KELLER
1348 ROCKLEDGE LN
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Timothy Wager
5353 La Cresta Ct.
Los Angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sydney Berner
15923 ballentine place
covina, CA 91722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris hook
337 via de la paz
pacific palisades, CA 90272-4631



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Egger
3126 College Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. char laughon
236 Fifth St.
Montara, CA 94037
 
650 728-1157



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Tonya Cockrell
1554 San Rafael Dr.
Corona, CA 92882



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Fish
P.O. Box 533
Boonville, CA 95415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Hyatt
2407 French St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706
 
(714) 667-0555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Reinig
4352 9th st
riverside, CA 92501
 
7606818944



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
V.R. Wallace
13712 E. Sunrise Dr.
Whittier, CA 90602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elliot Midwood
11124 Sunshine Terrace
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a lifelong Californian, I have seen first hand the damaging effects of fossil fuels on our
environment.  I remember more smoggy days as a kid that clear ones.  And I remember
seeing my little sister in an oxygen tent, wheezing through another asthma attack.
 
The Clean Air Act did wonders to make our skies bluer - my own kids enjoy many more
clear days than we did.  With that in mind, I wholeheartedly support any and all regulations
that make our environment cleaner and safer.  I want to see new technologies that give us
cleaner and more sustainable energy.
 
Further, I am absolutely convinced that weakening enviromental protections will not create
more jobs.  Even if it did create jobs, the health costs would simply not be worth it!  Back in
the '70's, industry decried proposed regulations, saying that it would destroy their profits.
But those companies found ways to meet the new standards and even to prosper.  And we
have all benefitted from the changes.
 
This is California's moment to once again lead the nation in developing cleaner and more
sustainable energy sources.  Please uphold and protect our low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Thank you from the Tucker Schoeman family in Claremont.
 
Laurel Tucker
676 W. 9th St.
Claremont, CA 91711-3741



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Parsons
2190 Cuesta Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
 
408-956-1935



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
You know tar sands oil is dirtier than conventional  oil!
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Stewart
1216 S. Westlake Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90006-4118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celeste Gionet-Hawker
2521 Blue Rock court
San Jose, CA 95133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
laura carmona-mancilla
Old Creek Rd
Ventura, CA 93001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew MacLaggan
766 Harrison Street, N. 801
San Francisco, CA 94107
 
415 318 6434



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Jensen
13163 Fountain Park Drive # 107
Playa Vista, CA 90094
 
310 745-0636



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jay Rutherdale
3212 Cinnabar Ct
Sacramento, CA 95826



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregg Sparkman
1088 67th st
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MICHAEL ALDA
1106 LOCUST AVE. APT 209
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
 
562 495 0549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Winkle
301 S. State St.
Ukiah, CA 95482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Curtis Clark
7729 Beryl St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta Risafi
706 W. Glenoaks Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Beatty
37143 29th St. E
Palmdale, CA 93550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eva V Bovenzi
1345 Stevenson St.
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Wilkins
350 Burchett St. #233
Glendale, CA 91203
 
(818) 507-1027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Mayeda
190 Verona Avenue
Goleta, CA 93117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Julie Ostoich
3330 Kordes Way
Sacramento, CA 95826



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cecly Corbett
7361 Ramona Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-1521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Corinne Greenberg
626 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
 
510-526-3593



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Myles McGuinness
1116 South Clementine Street
Oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Julie Hoffman
3127 S. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My entire family and I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard
to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming.  We strongly ask you
to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
The Sherman family in northern California
 
Ms. Richard J Sherman and family
1916 Los Angeles
Berkeley, CA 94707
 
(510) 525-8340



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Prairie Moser
800 W. 10th St.
Bandon, OR 97411



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Miller
411 Poppinga Way
Santa Maria, CA 93455



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Martinez
7205 Via Lomas
San Jose, CA 95139



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you very much
 
Sandra Mitchell
8820 Ashcroft Ave
West Hollywood, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Petranto
117 Crystal Court
Novato, CA 94949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maggie Banducci
1742 Hyland St
Bayside, CA 95524



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
peggy andersen
73t.3north P st.
livermore, CA 94551
 
9254478765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
California can lead the nation in clean air and clean energy. I urge you to uphold and
protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy
and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carole Ehrhardt
P.O. Box 243
Pebble Beach, CA 93953



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please protect California from tar sands.
 
I urge you to uphold and uphold California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenny Stewart
3142 Brookdale Road
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john alexander
543 mission santa fe circle
chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Gomel
4441 32nd St. #C
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doyle Walker
607 Fox Pointe Rd
Vacaville, CA 95687-7510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Hunt
33 Juno Road
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Seewester
1929 New Jersey St.
Fairfield, CA 94533
 
(707) 422-7934



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Land Use Paraleg Felicia Brechtel
3676 Monroe Street
Carlsbad, CA 92008
 
760-720-9807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim Von Berg
335 Eldorado St. Ste 10A
Monterey, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Connie Crusha
1077 Vista Madera Lane
El Cajon, CA 92019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
norman cressy
11818 courtleigh drive #203
los angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Callie Riley
8054 Oak Avenue
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-2514
 
916-721-5121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. danielle charney
2505 4th St
santa monica, CA 90405
 
(424) 238-5470



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Kelly
PO box 126
Berkeley, CA 94701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Adam
118 Mitscher St.
Chula Vista, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louisa Hamper
26Work avenue
Del Rey oaks, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William E. E Woodcock
2355 Virginia Street
Berkeley, CA 94709-1315
 
(510) 540-8048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dustin Clark
5361 Pebbletree Way
San Jose, CA 95111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan P. Castner
1270 61st St. Apt. B
Emeryville, CA 94608
 
510 292 1367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clinton Cleveland
5470 Manila Ave
Oakland, CA 94618
 
(510) 601-1755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Gentile
General Delivery
Rohnert Park, CA 94928-9999
 
(954) 549-6222



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.   This tar sands project is just a big
environmental catatrophe waiting to happen.  Please do all you can to prevent this project
from coming to fruition - in california or anywhere else on the planet!
 
Thank you.
 
lonna richmond
45 sunset way
muir beach, CA 94965
 
415 380-8617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ernet Garayan
8021 Jayseel Ave
sunland, CA 91040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Madeleine Cortes
1233 Laurel Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
(831) 406-1720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Shively
12540 Hart St.
North Hollywood, CA 91605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ann Sowards
12616 Cijon Street
San Diego, CA 92129-3023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorelei Stierlen
2144 Ironside Drive
Plano, TX 75075



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nancy riggleman
25136 tollhouse rd
Tollhouse, CA 93667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorretta Marcel
781 Corbett Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colin Fiske
1440 Anderson Ave
McKinleyville, CA 95519
 
727-822-1626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Clark
2019 Avenida Penasco
El Cajon, CA 92019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
viktoria vazorka
3305 beech st
san diego, CA 92102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jason palmer
1351 montego # 81
# 4
walnut creek, CA 94598



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john elliott
1417 spruce st
berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jay Moller
Box 1669
Redway, CA 95560
 
(707) 923-9199



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Swyers
1020 Dolores St #28
Livermore, CA 94550-4770
 
925 292 1365



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Nicholson
6947 Three Pines Canyon
Inyokern, CA 93527-0382



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
executive direct monique sonoquie
hc64, s2b3
hoopa, CA 95546
 
805-403-6744



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Eames
3738 Mountain View Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cecelia Duran
1030 la breda
Covina, CA 91722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Reid Johnson
10492 Colina Way
Los Angeles, CA 90077



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Castle Rey
31201 Brush creek Road Fort Bragg
Fort bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gabriella Turek
112 N. Michigan Ave #12
Pasadena, CA 91106



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Pham
1545 Hawk View Dr
Apt. 8
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Mellen
1576 e ocean blvd
newport beach, CA 92661



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ally Santaclara
150 S Wetherly Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenna Scott
5434 Zelzah Ave. #120
Encino, CA 91316
 
310-424-5602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thom Mayer
230 Twinlake Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Toward
2701 E Mesquite Ave, G36
Palm Springs, CA 92264



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Rouse
2471 Overlook Dr.
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
 
925 705 7157



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas DeBoni
350 Elysian Fields Drive
Oakland, CA 94605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Rob Seltzer
18408 cliff top way
Malibu, CA 90265
 
(310) 278-9944



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelle Erwin
3259 Marwick Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90808



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
California Air Resources Board:
 
We need you to protect California's low-carbon fuel standard .  Please deny any rule
changes that weaken the standard and lead us the wrong direction.
 
Global warming is a critical issue and all of us depend upon you to do all you can to
reduce the use of dirty, high-carbon fuels such tar sands.  We need to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel not just more of the same.
 
Please vote to strengthen incentives  for clean fuels and reject oil-company efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Nygaard
5020 Nighthawk Way
Oceanside, CA 92056



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sonja Dale
474 Monterey Blvd
San Francisco, CA 941217



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Amanda Weinberg
25611 Dana Mesa Drive
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
 
714-791-2060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ricky lacina
315 Hanover Avenue, #302
Oakland, CA 94606
 
(510) 452-3251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Rybovich
2490 chestnut st
San Francisco, CA 94123
 
415 335 3157



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. Instead, the industry obsessively attempts to extract the last drop of
dirty oil from the ground before switching to renewable fuels - a change which is necessary
to preserve the habitability of the entire planet.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fred Granlund
705 N Avenue 50 #4
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Jeanne Munoz
175 21st Ave Apt 205
San Francisco, CA 94121
 
(415) 740-9643



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Porzio
11043 Matteson Ave.
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Paulina
2500 Russell Street
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Lyon
592 Wildwood Way Apt B
San Francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Morten Grimsgaard
2169a aroma drive
west covina, CA 91791



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Hoffman
981 Guerrero St
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rachael Jackson
245 Fairmount Ave. #302
Oakland, CA 94611
 
5102133656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick Twomey
38 Montell St
Oakland, CA 94611
 
415-263-8251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
California is known for its leadership in the transition to cleaner energy choices and clean
renewable energy technology. This is something I am very proud of, and also something
that should be fostered as it could bring many jobs to Californians who need them badly.
How many jobs would importing extremely dirty tar sands oil from Canada?
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Californians voted down Prop 23 a couple of years ago because the majority of
Californians believe that our future relies on keeping our standards high and a transition to
clean renewable energy for both our health, the health of the planet and our economy.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Bonnie Breckenridge
4143 44th St.
San Diego, CA 92105-1640
 
607-437-4833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Dettling
5930 Shoreline Hwy
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aixa Fielder
4749 West Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Lenahan
526 Parrott Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marlene Sarnat
msarnat@gmail.com
Rio Vista, CA 94571



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
charu rachlis
708 Albemarle
el Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Struven
3437 E 2nd St, #C
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
t c
green glen
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey D Grinnell
705 Lakeview Way
Emerald Hills, CA 94062
 
(650) 365-7359



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leif Klokkevold
857 VISTA MONTARA CIR
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Stevens-Ovecoglu
41798 Via El Greco
Temecula, CA 92592



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My family and I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. We implore you to reject
any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
The De Goff family in Northern California
 
Ms. Victoria J De Goff and family
1916 Los Angeles
Berkeley, CA 94707
 
(510) 525-8340



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Potocny
120 Via Cantebria B28
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Mathers
1200 Hazel Drive
Pinole, CA 94564



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan McReynolds
247 Oakes Boulevard
San Leandro, CA 94577-2828



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Faith E Price
1418 Peachwood Drive
Encinitas, CA 92024
 
(760) 944-3982



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianne Dodd
3221 Eves Way
Pollock Pines, CA 95726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mir Bahmanyar
6708 aldea ave
Van nuys, CA 91406
 
(818) 319-2221



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mark & susan glasser
3660 barry ave
la, CA 90066-3202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
WILLA O'CONNOR
227 Cambridge Ave
KENSINGTON, CA 94708-1119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eddie Starr
5700 carbon canyon rd
brea, CA 92823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Carico
5306 Muskrat Road
Weed, CA 96094



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Iverson
1710 Bedford Ln #15
Newport Beach, CA 92660-4709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Milt Fisher
17966 Cabela Dr.
San Diego, CA 92127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stanley Poss
4061 N. Wilson
Fresno, CA 93704
 
(559) 227-6134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We are the leaders. California is the national standard.  So I strongly please urge you to
uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Meredith Rose
2434 Oak St. #A
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Lacey Kammerer
7554 N Trellis
Fresno, CA 93720
 
(559) 298-1619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Drew Hyland
642 5th Street
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sean Russell
600 Pettis Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Homan
5081 Via Paraiso
Alta Loma, CA 91701
 
951-733-5585



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Zoya
2005 Ivar Ave Apt 17
Los Angeles, CA 90068-4201
 
3175071024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Suyehara
2012 West 180th Place
Torrance, CA 90504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irv Snyder
3188-A Via Buena Vista
Laguna Woods, CA 92637



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Prado
6160 York Blvd
Los Angeles , CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Palmer
2825 Whitaker Bluff Rd.
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helena Freeman
10760 Rochester Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Hammermeister
16456 Shamhart Dr.
Granada Hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ria Brigmann
618 Kent St.
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Magesh Jayapandian
5220 Terner Way Apt 314
San Jose, CA 95136



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Klisak
3738 Ocean View Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Mills
160 Leif Circle
Crescent City, CA 95531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Sickel
30041 Tessier Street Apt 127
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
A.L. Hern
1545 N. Hobart Blvd.
Apt. #332
Los Angeles, CA 90027
 
3238710544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Corinne Lambden
1729 Chapin Street
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Zeluck
2750 Sutter St., Apt. 8
San Francisco, CA 94115
 
(415) 409-6326



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kathleen Helmer
23125 Dolorosa Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
 
818.719.9975



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
E E. Ledesma
1443 North Yucca Avenue
Rialto, CA 92376-3238
 
(909) 213-9094



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
joyce  banzhaf
10041 greenwood
grass valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Axel Schwarz
4600 Lamont St. Unit 4-304
Unit 4-304
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberley George
620 Citadel Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Howard King
7450 Mt.Vernon Street #C
Riverside, CA 92504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Alexander
3339 Elgin Lane
San Jose, CA 95118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Jimerson
865 Monterey Ave
Capitola, CA 95010
 
831.521.3080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George E E Gowman
4959 Avenida De Los Arboles
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1428
 
(408) 988-3125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Rose Marie Menard
460 South Batavia Street
Orange, CA 92868-3907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Stiefer
11897 Iona Ave
Hanford, CA 93230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Worcester
16713 Greenlee Road
Truckee, CA 96161
 
530-582-4648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Choose the health and well-being of our only planet and its inhabitants over greedy
corporate interests. Our natural world is infinitely more important than corporate profits,
and more important than squeezing the last drops of fossil fuels out of the planet. Our
government and industry leaders have become mad with greed, and Democrats are sitting
on their hands allowing the right wing to destroy our planet and enslave our people.
Shame on Democrats in government. You are colluding with the right wing. It is time for
NO COMPROMISE with the fascist right-wing. It is time to fight this fascist takeover of
America with every ounce of energy we have. The right-wing has become greedy, fascist,
anti-American traitors and should be treated as such. Oppose them or you, too, will be
considered a traitor.
 
Thank you.
 
Rick Siegfried
517 3rd St.
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Environmental gr Beverly Cherner
Environmental grantwriter
506 Pine St. #4
Sausalito, CA 94965
 
(415) 331-1079



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lily Thomas
3522 W Avenue J2
Lancaster, CA 93536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
CODY WALTERS
10201 MICHELE AVE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93312



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Gowern
808 S.California Ave.
Monrovia, CA 91016
 
626-358-7755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
catherine Portman
14841 CR 91 B
Woodland, CA 95695
 
(530) 666-0882



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norman Aguilar
2220 COLORADO AVE.
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
 
(310)865-9559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Bennahmias
20775 E Rim Lane
Walnut, CA 91789



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
bev lipson
41 sutter st
san francisco, CA 94121
 
(415) 386-8484



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
walter brown
2040 rochelle rd
palm springs, CA 92262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Peters
1412 Josephine
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
(510) 527-6460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert McCombs
PO Box 4175
Arcata, CA 95518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Ziesmer
2202 Freeman street
Santa Ana, CA 92706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Clark
354 21st Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Dingell
Little Lake
Mendocino, CA 95460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david perry
1700 octavia st.
san francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
GeorgeAnn Hemingway-Proia
19 Serramar Drive
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Freed
4652 Oak Grove Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Almack
3275 Redwood Street
San Diego, CA 92104
 
6192301244



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edmund Wright
150 Scenic Drive
Trinidad, CA 95570-8711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
diana kliche
3351 Ridge Park Court
Long Beach, CA 90804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Masako Maeda
6665 Gundry Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Aversano
24 Timor Sea
Newport Beach, CA 92657



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Cecere
105 Lost Lake Ct
Folsom, CA 95630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Chris MacKrell
4835 E Anaheim St # 211
Long Beach, CA 90804-6909



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claudia Wornum
11780 Cranford Way
Oakland, CA 94605
 
510-564-4040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Ciaramella
13983 Astoria Street
Sylmar, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stella wittmann
461 cress str
laguna bch, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Levin
4155 Cesar Chavez, #1
San Francisco, CA 94131
 
415-695-7432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Greggs
2727 Highland Ave.
National City, CA 91950
 
6194027152



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Casey Fagre
850B Menges St
Sausalito, CA 94965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Scheer
744 18th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaoana Dean
74 Six Flags Circle
Buellton, CA 93427



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Belinda Martineau
2120 Fortuna Court
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cailin Swarm
785 Morro St Apt C
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Spurr
40 Baltimore Way
San Francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Dunbar
1 Capp St
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Ferreira
5951 Lakeview lane
Yorba Linda, CA 92886
 
(310) 814-1545



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Stella Banchero
4789 Manzanita Ave. Apt. 59
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilynn Fasick
11383 Bartlett Ave
ADELANTO, CA 92301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Carlino
549 Quail Bush Ct
San Jose, CA 95117
 
(408) 249-2968



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Rodriguez
1128 N Cahuenga Blvd #C2
Los Angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Mallette
2777 Marina Bl #25
San Leandro, CA 94577-4041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Krista Merrimac
1379 Snow Street #2
Mountain View, CA 94041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Fraser
720 Ashland Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90405-4512



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Sheppard
701 Anita St.
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Steelman
9362 Nautilus Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Clinger
607 Linden Avenue
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ana Herold
1021 Banyan Way
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joyce Bower
132 Duval Street
Citrus Heights, CA 95621-0267



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Gaya
1550 Dana Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geraldine May
PO Box 153
SAnta Margarita, CA 93453



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Kanthoul
107 Saint Joseph Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisette Rose
120 N. Atlantic blvd. #O
Alhambra, CA 91801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Bell
102 Falkirk Ct Apt 4
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
 
(408) 733-2817



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carlos Cordova
1675 Rodear Rd
San Diego, CA 92154-4145



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret  Parker
720 West Glen Way
Woodside, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Davenport
2041 Avenida Placida 4
Simi Valley, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carole Levenson
492 Staten Avenue #1103
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vincent weis
1109 34th ave
sacramento, CA 95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda L Smith
PO Box 422
Carmel, CA 93921
 
(831) 624-1127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Austen Lorenz
1133 Pine Vista Ln
Meadow Vista, CA 95722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs Jennifer Toth
19842 Holly DR
Santa Clarita, CA 91350



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
A Davis
414 N Orchard Dr.
Burbank, CA 91506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Pound
1400 Abbey Ct.
Concord, CA 94518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanine Lee
3195 Shriver Drive
San Jose, CA 95132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Berliner
2160 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90046-2004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Chinn
134 Douglas Fir Circle
Cloverdale, CA 95425



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Nirenstein
403 Woodland Road
Kentfield, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Hahne
749 Winstead Ter.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Newton
2017 S Orange Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gloria kasdan
11418 winding trail lane
dublin, CA 94568



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Meg Rosenfeld
1236 6th Avenue #3
San Francisco, CA 94122-2544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
While these words are not originally mine, they express my beliefs and feelings perfectly, if
a bit understated.
 
Thank you.
 
James Babb
57054 Richardson Dr., PO Box 3350
Landers, CA 92285



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia Waldorf
948 Wind Drift Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92011
 
951-658-2580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jebin Bruni
4038 Elderbank Dr.
Los, CA Los Angele



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
harold hedelman
21 castle rock box 1158
woodacre, CA 94973
 
(415) 488-0494



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Oman
PO Box 222357
Carmel, CA 93922
 
8316244386



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lukasz Lempart
1269 Lakeside Dr. #3106
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-1054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda  Washburn
131 Regal Dr.
Santa  Maria, CA 93454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Makinen
1726 Page St #3
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Thayer
3073 Jemez Dr.
san diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chaitanya Diwadkar
24821 Pear St
Hayward, CA 94545-2416



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen renton
10821 Blix Street
North Hollywood, CA 91602
 
8189803523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Brown
801 Sierra Vista Way #45
Yreka, CA 96097



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Rosenthal
1328 S Sierra Bonita Av
LA, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Alicia Jackson
401 Goheen Circle
Vallejo, CA 94591



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Cooper
PO Box 124
Chico, CA 95927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I  strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
A  Bonvouloir
POB 70185
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Murphy
7629 Seagull Ct
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Wayne  Steffes
2187 Wisconsin Avenue
Redding, CA 96001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
debra duffaut
1725 oxford st.
berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j Hargleroad
27647 Fairview Ave.
Hayward, CA 94542
 
510-889-5816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Patterson
318 Leland Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  We must resist the lobbies that work for the oil industry
and they whine about how they cannot make a profit unless they are allowed to pollute and
ruin our health!
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions for their profit, trading our health for their profit.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Sos
14 Point Gallinas Road
San Rafael, CA 94903-3093



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Marie Morris
PO Box 3430
Palos Verdes Pen, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Elder
4022 Braeburn Way
Los Angeles, CA 90027-1308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Neal King
Telecommunications Consultant
811 York St.
Oakland, CA 94610
 
(498) 913-9597 ext. 82



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david gregory
1633 edgecliffe dr.
los angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William and Clarita J Nolan
9889 Gary Dr.
Browns Valley, CA 95918
 
(530) 639-2667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth James
826 Parkman Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra  Fernandez
5011 Maplewood Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sonya Newlyn
310 Nobel Dr.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3116
 
831-429-5603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Shannon Buddes
23856 Box Canyon Road
West Hills, CA 91304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Candace Batten
1936 Whitmore Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
 
(310) 385-7188



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colby Teller
1941 Turk St
San Francisco, CA 94115-4396



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Copeland
4250 Coldwater Canyon Ave, Apt 212A
Studio City, CA 91604
 
3237420162



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Rowe
1984 Leslie Ct
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tami Etzion
541 Chetwood st.
Oakland, CA 94610
 
(510) 282-2070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
I hope I can count on you to vote to STRENGTHEN California's leadership on clean fuels
and REJECT oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Leslie Richter
935 Vernal Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dianne Yee
394 12th Street
Oakland, CA 94607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J Angell
Ponderosa Rd
Rescue, CA 95672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
raymond eliggi
1155 jefferson st.
red bluff, CA 96080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dominique DuBois
Hamilton Place
San Jose, CA 95125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alana-Patris Loyér
1638 Yale St.
Chula Vista, CA 91913-2630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debi Bergsma
15376 Rockwell Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336-4106



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patty DeYoung
10 Fernbank
irvine, CA 92604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael P Craib
28 Brewington Avenue
Watsonville, CA 95076-4020
 
(831) 726-6820



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Albert Valencia
15542 Cabot Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
 
7149831984



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Abraham Corpuz
3839 Amanda St Apt 106
West Covina, CA 91792



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lewis Logan
4250 Glencoe Ave.
Marina del Rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Paul Nelson
PO Box 872
Twain Harte, CA 95383



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
You must uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. You must reject any rule changes
that weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is a toxic, unconscionable act. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
absolutely undermine these intentions.
 
Oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but phasing out dirtier ones. Each
rule must be strengthened to require each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on
dirtier oil sources. Under no circumstances should the low-carbon fuel standard be
weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands
oil.
 
Vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Michael Austin
5737 Kanan Rd., #271
Agoura Hills, CA 91301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danielle Hamilton
372 La Strada
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vladimir Strugatsky
7195 Keating Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Hawthorne
676 Fuller Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Zerzan
16912 Falcon Lane
Sonoma, CA 95476-7250



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victoria Warren
55 W. Bullard Ave.
Clovis, CA 93612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Warren Clark
637 John Muir Road
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
julia zellie
212 nashville ave
huntington beach, CA 92648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Jordan
521 Lincoln St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Poehlmann
POB 61, 40555 Sleepy Hollow Road
Annapolis, CA 95412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Diana Winston
2016 Euclid St., Apt. 5
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Howard Friedman
671 Morse St.
San Jose, CA 95126
 
408-885-1414



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arnette Zerbe
1175 High Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Barclay
1412 McGee Ave
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Courter
9131 Wolverton St.
Ventura, CA 93004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Lintao
35597 Conovan Ln
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Paquette
2083 Las Lunas St
PASADENA, CA 91107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lorraine yee
3724 taraval st
san francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
SUZANNE AND TERRY young
937 via del monte
palos verdes estates, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sean Hlavac
10937 Sunny Meadow Street
San Diego, CA 92126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
AS a concern citizen and resident within our state, I urge you to uphold and protect
California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight
global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Environmental Vo Teresa Nemeth
Harrison St. Apt. 6
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4250
 
408-296-5821 Mes



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
California's environmental standards have served us well, and are examples the rest of the
country should follow.  We should maintain them, no matter what the pollution-intensive
industries claim.  Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and
reject oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frieda Stahl
842 E. Villa St.
Pasadena, CA 91101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Sempadian
8888 N. Winery
Fresno, CA 93720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Proprietor Gail Camhi
4 Fallen Leaf Way
#5
Novato, CA 94949
 
415-668-7251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Berman
2424 Spaulding AV
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Candace Rocha
1936 Whitmore Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Alexander
362 Marin Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Jones
500 Sanctuary
San Francisco, CA 95432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maia Lohuaru
PO Box 1105
Berkeley, CA 94701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Walker
340 Terry Way
La Habra, CA 90631-2921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alisha seaton
3853 Inglewood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bobby Shearer
3304 d street
eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neill Gibson
315 S Coast Hwy 101 Ste U37
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia van Hartesveldt
7719 Nestle Ave.
Reseda, CA 91335
 
(818) 344-9546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Merkel
833 Everding Street
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phil Fulton
2968 Croftdon St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ina Mitchell
15305 Lanark St. #222
Van Nuys, CA 91406
 
8184538155



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Weber
3955 La Cresenta Road
El Sobrante, CA 94803
 
(510) 409-8159



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa Jones
901 S Jones
Robinson, IL 62454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Lorimer
1315 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Kleck
105 Limestone Ln
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff French
Warfield Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Turley
5217 E. Avenida Palmar
Orange, CA 92869



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jennifer wohl
3054 E. Dayton Ave. Apt .KK
Fresno, CA 93726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roland Vollmann
1533 Princeton Street, Unit 2
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
audrey lareau
281 4th ave
redwood city, CA 94063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
maria markoff
2010 32nd ave
San Francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Moore
23 Diamond Drive
Livermore, CA 94550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Wallace
168 McNab Circle
Grass Valley, CA 95945
 
(530) 272-3462



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
danielle brand
1938 los gatos almaden rd
san jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cecil Davis
1812 Sherwood Circle
Santa Rosa, CA 95405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol` Suchecki
6024BuckinghamPkwy.
CulverCity, CA 90230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry bowling
3732 Quigley St
oakland, CA 9461



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Benjamin Burch
3112A Lewiston Ave
Berkeley, CA 94705-2717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The tar sand pipelines break frequently and end up depositing extemely poisonous waste
in the surrounding lands, making those lands unihabitable and water sources undrinkable.
California is the biggest vegetable and fruit producer in the U.S.;  America depends on our
state's produce in the cold months. Tar sands in the blip of a pipeline break would
devastate our farmland and the resulting food profits therein.
 
Moreover, California is rich in renewable energies that are NON-POLLUTING because we
have a huge amount of sun for solar energy, wind  for windmills, and ocean for tide current
energy. We already have  oil wells.  We don't need tar sand oil. 
 
The standard MUST ENSURE that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels
but PHASING OUT dirtier ones ... such as tar sands.    The rule should be strengthened to
require each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no
means should the low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty
and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Ms. Terry Ellen E Robinson
3662 Midvale Avenue, #5
Los Angeles, CA 900034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Grace Feldmann
4896 Lookout Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Longanecker
6362 Cmto Salado
San Diego, CA 92111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Howard Higson
7765 Dos Palos Lane
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Amador
Calle de Arboles
Redondo Beach, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Preston Marshall
21569 Main Street
Barstow, CA 92311-9747



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping-up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jared Laiti
81 Cognac Circle
Sacramento, CA 95835



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Huttinger
1250 Clubhouse Drive
Pasadena, CA 91105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Ardinger
345 Walnut Ave., #19
Long Beach, CA 90802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ROBERT PARKER STELLATO
3015-212 EAST BAYSHORE ROAD
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dillu ashby
4022 tracy st.
los angeles, CA 90027
 
323/666-7214



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Viselli
4463 Ardara Place
LaCanada, CA 91011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j newman
222 main
santa rosa, CA 95402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j newman
222 main
santa rosa, CA 95402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
helen martin
p.o. box 6403
carmel, CA 93921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Alexander
707 Cantor
Irvine, CA 92620



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Mary Beth Starzel
99  22nd  Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed Pinson
442 W. Palm Av.
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable.
 
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cornelia Schulz
466 Cascade Drive
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gidon singer
4505 voltaire street
san diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine George
1836 Locust Street
Napa, CA 94559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karynn Merkel
833 Everding Street
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Yatco
timberlake Court
San Jose, CA 95148



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paige Ziehler-Martin
3715 Denair St
Pasadena, CA 91107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katy Dougherty
1222 23rd street
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Cain
12 Oak Grove Ave
Woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
richard robinson
28 dover place
manhattan beach, CA 90266
 
3105464745



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
victoria and david Wallace
17822 Highway 94
dulzura, CA 91917-1112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
thaddeus herrick
817 Maltman Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angela Lottes
642 5th Street
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dottie Felton
5116 Cherbourg Dr
Sacramento, CA 95842



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Blackman
721 Bay St #47
Apt. 47
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5958



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liz O'Sullivan
133 Summit Road
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerri Mariott
5947 Sherwood Drive
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elise Dragu
26239 hatmor dr.
Calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jon grutman
EX. DIR. NON-PROFIT
1136 s dunsmuire ave
los angeles, CA 90019-6756



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Christy
9530 Valencia Dr
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Saul Markowitz
318 N. California St.
Burbank, CA 91505-3507



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Writer Researche Gerhard Brostrom
Writer, editor, videomaker
1116 Curtis St
Albany, CA 94706
 
510 5245984



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susannah End
2966 Otis St
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erlinda Gorgona
444 Piedmont Ave Unit 122
Glendale, CA 91206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susannah End
2966 Otis St
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Hunter-Welborn
524 Meadowmist Ct..
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Tracey Kleber
345 South Anita Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
 
(310) 472-9042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natali Valega
2101 Shoreline Dr
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Mitcheltree
17072 Aries Drive
Yorba Linda, CA 92886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Johnson-Jackson
P.O. Box 207
Canby, CA 96015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Goldberg
1609 Arbor Dr.
Glendale, CA 91202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Torunn Sivesind
PO Box 536
Lafayette, CA 94549
 
(618) 975-0672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Moricca
2618 Sonoma Way
Pinole, CA 94564-1216



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rudy Zeller
1343 peralta ave.
berkeley, CA 94702
 
510-235-7800



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KEITH LEWIS
18620 Hatteas St 175
Tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Winburn
2133 Damuth St
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Bransford
1604 Palomar Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
This issue is so very important. Tar sands are nothing except nasty and environmentally
dangerous. I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Lilly
20361 Mobile Street
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Norma Campbell
37 Decorah lane
Campbell, CA 95008-2424
 
(408) 559-7379



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael O'Sullivan
133 Summit Road
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Boyden
1275 Westchester Place
Los Angeles, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Boyden
1275 Westchester Place
Los Angeles, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ian Francisco
24318 Sylvan Glen Rd Apt D
Diamond Bar, CA 91765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Sutton
3730 58th Street
Sacramento, CA 95820



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
reeta Roo
PO Box 875
Occidental, CA 95465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Hanlon
200 N Bentley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90049-2412
 
3103769286



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Lanane
2714 Sierra Vista Way
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Marrinan
101 N. Merion Ave.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Michele Wolfe
2544 W. Winston Road #L4
Anaheim, CA 92804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Carol Savary
1636 Diamond Street
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Mather
2255 Showers Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorraine Gemmell
1980 Silverwood Ave
Mountain View, CA 94043
 
650-603-2411



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Crum
PO Box 930
Fillmore, CA 93016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kristin bauer
827 Hollywood way #284
burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lari Power
5555 Notavailable Rd
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Don't succumb to corporate strong-arm tactics and pressure.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mitchell Diamond
441 E Washington Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
 
(408) 739-6973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Pierson
435 N. Naomi
Burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Garitty
13088 Vista Knolls
Nevada City, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celeste Pierce
1796 Waterview Pl.
Nipomo, CA 93444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shea Craver
1280 Fulbar Ct
San Jose , CA 95132-3022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zac Wheatcroft
18 7th
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
PATRICE  SENA
1010  Locust St
PASADENA, CA 91106-5366



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Rosatti
540 Pacific Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Williams
558 Joost Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Hoover
artist
8630 Lookout Mountain Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046-1816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Simmons
150 Deer Hollow Rd
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Catherine Curtis
212 26th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402
 
310-476-5764



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
An Vu
6521 Halifax Dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
 
7147944010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Mendenhall
804 J Street
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Moira Nelson
2415 Silverstrand Avenue
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254-2664



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. april Ewaskey
po bx 92674
long  beach, CA 90809
 
5624252011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Thryft
15520 Big Basin Way
Boulder Creek, CA 95006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorrine Marshall
3202 Aspen Grove
Irvine, CA 92618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rick Lane
240 Monroe Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Earl Frounfelter
120 Palm Court Drive
Santa Maria, CA 93454-6644



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mindy Edwards
719 Cedar Point Place
Westlake Village, CA 91362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Miliotis
239 Coneflower St
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Becker
14257 Roblar Place
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4017



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  Our air should be kept as clean and as pure as possible!
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tara Leesa Davis
4677 Home Ave.  Apt. 85
Sanm Diego, CA 92105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Reynolds
1805 Pentuckett Ave
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeremy Hinkson
521 WILSON AV
SACRAMENTO, CA 95833
 
9169202829



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Campbell
11420 Loch Lomond Rd.
Middletown, CA 95461



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gordon Wing
420 Dimm Street
Richmond, CA 94805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Smith
729 w 216th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
 
3105239910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Legal Fellow Jonathan C Evans
3800 Bayo St.
Oakland, CA 94619
 
(213) 598-1466



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Connolly
1286 Glenn Haven Dr
Chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Darin De Stefano
1502 8th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
k b
432 e.lingard
lanc., CA 93535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vance mcclure
2174 Cambridge Av
Cardiff, CA 92007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Miraldi
988 Wood Hollow Ct
Fairfield, CA 94533



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica Odani
25409 Cypress St
Lomita, CA 90717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shana Rapoport
19415 Kinzie St.
Northridge, CA 91324



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Sidney Robles
1129 Stonybrook Dr.
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Sefton
PO Box 714
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92678-0714
 
949 5899230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa Grant
20 Luna Lane #4
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Slawson
1512 S Curson Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ellett
1053 Vista Grande Rd.
El Cajon, CA 92019
 
619 444-6709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mani murthy
692 vanderbilt dr
sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teri Wilson
71496 San Gorgonio Rd.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kaija Keel
430 Beloit Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony Stratton
9252 Rancho Drive
Elk Grove, CA 95624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Ranz
224 Happy Hollow Ct.
Lafayette, CA 94549
 
925 2749059



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Trent Buckman
3010 cadencia st.
carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Lyon
1334 19th.  St.  #4
Santa Monica, CA 90404
 
310-8281388



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jeanne Mursch
5011 Palmetto Ave Apt 15
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Treadgold
1666 Thayer Ave. #203
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  California must maintain leadership on this important
issue.  Time and again we've seen the forward thinking policies of this state pay off in
greater innovation and a cleaner environment making California a global leader on these
important issues. 
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
As a new father, responsible environmental stewardship is the single biggest factor in the
decisions I make as a voter, a citizen, and a consumer.  Please do the right thing, for all of
our sake.
 
Thank you.
 
Devon Wilson
1117 1/2 Olive Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta Froome
5531 La Cuenta Drive
San Diego, CA 92124-1418



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mark bianco
935 oakes st
sunnyvale, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We desperately need clean energy not more polluting sources of energy.  I urge you to
uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzi Orozco-Neu
3458 Lee Street
Los Angeles, CA 90023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Raleigh
3150 Paradise Dr
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Clark
2419 Winston Rd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
 
(714) 334-9430



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Bruton
127 FURBER LN
Cloverdale, CA 95425



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Russell Blalack
1081 Milky Way
Cupertino, CA 95014-5008
 
408 966-6417



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
janet perlman
2243 stuart st
berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annette Mello
450 Wildberry Drive
Boulder Creek, CA 95006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Bariloni
4792 Raspberry Place
San Jose, CA 95129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristin  Kirk
100 Bayo Vista Way
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert McNally
1245 Pine Creek Way, #J
Concord, CA 94520-5912



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica DuClaud
540 Delancey St. #203
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Horsburgh
3625 Williams aVE
LaVerne, CA 91750



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
joy wagner
1500 Purson Lane
LAFAYETTE, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deanna Sparks
2394 Savanna Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda M ninomiya
3562 Tilden Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034
 
(310) 825-1201



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela MIller
39362 San Thomas Court
Murrieta, CA 2562



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Hourihan
2023 Cloverfield Blvd. Apt. G
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Robert Bausch
2628 Prindle Road
Belmont, CA 94002-1512



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cathy Thornburn
5255 Elenwood Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rohan Sabnis
156 Sequoia Ct.
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allen Swift
37 Bridgehead Road
Martinez, CA 94553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John A. Ferguson
1151 Walnut Street
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jamie Winn
209 windward way
oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken LaMance
71 Langton Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
(415)827-6392



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Linerud
325 Middle Road
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blaze Bhence
4190 Elizabeth Court
Cypress, CA 90630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Madeline Jensen
2018 S. Janette Lane
Anaheim, CA 92802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Schneider
733 Front St.
San Francisco, CA 94111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim Floyd
5375 Shirley J. Lane
Wrightwood, CA 92397
 
(760) 680-9479



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
T. Stone
8033 Sunset Blvd., #538
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sarah luth
1045 Meade Ave
San Diego, CA 92116-1038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha M Carrington
1555 Merrill Street, Space 135
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(800) 831-6974



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica Odani
25409 Cypress St
Lomita, CA 90717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Hubbard
4023 W. 21st Street
Los Angeles, CA 90018-1027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Olson
115 Valencia Avenue
Aptos, CA 95003-4428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick Cameron
12970 Hwy 8 Bus #81
El Cajon, CA 92021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erica Petrofsky
736 Adams St.
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Patterson
1550 Sunny Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen  Engberg
5432 Canehill Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90713



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frances  Nowve
 2925 Ellis Street
 Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ROY OSHITA
1126 ARROYO DRIVE
MONTEREY PARK, CA 91755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Frankenfield
325 Channing Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301-2764
 
650-462-1270



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erica Seelig
734 N. Pine St.
Ukiah, CA 95482
 
707 463-8993



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Evans
1063 Swanston Dr
Sacramento, CA 95818
 
916-446-3572



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chrysteen Anderson
8210 Zogg Mine Road
Igo, CA 96047-0379



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amanda DeMarino
493 S. Ogden Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annika Miller
190 Ethel Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Brickell
210 W. Union Ave., #13
Fullerton, CA 92832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
June Welsh
49 Showers Drive, Apt. A338
Mountain View, CA 94040
 
6509416706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lynda lahue
5849 topeka dr
tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Travis Smith
30951 Hanover Ln.
Menifee, CA 92584



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alicia Eckley
1756 Carmel Dr.
Walnut Creek, CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Wells
1221 Black Canyon Road
Santa Susana, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Chase
528 s Circulo Lazo
Anaheim, CA 92807-4302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kirby Hammel
1230 Lawrence St
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Herpetologist Frank Wegscheider
207 San Anselmo Ln
Placentia, CA 92870
 
(714) 993-9249



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina Davis
PO Box 303
Mill Valley, CA 94942



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Colletto
4207 gertrude st
simi valley, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Rolbeck
2768 Countryside Dr.
Placerville, CA 95667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maris Arnold
1824 Virginia St.
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lindsey Myers
P.O. Box 531
Twain Harte, CA 95383
 
(209) 629-3732



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Perlman
POB 117
Greenview, CA 96037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dena Pruitt
Jennifer Street
Newark, CA 94560



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben Ruwe
10272 Lomita Ave.
Felton, CA 95018-8842
 
(831)332-7709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kim silva
405 avenida san carlos
san clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eric kapan
735 cornish drive
encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Smith
100 Chilpancingo Pkwy., Apt 1200
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
H. Coetzee
505 Venado Vista Dr
La Canada, CA 91011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zayn Kassam
551 N. College Ave
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Howard
2579 Stansberry Way
Sacramento, CA 95826-2122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jed Fuhrman
21587 Encina
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Segal
1066 San Jacinto Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KIRSTIE Palmer
831 N. LUCIA AVE.
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Kourda
951 Eton Court
Chula Vista, CA 91913



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurene Hirschberg
1106 Cherokee
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Haydee Felsovanyi
Po Box 488
Pescadero, CA 94060
 
415 5084465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mr Victor L Lawrence
2612 calle abedul
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet J Pielke
1589 Webster Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Linda Drake
1501 Palos Verdes Dr N #53
Harbor City, CA 90710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Albert Schulze
PO Box 2586
aptos, CA 95001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John McKee
6667 Wilbur Ave Unit 36
Reseda, CA 91335



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonny Ahern
1844 N. Woodside St.
ORANGE                      , CA 92865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rafal Dobrowolski
238 playa del norte
San Diego, CA 92037-5928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Zukas
5615 Spartan Drive
San Diego, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Kelleher
100 E. Laurel Ave.
Sierra Madre, CA 91024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Bryan
46 Seascape Dr.
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Leipham
2406 Bombadil Lane
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pete Johnson
3811 Shafter Ave
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Klaudia Englund
2077 Hopewell Court
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Olson
5215 Bennett Valley Lane
Glen Ellen, CA 95442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lowell & Suzanne Gomes
8772 Vivero St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
 
(909) 980-0200



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Alexander
135 Hancock
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
4158640863



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Reid
1311 Pine St
Calistoga, CA 94515
 
707-942-5778



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alison Litton
501 1/2 North Norton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rufus  Wesley
369 Manila Dr.
San Jose, CA 95119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tony vanoni
1095buenavistaway
carlsbad, CA 92008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marsha McIntire
866 vereda del ciervo
Goleta, CA 93117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
NicholasP Kafkas
2770-36th ave
San Francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Roberto
10746 North Magnolia Ave 8C
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Copy Editor annie belt
540 Bonita Ave., #203
san jose, CA 95116
 
(408) 288-6322



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc Schroeder
4132 Campus Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. K Donaldson
PO Box 3215
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rhona Baum
Oak Street
 Saratoga, CA 95070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Tritel
10772 Galvin
Culver City, CA 90230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elza Burton
114 hazel ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joshua Stein
150 Downey St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
 
(415) 664-9833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Millan
1106 2nd St
#D
Encinitas, CA 92024-5008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Albert
56 Buena Vista Dr.
Freedom, CA 95019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane McKernon
4430 Stoney Way
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lindsey Skrdlant
441 Pearl Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul  Wilson
179 Lakeshore Ct.
Richmond, CA 94840



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Liz Johnson
908 Fillmore
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith S Anderson
3621 Gundry Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90807
 
949 476-8922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Silvernale
730 1/2 Third Ave
Blue Lake, CA 95525



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Carrell
21752 Shasta Lake Rd
Lake Forest, CA 92630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Campbell
1931 De Vaca Way
Livermore, CA 94550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Caldwell
8400 Falcon View Drive
Antelope, CA 95843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Kellogg
5841 Bridle Way
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Verdugo
210 Avenida Montalvo
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Esposito
1510 Rowell Avenue
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
 
(310) 546-3737



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
allan droyan
445 n harold st
fort bragg, CA 954327



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patt healy
san vicente blvd
santa monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
robyn little
9 pine street
twenty nine palms, CA 92277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irmgard Linss
8975-64 Lawrence Welk Dr.
Escondido, CA 92026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Sawyers
3710 Gross Rd Spc 29
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(831) 476-3112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Hampson
729 Waller Street, B
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karl Levin
20959 Elkwood Street
Canoga Park, CA 91304-5119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 Margreta von Pein
116 La Sonoma Way
AAlamo, CA 94507



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christian Heinold
547  24th St  Apt 21
Oakland, CA 94612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shawn Clement
26615 Mountain Park Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Malcolm Gaffney
401 W Pine Ave, Unit 35
Lompoc, CA 93436
 
6612881501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cor van de Water
748 Alice Av
Mountain View, CA 94041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Julie Sanford
15416 Gault
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Downing
2316 Edgewater Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
 
805-965-8635



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Trecha
2627 Wightman St.
San Diego, CA 92104
 
6192208132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Bechtel
734 Cajon Street
Redlands, CA 92373



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
H Bourne
304 E Elmwood Ave
Burbank, CA 91502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Linda
2376C Via Mariposa West
Laguna Woods, CA 92637



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Pierre
4171 Opal Street
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Cooper-Keil
21791 Summerwind Lane
HUNTINGTN BCH, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aaron Ximm
179 Elsie St
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Pirkl
58401 Road 235
North Fork, CA 93643



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Dodson
24176 Elrond Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Feissel
5895 Mountain Hawk
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cindy beckley
3232 birdsall ave
oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy MAason
2025 Pacific Ave
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Daniel
20143 Archwood Street
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice May
450 Lovall Valley Rd
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DONNA PEDROZA
1801 SHORELINE DR, #303
ALAMEDA, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Lee
2033 W Porter Ave
Fullerton, CA 92833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allison Hegan
521 La Mesa Place
Pasadena, CA 91103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
peter reimer
highland blvd
hayward, CA 94542



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cate Swan
po box 54
Monte Rio, CA 95462



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kitti Homme
119 Blackburn Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Frumento
7777 Gainford St
Downey, CA 90240
 
310 968 2489



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Davidson
39874 Pierce lake Drive
Oakhurst, CA 93644-8905
 
(559) 692-2869



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maureen Walsh
300 Calle Miramar
Redondo Beach, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vera Brown
6 Barcelona Circle
Redwood City, CA 94065-1338



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
www.4radicalchange.com
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Raj Jawa
22565 Pecan Place
Santa Clarita, CA 91390



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cyril Bouteille
960 Bonita Ave
Mountain View, CA 94040-2619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn Waring
400 Soto St
Martinez, CA 94553-2600



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mary carmen gomez
paseo lomas 4
tijuana, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bambi Corso
2558 hood drive
Thousand oaks, CA 91362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Klein
1519 Virginia Street
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Julie Watt
3595 Granada Ave Apt 349
Santa Clara, CA 95051-3491
 
4084163166



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Swytak
14141 Brenan Way
Santa Ana, CA 92705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Timothy Rinner
5825 SE Kent St.
Milwaukie, OR 97222



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeffrey lapic
156 s ridgewood rd
kentfield, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Therese Ryan
37310 36th St. E
Palmdale, CA 93550-2569



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Tilly
2300 E. Valley Pkwy #116
Spc 116
Escondido, CA 92027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Jacquet
202 Shoreline Ct
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
franchezska zamora
403 N Catalina Ave
Pasadena, CA 91106
 
6263969533



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
erika martinez
3485 bridgewood terrace #104
fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Rosenthal
376 Orange Street #4
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Merrill Rodin
4265 Marina City Drive #107
Marina del Rey, CA 90292-5808



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nadya Disend
5812 Fremont St.
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. David M Luboff
436 East Palm Avenue
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Nahman-Ramos
524 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
wendy denny
404 Sheldon St
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tay Cooper
3495 Ridgecrest Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sophia Roberts
P.O. Bo 1207
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Candi Ausman
4555 Thornton Ave Apt 62
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony Mills
40 Astoria Circle
Petaluma, CA 94954
 
707-765-6246



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Hollier
PO Box 3453
Crestline, CA 92325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa Husbands
5521 Cloud Way
San Diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Bonfield
111 1/2 10th. street
Pacific Grove, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jee Teo
12767 Kittridge St.,
N. Hollywood, CA 91606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dollie Spinks
1273 Detroit Ave, Apt. A
Concord, CA 94520



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lee juskalian
pob 141
cardiff, CA 92007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kay Von Tress
265 Waverley
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Devin McCormick
2156 Chianti Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Using or supporting tar sands oil in any way is the exact opposite of what we need to be
doing in this post tipping point climate disaster in the making.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claire Perricelli
2259 16th
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gemma Geluz
2929 Juniper St
Fairfield , CA 94533



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allen Nelson
15962 Gault Street
Lake Balboa, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Josh Beck
1505 Vallejo Dr
San Jose, CA 95130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Renee Aherne
7735 Newman Ave #102
Huntington Beach, CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Dorst
2705 Florence Pl
Sacramento, CA 95818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ernest Boyd
1069 Greco Avenue #229
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lucy Kenyon
195 Walnut Circle
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william Olkowski
1615 Anacapa St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-1909



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Paolini
4876 Speak Lane
San Jose, CA 95118-3712



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stefano aldighieri
1855 industrial st
los angeles, CA 90021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Nass
701 New York Ranch Rd
Jackson, CA 95642
 
916-379-0891



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Kelley
1228 San Miguel Ave
Santa Barbara, CA 93109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Sutton
1100 Chantilly Road
Los Angeles, CA 90077-2620



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Kovic
Rambla Serena
San Marcos, CA 92086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Berger
4412 Ocean View Boulevard, #207
Montrose, CA 91020
 
818-957-2257



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. K Krupinski
6124 Buena Vista Terrace
LA, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rocco matone
5436 Village Green
Lod Angeles, CA 90016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Rector
PO Box 230781
Encinitas, CA 92023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Calash
23051 Lipton St.
Lake Forest, CA 92630
 
714-547-3143



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris House
8300 Manitoba Street
Playa de Rey, CA 90293



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger and Judy McClure
29111 Lotusgarden Dr.
Canyon Country, CA 91387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Bagby
240 Shady Lane
Boulder Creek, CA 95006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Mills
915 Pierce St Apt 206
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sunni Chapman
808 Annex Ave.
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Joel S Savitz
2480 Washington St., Apt. 606
San Francisco, CA 94115
 
(415) 655-9033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nam Kaur Khalsa
1330 Tunnel Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Lane
2702 Blucher Valley Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine FinkJohnson
1744 Kilbourn St
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Chamberlain
Grove Ave
San Diego, CA 92154
 
619-423-4383



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samantha Garlejo
9944 Shoup Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jackie A Carroll
215 Juniper Drive
Crowley Lake, CA 93546
 
(760) 935-9104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joe Trimble
Pinewood
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
joe keaney jr
9711 rathburn ave
northridge, CA 91325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Ruiz
182 Guadalupe Dr
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Laddon
4476 Marlborough Ave #2
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Laddon
4476 Marlborough Ave #2
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DH Higgins
Bolinas Road
Fairfax, CA 9430



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Gosselin
15 Glen Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
betty murphy
35 linden ave
long beach, CA 90802-5059



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
davidd levy
2071 truesdell ln.
carlsbad, CA 92008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Lewis
1885 Laguna del Campo
Templeton, CA 93465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
willy aenlle
573 alameda st
altadena, CA 91001-3055



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Edwards
7822 Trinity Lane
La Palma, CA 90623-1640



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Meier
248 Bonair Street
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. S H
255 Normandie Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claude McDonald
6633 Mt. Forest Dr
San Jose, CA 95120



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Andy Philpot
1525 Acorn Way
Solvang, CA 93463
 
805-686-8919



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn Bryan
4048 match point ave
Santa rosa, CA 95407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Pariseau
1410Junewood Way
Oxnard, CA 93030-3334



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs Linda Rubin
14723 Bartley Lane
Jamul, CA 91935
 
619-977-4393



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Sajor
11232 Lucas St.
Cerritos, CA 90703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Masada Disenhouse
9380 Alto Drive
La Mesa, CA 91941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kristina Fukuda-Schmid
11250 Garfield Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230
 
(310) 397-7392



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Wylie
1200 7th Street
Novato, CA 94945-2210
 
(415) 898-8340



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fareed Rayyis
950 Steiner Street no. 1
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina Pirazzi
445 Los Altos
Long Beach, CA 90814
 
(562) 498-2790



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Pearlman
2222 Laguna Canyon Road
Laguna Beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrienne Altman
15035 Otsego St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Rebecca Riley
24222 Caris st.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
 
818-917-1774



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To all Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a Californian who believes that the cleaner our air the healthier our population and the
lower our state's medical costs, I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon
fuel standard, and to reject any rule changes that would weaken our current standard.
 
We have ample sun, wind and tides in our state to meet our energy needs in cleaner, more
sustainable ways.  Our current fuel standard encourages energy companies to invest in
these methods rather than continue to pollute our air and add to global warming by the use
of dirty, high-carbon fuels.
 
Please hold strong against the changes proposed by the oil industry to accommodate the
environmental disaster that Canadian tar sands would be for our planet.
 
By no means should our low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use
of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.  If anything, our rules should be
strengthened to promote clean, sustainable energy for California.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for the work you do on behalf of us Californians.
 
Jacquie Lowell
3766 Southview Dr. #250
San Diego, CA 92117-5338



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Roe
2716 N. Adoline Ave.
Fresno, CA 93705
 
5594781436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristina Long
1811 E Grand Ave 138
Escondido, CA 92027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Parness Richard
664 Terrace
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ray paquette
841 Ripley St
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jorge belloso-curiel
431 metro walk way
richmond, CA 94801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
TONY LAVICTOIRE
2972 a state rte 153
TWISP, WA 98856



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Miraula
124 15th Street, Unit C
Huntington Beach, CA 92648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris wiley
382 stowell ave
sunnyvale, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john chere
6410 Schmidt Lane,
Apartment 10
El Cerrito, CA 94530
 
209 489 8833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Emery
259 W. Santa Clara St.
Ventura, CA 93001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Flitcraft
1812 Pineridge DR
Cambria, CA 93428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Kowzan
13644 Deering Lane
Moorpark, CA 93021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frances Clark
1501 Lilly Hill Dr Apt 40
Needles, CA 92363



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matt switzer
601 Van Ness Ave. Apt 406
san Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Evie Cross
1245 Blackfield Dr.
Santa Clara , CA 95051



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Yenoki
372 Monterey Rd Apt 23
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dewey V. V Schorre
506 Crestview Drive
Ojai, CA 93023
 
(805) 640-0444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph S. Cox
25885 Trabuco Rd. #242
Lake Forest, CA 92630-6651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sharon brogan
eye st apt 104
bakersfield, CA 93304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Sandra Britton
613 Woodgreen Way
Nipomo, CA 93444
 
805-343-1603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Nahigian
9570 Harvest View Way
Sacramento, CA 95827
 
916-366-7061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joy Schary
14412 Benefit St. #3
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4047



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Tristan Raymond
2198 St Augustine Cir
Petaluma, CA 94954
 
7076582450



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn Swidorski
1500 Quesada Ave
San Francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Walter Schlosser
725 1/2 Lorraine Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My reaction to destroying the terrain above the Canadian tar sands it horror. This vast area
is beautiful, has many trees (read carbon sinks) and deserves not to be disturbed. Hence i
join in urging you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fraser Muirhed
4200 Paradise Drive
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Grandi
3555 Caminito
San Diego, CA 92130
 
858-523-8731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helmut  Kayan
230 Oak Street
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Haskins
4248 copeland avenue
San Diego, CA 92105
 
6192690296



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Anita Harwardt
305 S. Ashdale
W. Covina, CA 91790



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Shevelev
20 clipper st
Sf, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Gray
1729 Arlington Blvd
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Kovacs
56 Paseo Verde
San Clemente, CA 92673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
owner Laurie E Davis
800 Old Rancheria Rd.
800 Old Rancheria Rd
Nicasio, CA 94946
 
(415) 662-2084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susanne Madden
7319 Trask Avenue
Playa del Rey, CA 90293
 
(310) 823-2903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah J Diehl
431 Spruce Ave
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
 
(831) 648-1032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melanie Winter
3912 Laurel Canyon
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristi Vanderstock
6565 Via de la Reina
Bonsall, CA 92003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Wayne
xxx
xxx, CA 92407-4671



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Whittle
1025 Ordway Street
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stan Gassman
111 California Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Bortolin
6100 S PCH #13
Redondo Beach, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Lerner
220 N Zapata Hwy #11 PMB318
Oakland, CA 94602
 
6196181248



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jay Steiger
4042 Camino Paz
Spring Valley, CA 91977



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claudia Mackey
5242 Grouse Run Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207-5357
 
2094746764



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dominique Ryba
1593 Jonathon St.
Vista, CA 92083



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marla Hoff
1231 Gloria Way
Modesto, CA 95350



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dianne M Franco
po box 1031
La Quinta, CA 92247



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Sparks
381 half moon lane
Daly City, CA 94015-2488
 
(650) 992-7465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Freimuth
2245 Loma Vista Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard S Shepard
PO Box 5649
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
 
(909) 815-5078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tristan screnin
696 E Columbia Ave
Pomona, CA 91767



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ROBERT MORGAN
231 GRAND VIEW AVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114-3131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Gustavo Sandoval
505 Los Gatos Way
San Mateo, CA 94403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicolas Lehotzky
2821 alma ave
manhattan beach, CA 90266



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrian Lopez
1338-C Stevenson Street
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Little
6008 College Ave., #10
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KAREN SCHEUERMANN
17455 Big Bear Lane
Cottonwood, CA 96022
 
5303471687



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cami McLaren
4661 Larson Way
Sacramento, CA 95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Sadler
68 Fifth Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118-1308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie McLaughlin
4075 Hilldale Rd.
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Satchell
4425 The Court
Sacramento, CA 95821
 
916-485-4176



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Klug
149 Orchard Oak Circle
Campbell, CA 9508



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Merlin Wilson
382 Lombard St.
Salinas, CA 93907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john koch
684 rough and eady rd.
san jose, CA 95133
 
408-272-9372



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Gunther
2318 W. Sunnyside #3
Chicago, IL 60625



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sean Hagstrom
PO Box 9237
Redlands, CA 92375



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Sternhagen
7513 Forbes Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lyla Fadali
1 Miramar St # 929151
La Jolla, CA 92092



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed schehl
p o box 2123
Santa cruz, CA 95063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Biggs
1460 Kooser Road
San Jose, CA 95118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tawny McLellan
222 Avenida de la Vereda
Ojai, CA 93023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Tong
2 Townsend Street, Apt. 1-302
San Francisco, CA 94107-2035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steviann Yanowitz
6457 Firmament Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anastasia Fiandaca
278 30th St.
San Francisco, CA 94131-2421
 
415.239.3824



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nina Koepcke
916 El Rio Drive
San Jose, CA 95125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Duncan
419 Broad
Nevada City , CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Shane
327 Neva St
Sebastopol, CA 95472
 
707 823-3744



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Maguire
12829 Lambeth St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Magali Mialaret
97 Francis
Bondi, ot 2026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
AS AN EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AFTER 38 YEARS OF
TEACHING ECOLOGY AT CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, I urge you to uphold and
protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy
and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeri Langham
9619 Mira Del Rio Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
elaine edell
5244 Bridgetown Pl.
westlake village, CA 91362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joe Culbertson
1831 Westfield Rd.
Paso Robles, CA 93446
 
805-712-3452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Bernhart
262 Greenview Drive
Daly City, CA 94014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Devendorf
333 Florence St
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
WILBUR HAYTER
PO BX 23123
SAN JOSE, CA 95153
 
(408) 578-5079



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen  Lawrence
68680 Dinah Shore Dr Apt 68D
Cathedral City, CA 92234-5788
 
7607703070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
co-owner Gail M Cheeseman
20800 Kittridge Rd.
Saratoga, CA 95070
 
(408) 741-5330



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
b hoff
14621 davis street
westminster, CA 92683_5216



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed Cavuto
22539 Figueroa Street #301
Carson, CA 90745
 
310-650-3039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly baker
202 Vista Del Monte
Los Gatos, CA 95030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Morrison
3575 Chippendale Ct.
Pleasanton, CA 94588



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard. We have led the Nation and World for
years in the pursuit of a cleaner, sustainable world. Please do not break that tradition.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark  Ostrom
2416 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94607
 
510-207-9798



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Minturn Collins
550 S. Barrington Ave., Apt. 3214
Los Angeles, CA 90049
 
(310) 210-5672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
STACIE CHARLEBOIS
2829 BAY VILLAGE AVE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Waters
17755 Cherokee
Los Gatos, CA 95033
 
(408) 353-5803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie A Wood
2621 Orange Way
Antioch, CA 94531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Field
105 Vista del Campo
Los Gatos,, CA 95030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Bernadette Barberini
1404 Sherman
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Card
1156 Joy Court
Exeter, CA 93221



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
james r monroe
5521 michigan blvd
concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jolianne Baum
663 MARINE sT.#c
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. W. D. Botch
6326 W 84TH PL
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeff robbins
1335 hill dr
ca, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Kloepfer
Twelfth
Montara, CA 94037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Slark
33672 Blue Lantern #3
Dana Point, CA 92629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Robert Reed
16635 Alviso Court
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530-7038
 
9516745757



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mar Leuthold
701 Minnesota 153
SanFrancisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenna Ramsey
7260 Waite Dr.
La Mesa , CA 91941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne McCarthy
4045 Bishop Creek Rd
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Valerie  Zachary
PO Box 6656
Los Osos, CA 93412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian von Dedenroth
509 Valley Vista Dr.
Camarillo, CA 93010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leana Rudish
268 Wayland Street
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul H Haskins
PO BOX 1413
Carlsbad, CA 92018-1413
 
(760) 579-3047



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louise McGuire
3706 Los Flores Ave
Concord, CA 94919
 
925-521-5728



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
laura godfrey
1557 tindall ranch rd
corralitos, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Martinez
23185 Santa Clara Street
Hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carolyn kubecka
600 mcmaster lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marianne ewing
elm
bolinas, CA 94924
 
2434 2474   



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Goetz
PO Box 7016
Santa Monica, CA 90406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Law
20 Live Oak
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clay Howard
34a Scenic Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Frazer
668 39th Street
Sacramento, CA 95816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Harter
1249 Bundage Court
Marina, CA 93933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn Gifford
4560 North Ave #4
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Brophy
653 Cantara Lane
Vista, CA 92081



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Struve
5520 Via Callado
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lisa rubin
6700 warner avenue, apt 33g
huntington beach, CA 92647
 
714-246-4549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
geoffrey collins
5531 amy ave
garden grove, CA 92845



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING FOR
THE FUTURE GENERATIONS.  WE OWE IT TO OUR YOUNG ONES TO MAKE THIS
MADNESS STOP AT ONCE!
 
Thank you.
 
CECILIA HALLINAN
 
cecillia hallinan
1249 Glenn Street
Santa Rosa,, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
NO - NO - NO to dirty fuel sources !!!!
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne Eggers
221 Mullen Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sherrie Divelbiss
2137 SNOWBERRY COURT
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Cardoza
5013 O Sullivan Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90032
 
(323) 221-4516



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Czamanske
PO Box 2572
South Pasadena, CA 91031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Alisha Rosen
3125 Turk Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94118-4169
 
(415) 250-4383



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Merz
745 Las Colindas Rd
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kevin hoeke
780 dharma ridge
los gatos, CA 95033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Paulat
14890 N. Alpine Rd.
Lodi, CA 95240



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Seltzer
11076 Fruitland Drive
Studio City, CA 91604-3541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Miller
8013 Blackburn Ave., #1
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. dan hitt
p.o. box 542
palo alto, CA 94302-0542



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
We, the people of California, have already spoken on this subject, and we of this state
want to pursue clean energy, even if the rest of the nation does not.  (But really, they do...
just ask the people!)
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Kirton
588 Kingston Road
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Bodian
47 Piper Ln
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Shvarts
14571 Valley Vista Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Flavia Sordelet
1145 Holly Rd
Tahoe City, CA 96145
 
530-583-5357



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dean Thompson
24 Fiar S.
Woodland HIlls, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Wright
745 W. 111th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Karp
12115 Mesa Verde Drive
Valley Center, CA 92082
 
909-866-7547



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Elizabeth Ramsey
1626 Colusa Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
 
5307564948



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lana  Nardiello
1933 rodney
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Dickey
222 San Carlos Avenue
El Cerrito, CA 94530-4151



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Pyle
27 San Francisco Bl
San Anselmo, CA 94960
 
415-456-3680



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
diane olson
521 montana ave.  $305
santa monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. barbara Orr
19327 Citronia St.
Northridge, CA 91324



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Weber
221 Concord St. #1
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing to ask that you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and to fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Wolfe
13376 Dronfield Ave. -
Sylmar, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marie-elena mello
po box 968
claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Raymond Kinney
2570 Bancroft Way #105
Berkeley, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MC Hagerty
POB 131133
Carlsbad, CA 92013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Erickson
16388 Estralita Drive
Sonora, CA 95370-9540
 
209-770-0787



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Woody Griggs
1605 Stonewood Ct
San Pedro, CA 90732-1519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jamie LeDent
2185 Chatsworth
San Diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Mary Jane Moore Moore
6145 Broadmoor Dr
La Mesa, CA 91942



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Remijio Broviak
16313 vista Ct
Chino Hills, CA 91709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Beisigl
702 Latisha Place
El Cajon, CA 92021-5602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ivan Huber
7720 Henefer Av
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Garfinkel
26895 Aliso Creek Rd. #B115
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
 
714-501-4628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marguerite Shuster
675 Mount Wilson Trl
675 Mount Wilson Trl
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-1232
 
6263551767



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Benjamin  Axt
435 N. Frederic Street
Burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Brenda Haig
45   1/2   65th  Place
Long Beach, CA 90803-5678
 
562 438 2182



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Rawlings
947 Adelante Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90042
 
323 541 8555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard. California must lead forward into the
future of energy not capitulate into the past by caving to the oil interests.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ann Skweres
7659 Sand Canyon Road
Wrightwood, CA 92397



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miriam Vercammen
1436 Sierra Linda Dr
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Kenneth Avance
29 Puffin Ct
Sacramento, CA 95834



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I very strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Lindgren
389 Guerrero Street
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Ginsburg
10056 Westwanda Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
 
310-273-8199



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kurt Riedel
2900 Azalea Place
West Sacramento, CA 95691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Riskin
891 Paseo Ferrelo
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marisa Mercado
810 Sherman Ct
Marina, CA 93933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Taylor
128 Rankin Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. LENORE NIETERS
9303 DARCY CT
SANTEE, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Shelly Brown
1837 Garfield Place
Los Angeles, CA 90028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Weber
221 Concord St. #1
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karyn Gil
1518 54th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Schinnerer
906 Pomona Ave
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Herrera
82 Park Ave
Walnut Creek, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Ginn
31463 Britton Circle
Temecula, CA 92591



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brent Mitchell
2940 Camino Serbal
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I urge you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clara Bargellini
5 Westminster
Venice, CA 90291-3601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DG  van ARSDALE
117 PARK ROAD #206
BURLINGAME, CA 94010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vicki berkofsky
833 ocean ave
santa monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leonard Tremmel
800 Lyon #2
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Tuell
817 N 11th Ave
Upland, CA 91786-4009
 
(909) 946-8825



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jose Ricardo Bondoc
410 Winston Dr., Apt. #104
San Francisco, CA 94132-1701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fran Watson
9734 Jamacha Blvd
Spring Valley, CA 91977-5227
 
(619) 469-2639



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maggie Wineburgh-Freed
4652 Oak Grove Cir
Los Angeles, CA 90041-3114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
I AM AN ASTHMA SUFFERER, PLEASE DON'T LET THESE HORRIBLE COAL PEOPLE
WEAKEN THE RULES. THEY SHOULD ROT IN HELL.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patsy Lowe
retired
65 Bonanza Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262
 
no phone



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
I AM AN ASTHMA SUFFERER, PLEASE DON'T LET THESE HORRIBLE COAL PEOPLE
WEAKEN THE RULES. THEY SHOULD ROT IN HELL.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patsy Lowe
retired
65 Bonanza Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262
 
no phone



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pam Warren
10344 Stonehurst Dr
Escondido, CA 92026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marybeth Arago
32650 Old Willits Rd. 
Fort Bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kerry MacInnes
3589 Walnut Street
LAFAYETTE, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Michaelides
35 Hermosa Ave
Long Beach, CA 90802
 
03 93294087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Hart
1746 N Gramercy Place, Apt # 13
Los Angeles, CA 90028-5818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Eisenberg
52 Via del Rey
Monterey, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Wendell
2834 Ventura Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
 
(707) 544-5108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
peter weiner
p.o.box1213
sugarloiaf, CA 92386



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffery Garcia
PO Box 1166
Mendocino, CA 95460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Dennis Fritzinger
2121 Blake St. #9
Berkeley, CA 94704
 
(510) 643-0576



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Alley
3553 Atlantic Avenue Suite 353
Long Beach, CA 90807-4515
 
5625067224



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amanda DeMarino
493 S. Ogden Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise DiPasquale
325 Hopkins Ave
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mary sutphin
3010 cadencia st
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Kiely
7315 Jumilla Avenue
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Grandpre
609 San Miguel Ct.
Roseville, CA 95747
 
916-955-4128



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Daniels
8831 Collett Ave.
North Hills, CA 91343



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Wilson Ross
590 5th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cathy McPeek
1980 So Camino Real #9
Palm Springs, CA 92264
 
760-832-8162



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
If we care about the planet and want a future for our great grand-children, we need to take
stock and curtain short term thinking that can cause permanent damage to our wildlife, our
water source, etc...
 
Thank you.
 
emerly Gueron
2917 via alvarado
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I have seen photos of Canada’s horrific looking tar sands and it is one of the major
atrocities against nature I have ever seen. I do not want Canada’s tar sand fueled oil
coming to my state of CA and I certainly do not want the CA government starting its own
evil tar sands here on CA soil. I want my own state of CA to start on much more cleaner
environmentally friendly sources of energy and not take ourselves back 200 years by
allowing tar sands here. I am a citizen of America and a born citizen of the state of
California and I approve this message.
 
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marika
 
 
Marika Segal
607 Calle Real
San Clemente, CA 92673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joel Hill
P.O. Box 923
Felton, CA 95018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Litwin
427 62nd St.
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Souza
10787 Caminito Bravura
San Diego, CA 92108
 
619736458



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Loretta Gies
529 Niantic Ave
Daly City, CA 94014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Chapman Lenz
693 Parkwood Ln
Pomona, CA 91767 1208



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lindsey Shere
7500 Eastside Rd.
Healdsburg, CA 95448
 
(707) 838-1465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samuel Wilson
5615 Schatz Lane
Rocklin, CA 95677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david Perry
551 sandydale dr
Nipomo, CA 93444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Campos
2200 20th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bryce Neuman
93 Scott Street Apt #3
San Francisco, CA 94117-3262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Brandes
578 Washington Blvd., #862
Topanga, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Holmes
18701 Fitzpatrick ln
Occidental, CA 95465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roxanna Galvan
1957 81st Ave
Oakland, CA 94621-2031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Cain
1852 Elkwood Drive
Concord, CA 94519
 
(925) 686-6698



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Porter
625 Cox Road
San Marcos, CA 92069
 
(760) 744-7493



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ronald Warren
3041 E Chevy Chase Dr
Glendale, CA 91206
 
(818) 841-0756



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Rippey
300 Creekside Dr.
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leanne Abbott
8231 Fox Trail
Yucca Valley, CA 92284



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming and to reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc Maloney
6824 Woodlock Way
Citrus Heights, CA 95621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Morrow
70775 Ironwood Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270-1964



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Secretary Mary M Markus
10462 Ramona Way
Garden Grove, CA 92840
 
(714) 636-9714



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
milton hebald
4 525Greenbush av
LA, CA  914     



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gillian Wilkerson
4105 Shelter Bay
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Carrie Tanke
2688 Westhills Court
Simi Valley, CA 93065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Schlosstein
PO Box 174
Bodega Bay, CA 94923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Sanders
P.O. Box 402
Fairfax, CA 94978



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
R J Oellers
P. O. Box 1200
Atascadero, CA 93423



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Holly Still
530 Bay Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly Poncia
P.O. Box 971
Lower Lake, CA 95457
 
(707) 995-2047



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Thrush
3234 Kirk Road
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cameron Coffman
5225 Blakeslee Ave. 429
North Hollywood, CA 91601
 
727-385-9944



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dani Brusius
579 Aspen ridge ct
Oak park, CA 91377



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
[My words: No high ecological footprint supply, refinement or production chain products.
The ones that we have now already require immediate ammelioration. The profits of big-oil
must be patriated and made public assets for the immediate retrofit, development,
installation of infrastructure of all existing damaging ecological (full-distributed) footprint
energy and manufacturing processes to known, and they've been long known, green and
low-impact, low ecological footprint energy, manufacturing alternatives. Nothing that is
happening now with the collapse of the nuclear power industry (and avoidance of its
consequences, see at least Fukushima Dai ichi and Kashiwazaki Kariwa on Honshu,
Japan) is at all inevitable. No alternatives need to be delayed. Everyone in the fossil fuel
industry has more than enough assets. Please read and require reading by all staff of at
least the short article from 1968, by Garrett Hardin, "The Tragedy of the Commons".
Please do the right thing, which is to put the earth and it's estimated 100,000,000 NON-
human species first. Only in this way can we properly act for the benefit of all humans.]
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Snapp
3911 Shafter Avenue C
Oakland, CA 94609
 
5105953279



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard, to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only increasing use of cleaner fuels,
but phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should require each oil refinery to properly account
for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon fuel standard be
weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands
oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Constance Spenger
120 Olivia Lane
Big Pine, CA 93513
 
7609382159



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Dillard
359 Leland Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Ungar
3700 High St
Oakland, CA 94619-2108
 
510-531-7511



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
george berreman
3700 dean dr, #507
ventura, CA 93003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Latker
80 Urnaus Terrace
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rob Firmin
642 Beloit Ave
Kensington, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Stark
1325 Howard Avenue
Burlingame, CA 94010
 
(650) 343-8090



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Candace Hollis-Franklyn
146 Stewart Dr.
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Justin McCullough
Plaza Leonardo
Bonita, CA 91902



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Kegaries
3107 Ellington Drive
Hollywood, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Henry
2099 Grand St apt U29
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lawrence Edwards
69291 Country Club Dr
Desert Edge, CA 92241



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Watson
16611 Rio Nido Rd
Guerneville, CA 95446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lily Lau-Enright
5321 Spilman Ave
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shirley Ozenberger
2317 Alva
El Cerrito, CA 94530/1539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Subrata Sircar
732 Harvard Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
Do Not weaken any standards for clean air, water, land - they're already inadequate as is.
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy J Raymond
7 Hidden Valley Rd
Monrovia, California 91016
 
(626) 357-3530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terri Benning
8 Circulo Lujo
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
I grew up in an era of dirty air, and I want very much for us to leave our children and
grandchildren the beautiful clean California air.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy McQuillan
20391 Rancho Villa Rd.
Ramona, CA 92065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Ramer
442 Post Street
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gary groesbeck
pob 3840
sonora, CA 95370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Lenhardt
No Paper Mail, Obviously
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Alexander
550 N. Millard Ave
Rialto, CA 92376



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Lindner
133 Eureka Street
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a biologist, mother, and concerned citizen, I urge you to uphold and protect California's
low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global
warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Ann Witt
1282 Oak Grove Place
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-4249



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  This planet is the only home we've got
after all.  If we don't treat it carefully and respectfully, don't expect the planet to continue to
provide to all species the essentials of living: clean air, water, and food.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Maing
10960 Ashton Ave. Apt.412
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Walker
43 Seacountry Lane
RSM, CA 92688
 
949-709-7442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael LaNoue
747  1/2 Barris Dr.
Fullerton, CA 92832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stanley Chao
818 Rigel Ln
Foster City, CA 94404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Snyder
8048 Willis Ave
apt 278
Panorama City, CA 91402
 
631-790-5244



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katrina Dolinsky
680 Monadella St
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420-5758



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
RICHARD WARTELL
26551 DAPHNE WAY
WILLITS, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sophie Miranda
8510 Thornbury Drive
Antelope, CA 95843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Switzer
7486 El Centro Way
Buena Park, CA 90620



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Hartz
404 Ellwood Beach Drive
Goleta, CA 93117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
maggie uribe
18401 burbank blvd.
tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Scott
10134 baywood ct
Los Angeles, CA 90077



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Siedman
12 Lomita Drive
Mill Valley, CA 94941/1402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Armstrong
538 E. Chalynn Circle
Orange, CA 92866-2726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ramey L White
2031 Kinsley St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jimmie klarenbeek
2549 E. Valley Pky #145
Escondido, CA 92027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erik Green
108 Arroyo Pl.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Freitas
2067 Ascot Dr
Moraga, CA 94556



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maia de Raat
105 Julian Ave., #4
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sue Hamber
PO Box 3131
Escondido, CA 92033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Veronica Thompson
22149 Kittridge St
Woodland Hills, CA 91303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katharine Grantham
66 Taormina  Lane
Ojai, CA 93023
 
805 640 9635



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jon schell
1921 n mariposa sv
los angeles, CA 90027-1730



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim La Chance
1754 Carver St.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ranjit Sandhu
3300 W 3rd St Apt 310
Los Angeles, CA 90020-1603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
donna Magrina
1908 Pomona Ave., Unit A
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
I grew up in a Los Angeles where the air choked me and my children with regularity.  Our
standards have made it safe to breathe the air.  Nothing, absolutely nothing should be
done that will in any way weaken the air quality standards for California.  We must not go
back to toxic air.  Hold the line, PLEASE!
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Reinsma
29750 San Francisquito Cyn Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91390



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jasmine Dawson
PO Box 1473
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Chapman
18751 Quartz Ct
Penn Valley, CA 95946



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Morgan
312 Greenfield Ave
San Mateo, CA 94403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rick o'bryan
12607 brooklake st
los angeles, CA 90066
 
310 398-7010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Nichols
23701 S. Western Ave. #99
Torrance, CA 90501-7012



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dionna Campbell
2517 Mission Ave.
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Amy Bostick
21374 Dunn St.
Wildomar, CA 92595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claire Curran
36 Macondray Lane
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dave Anderson
2735 Benvenue
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
georgia goldfarb
20650 whitecap way
malibu, CA 90265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Dunphy
1084 Yorktown Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
YEN PHAM
3726-maxson rd #b
El Monte, CA 91732-2896
 
6262621365



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Couperus
13680 Page Mill Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kirk Mills
913 Valencia St. #1
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cynthia Lamon
18480 Shafer Ranch Rd
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Kline
748 North 18th Street
San Jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janine Hurd Glenn
8020 Prospect Way
LA MESA, CA 91941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
glenn  pope
2212 Siesta Lane
santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Faith Conroy
P.O. Box 8031
Calabasas, CA 91372



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arien Koorn
3916 60th Street, #105
San Diego, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Yamagata
553 1/2 Silver Strand Blvd.
Imperial Beach, CA 91932-1020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gary Ammirati
3512 Annette Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matthew foss
530 molino st #220
los angeles, CA 90013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Huffard
NO MAIL
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Fredericka Neal
1461 N. Peach Ave. # 108
Fresno, CA 93727



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L Shilo
P.O. Box 80893
Rcho Sta Marg, CA 92688



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
angelique hartman
po box 23
san diego, CA 92112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
Ignore pressure from big oil!
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kristen Kessler
24911 Magic Mtn Parkway #1135
Valencia, CA 91355



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Preston Cox
1844 Flood Drive
San Jose, CA 95124-1721



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Bedard
5515 Marmion Way
Los Angeles, CA 90042
 
3233848433



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara E Phillips
Kains
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
 California's low-carbon fuel standard needs to be maintained to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Herb Stern
3634 Hyacinth Dr.
San Diego, CA 92106-1104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peggy Graham
1524 Oriole Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-4940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cindy bartlett
11968 LOCH-LOMOND RD
middletown, CA 95461



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Sepulveda
458 West Summerfield Circle
Anaheim, CA 92802-4778
 
714 750-1015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Secretary Mary M Markus
10462 Ramona Way
Garden Grove, CA 92840
 
(714) 636-9714



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Miranda Everett
2725 Irwin ave
PO Box 616
Lake Isabella, CA 93240
 
7604171982



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Reynolds
3415 browns valley rd.
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta Heist
14801 Mitchell Crk. Dr.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cara O'Neill
1260 Diamond Mrn Rd
Calistoga, CA 94515



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane  Carney
4418 Alderwood Way
Sacramento, CA 95864



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Winsor
1032 Irving Street #712
san francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim King
2267 Orchard View Lane
Escondido, CA 92027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bertrand Giasson
2430 Summer St.
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
evan white
718 pine st.
san francisco, CA 94108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Martin
3843 Payton Ln.
Tracy, CA 95377



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Curtsinger
6251 Buffalo Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91401
 
818-908-9792



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Cadoret
640 28th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matt Olrich
9 Falmouth Cove
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Saunders
2671 Ross Rd
Palo Alto, CA 94303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Pennington
1329 Douglas St.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mary etta moose
1962 powell st
san francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gaye Smith
1712 Rotary Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90026
 
(323) 661-3681



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celia Perry
1055 W. Sierra Ave.
Fresno, CA 93711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jen Willis
4133 Vista Clara Rd
SB, CA 93110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ramona Draeger
2140 Fell Street
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vince Webb
1508 E St
Sacramento, CA 95814



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Sanders
24951 Beachwalk Way
Dana Point, CA 92629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ranko Balog
5352 Sierra Roja
Irvine, CA 92603
 
(949) 856-2130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tudy Garrett
937 Cecelia Drive
Glen Ellen, CA 95442-9646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Henry
1373 9th Str
Los Osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Halbe
18865 Lomita Ave.
Sonoma, CA 95476
 
7079398888



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Marx
P.O. Box 10206
Marina del Rey, CA 90295



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Eustrom
24101 Kittridge Street
West Hills, CA 91307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helga Bradish
923 3rd Str.
Santa Monica, CA 904032521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eliz J Carlisle
5342 Noble Avenue
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411
 
(818) 783-8017



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Waldroup
1230 Tulane Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Ambrose
674 Precita Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Keith Morris
1522 1/2 Rosalia Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90027-5520
 
323-644-7547



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
christina metcalfe
924 Underhills Rd
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Keables
4365 W. 5th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90020
 
7202725220



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Carol Nahin
48927 Phlox Pl
Palm Desert, CA 92260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Payne
216 Walnut St Apt B
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wally Thomason
3760 North Ridge Drive
richmond, CA 94806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Cunningham
8 Country Club Dr.
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
 
831-659-4466



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. elizabeth saveri
1163 heather square
pasadena, CA 91104-3708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheri Opp
5315 Sandburg Dr
Sacramento, CA 95819
 
(916)736-1954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marjorie Lev
4337 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95864



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gaetano Mazzotta
via doberdò 28
Parma, ot 43122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Buickerood
1036 McKinley Ave
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nancy hartman
839 Mariposa Rd.
Lafayette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheilagh Creighton
285 Scenic Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
 
415 675 4412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheilagh Creighton
285 Scenic Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
 
415 675 4412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Andrade
5945 Happy Pines Dr.
Foresthill, CA 95631



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My family settled near Lake Shasta in 1860,  so I'm a 4th generation Californian. Are you?
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Aggie Lukaszewski Taylor, rabid citizen
 
Aggie Lukaszewski
535 Bellevue
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zina Josephs
2454 23rd St.
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Sims
803 Fawn Place
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paulette Walter
1190 Old Colony
Colfax, CA 95713
 
530 346 2538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia L Marlatt
3863 Fredonia Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
(323) 874-2818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terrie Allen
400 N. Los Robles #25
Pasadena, CA 91101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Van Leekwijck
Riddle Press 4555 SW Main Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nona Baker
286 Crescent Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
(415) 648-3086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cari Chenkin
7244 Linda Vista Dr.
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
 
916-725-4889



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta Frederick
8388 Rockhaven Rd
Joshua Tree, CA 92252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Norma Corey
740 Mediterranean Lane
Redwood City, CA 94065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nell Langford
871 Stratford
Pismo Beach, CA 93449
 
(805) 773-4771



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Benes
13080 Dronfield Ave.
Sylmar, CA 91342
 
(818) 364-8991



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Parag Shah
1025 Williams Way Apt 2
Mountain view, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Gregoire
1121 Greenwich Dr
Chico, CA 95926-3150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hans Eberle
1289 Balboa Ct
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Ambrose
674 Precita Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
robin gregg
220 ferndale way
emerald hills, CA 94062
 
650-568-0545



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Suzan Michele Powers
1713 Ross Circle #2
San Jose, CA 95124
 
408-723-1704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Albert Brutsche
5200 Phillips Bl.
Montclair, CA 91710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Weiden
91 Solana dr
Los altos, CA 94022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The CRIMINAL OIL INDUSTRY'S attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil
mined from Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
DO NOT SELL-OUT OR CAVE IN TO CRIME SCENES OF BIG
OIL!!!  WE DEMAND THE STANDARD THA MUST ENSURE THAT OIL COMPANIES
ARE NOT ONLY RAMPING UP CLEANER FUEL BUT PHASING OUT DIRTIER ONES!
TAR SANDS OIL IS ONE OF THE DIRTIEST FUELS!    The rule should be strengthened
to require each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no
means should the low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty
and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
MYSELF AND MAJORITY OF CALIFORNIA CITIZENS DEMAND THAT YOU vote to
strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  THAT IS WHAT YOUR JOB IS AND ALL THAT
YOU HAVE LEGAL APPROVAL TO DO.  DO IT!!! 
 
Thank you.
 
Meaghan Simpson
2401 Newburg Road
Fortuna, CA 95540



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Semancik
513 E. Rosewood Ct
Ontario, CA 91764



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
steve morris
6004 Metropolitan Plz
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3271



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlotte Bolinger
12704 Butterfly Dr.
Nevada City, CA 95959-9622



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
RONALD RODGERS
1290 ABRIGO RD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a lifelong Californian, I appreciate our state's strong air quality regulations.  Some of us
know what it was like under the looser rules during the 1960s, and it wasn't good.
 
Therefore I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on polluting energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt polluting, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is absolutely unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only phasing into cleaner fuels, but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of polluting, highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chapter Presiden Lori Hubbart
P.O. Box 985
Point Arena, CA 95468



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Atkins
1231 Southport 1241 Southport
Gustine, CA 95322
 
209-854-6033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith W Collas
760 Swarthmore Ave.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
 
(310) 573-0086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Lobdell
940B Temple Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-5512



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Marisa Landsberg
717 26th street
Manhattan beach, CA 90266
 
3105454257



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Johnson
620 Pony Trl
Mount Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Doyle
131 Anita St
Santa , CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Riebel
350 Hermosa Way
Lafayette, CA 94549
 
(925) 945-1785



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annette Wolff
3340 Oak Ct
Lafaytette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neil Illiano
38 Ross Road
Sausalito, CA 94965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Schriebman
3 Poco Paso
San Rafael, CA 94903
 
(415) 472-3345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Tomlinson
2776 18th Street
Sacramento, CA 95818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Essex
1481 Lake Hills Dr.
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Karen Miller
315 Spinnaker Way
Seal Beach, CA 90740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurra Maddock
29352 Las Cruces
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Peat
12509Taunt Rd.
Poway, CA 92064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ron melin
22013 Marjorie Ave
torrance, CA 90503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Noveck
4923 Encino Terrace
Encino, CA 91316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicholas Frangakis
620 Westbourne drive
Los Angeles, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Keenan
15946 Linda Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 9



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
larry Karush
10439 Holman Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Livingstone
3020 Three Springs Court
Mount Hamilton, CA 95140



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Ayala
607 E.Las PalmasDr
Fullerton, CA 92835-1617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
colleen whalen
1620 G Street #8
Sacramento, CA 95814



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Henry Clarence
1011 Overlook Road
Berkeley, CA 94708-1711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anje van der Naald
116 Austrian Way
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
barbara wiemer
5800 owensmouth ave 11
woodland hills, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Tehan
40 Highgate Road
Kensington, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shiela Cockshott
2753 Yosemite Dr
Belmont, CA 94002-3019
 
(650) 591-3823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Little
100 Oak Terrace Court
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-3903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Dare
1309 Masonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Little
100 Oak Terrace Court
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-3903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Reuben Hale
25 truitt lane
oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Briggs
6516 Lorraine Drive
Riverside, CA 92506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Nancy Peterson
229 Sherman Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rachel Wolf
403 Emeline Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Little
100 Oak Terrace Court
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-3903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Capogeannis
430 S. Niagara Street APT # 213
Burbank, CA 91505
 
818-321-8480



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Caitlyn Warner
6431 N. Harrison St.
Davenport, IA 52806
 
563-505-8641



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hope Boije
6751 Longwalk Dr
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
President Lynne Plsmbeck
PO Box 110
Burbank, CA 91503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nick chakos
597 country club lane
san bernardino, CA 92404
 
9098835918



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
judith Gottesman
PO Box 5712
Berkeley, CA 94705
 
judithrachelleg@gmail.com



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Riley
1683 Lisbon Lane
El Cajon, CA 92019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carl May
814 SierraSt.
Moss Beach, CA 94038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Sugarman
PO Box 923
Malibu, CA 90265
 
(310) 457-2961



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanna Katz
1307 Channing Way
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dave Anderson
2735 Benvenue
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Brannigan
3741 Madison Ave.
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Grush
725 Butternut Ct
Union City, CA 94587



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john martinez
323 n. soto st.
east los angeles, CA 90033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Emberland
2440 Gillingham Circle
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S Canja
8 Landers st #401
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Ericson
4558 Live Oak Canyon Rd
LaVerne, CA 91750-2312



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Dwyer
4056 linwood place
riverside, CA 92506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Arlene Zimmer
1615 Caddington Drive
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
 
(310) 831-8804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alberto Acosta
50 Majestic Ct. Apt. 1106
Apt. 1106
Moorpark, CA 93021
 
530-3586



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenny Harker
945 Paintbrush Trl
Hemet, CA 92545



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jen bradford
2546 helix st
spring valley, CA 91977
 
(619) 316-1844



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie May
2002 Hillsboro Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Louisa Parks
815 Creed Road
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lawrence Williams
P.O. Box 793
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rich Moser
1645 Miramesa Dr
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
 
805.845.4805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
  PHILLIP GARCIA
2397  PANORAMIC  DR.
CONCORD, CA 94520-1320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Reilly
Retired
1514 Perdita Lane
Lincoln, CA 95648
 
916-434-6251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Carp
66110 San Juan Rd
Desert Hot Springs, CA, CA 92240-2338
 
7602514927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda  Jaime
3746 Heppner Lane
San Jose, CA 95136



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Alleyne-Chin
POB370812
Montara, CA 94037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard and ask you to reject
any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
 
Environmental Ed Dr. Kathryn Wild
environmental educator
Canyon Breeze
San Diego, CA 92126
 
(858) 271-8280



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
  PHILLIP GARCIA
2397  PANORAMIC  DR.
CONCORD, CA 94520-1320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Julie Owen
3608 Maidu Place
Davis, CA 95618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. VIRGINIA SHARKEY
1524 Raegan WaY
santa rosa , CA 95405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Byers
2009 Prince St.
Berkeley, CA 94703-2518
 
510-898-0510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Boren
501 Guerrero #6
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susanne Burcin
3114 via loma vista
ESCONDIDO, CA 92029



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Bell
P.O. Box 1124
Fairfax, CA 94978



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Reis
8659 Pyrenees Ct.
Elk Grove, CA 95624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Becky Farhar
210 Jacob Lane
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Faia
105 Locust Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
greg kareofelas
1028 cypress
davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Liz Koch
P.O. Box 1226
Felton, CA 95018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Padilla
1207 W. Dolores st.
Wilmington, CA 90744
 
3108189874



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sherry Vatter
3362 Keystone Avenue, Apt. 2
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Therese Singleton
938 N Ogden Drive
West Hollywood, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. craig walker
623 n. edinburgh ave
los angeles, CA 90048-2311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Valerie Kosheleff
PO Box 12471
La Jolla, CA 92039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Jordan
41021 Yucca Lane
Bermuda Dunes, CA 92203
 
760 3450569



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr.  ERIC ERICSON
764 PATTERSON PL
PACIFIC PALISADES, CA 90272-4376



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Verona Murray
P.O.Box 5038
Oroville, CA 95966-0038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. yseult biwer
23143 canzonet st
woodland hills, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Dorothy Carol Galante
3782 Crete St
San Diego, CA 92117-6122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Cynthia Smith
26281 Avenida Calidad
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-3250



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lani Hink
PO Box 649
Vineburg, CA 95487



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Craig Keith Antrim
1312 S. Pacific Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary barker
38000 17th St East #21
Palmdale, CA 93550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Dean Battey
9400 Fairway View Place, #4209
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-0960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Lars Johansson
473 E. Sample Avenue
FRESNO, CA 93710
 
559-431-1938



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Agnes Szebelledy
275 San gabriel Court
Sierra Madre, CA 91024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Straussburg
Virginia St #5
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Hurlic
5147 Deane Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Pasmore
14032 Victoria Dr.
Victorville, CA 92395



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kim kelley
565 woodland drive
sierra madre, CA 91024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gopal Shanker
1563 Spring St
SAINT HELENA, CA 94574



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne Buckner
67 wool street
san francisco, CA 94110
 
415 824-5454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john walton
2152 bock st
santa rosa, CA 95403-7614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Reich
9 Wharton Ct
Irvine, CA 92617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nanci c
save tax dollars & trees, no postal mail please
La Mesa, CA 91942-3905



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maxine Shear
2211 Orchis Drive
Lodi, CA 95242



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
M. Strong
39 Mill Creek Dr.
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
adam kaplan
1244 victory walk
laguna beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Savage
18795 Caminito Cantilena #204
San Diego, CA 92128



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Retired Nancy Lion-Storm
retired
719 Pershing Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-2038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janis Bates
13157 Chandler Blvd.
sherman oaks, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Lindsey
480 Gate 5 Rd Ste 232
Sausalito, CA 94965
 
4153314700



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Corinna Bechko
4629 San Andreas Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90065-4138



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
graham fulk
6855 morro road
atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
linda spanski
2154 S Coast Hwy
Oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Warren J Felt
16809 Marilla St.
Northridge, CA 91343-1743
 
(818) 893-9691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Gilliland
2189 Maykirk Road
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dwight & Peggy Perkins
51 Lorelei Lane
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Lisa Fredsti
823 San Miguel Ave.
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
olaf olsen
910 East Palm Canyon Dr. #203
Palm Springs, CA 92264



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vivi Nantel
200 stuyvevant Drive
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Wales
118 Pulido Rd
Danville, CA 94526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shaela Cook
2004 Yosemite Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katrina Child
1073 Treat Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
(415) 824-8858



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Lingenfelter
911 Fresno Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Tiedemann
719 Pershing Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-2038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Wells-Walberg
146 S. 14th Street
San Jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MICHAEL LISTO
5370 Harter Ln.
La Canada, CA 91011-1873



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmen  Lozano
3852 Jean Place
Culver City, CA 90232
 
310 407-6600



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Tiaven
4980 Stacy St.
Oakland, CA 94605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken W Mundy
3650 Regal Place, Apt 37
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
(323) 874-2726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allen Bohnert
2209 E. 8th St.
Davis, CA 95618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Harvey Sherback
2037 Vine St.
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Calhoun
2459 Post St.
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  A lower standard is unacceptable. 
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.  This is not good for our future.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Swan
2907 Corte Celeste
Carlsbad, CA 92009
 
8056531983



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Landscape Design chris bysshe
5452 Village Green
 
Los Angeles, CA 90016
 
805 850 8005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Sellers
3901 Clayton Rd.#66
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arthur Delgadillo
11848 206 Th St.
Lakewood, CA 90715
 
562 924-1619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
Please move us forward and not backwards in the fight against Big Oil. California has
been a leader in the fight against pollution and global warming. The whole world needs our
example.
 
Thank you.
 
Dolores Butkus
2140 Cactus Court #6
Walnut Creek, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jade Kiran
750 Gonz
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blake Wu
570 cove ct
san leandro, CA 94578
 
(510) 614-7343



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jade Kiran
750 Gonz
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Moore
627 Leyden Lane
Claremont, CA 91711-4236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
brian oszko
2222  46th avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annette Bork
4505 Sandburg Way
Irvine, CA 92612-2739



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard DiMatteo
234 Kalmia St. #107
San Diego, CA 92101
 
(619) 234-0236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Sue Thompson
6522 Mt. Palomar Dr.
Buena Park, CA 90620-4202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Conrad
2958 N Beachwood Drive
Hollywood, CA 90068-1926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KIM chavez
451 townsend dr
aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carole Dadurka
3716Calle Casino
San Clemente,, CA 92673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maureen Pinto
PO box 202
Mill Valley, CA 94942



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann McKibben
23296 Sonnet Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Loren Amelang
Box 24
Philo, CA 95466-0024
 
707-489-0349



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Alfred Martinez
85266 Medina st
Coachella, CA 92236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Dorer
4869 Pardee Ave
Fremont, CA 94538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara MacKusick
1633 Granht St
Berkekey, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. We ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Spencer E Smallwood
4919 Charter Rd.
Rocklin, CA 95765
 
(916) 315-2763



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julian Siminski
11684 Ventura Blvd. 902
Studio City, CA 81604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jerry Peavy
2111lgonkin Ave.
Chico, CA 95926
 
530-343-4859



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony Presutto
1024 Helm Lane
Foster City, CA 94404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenny Schaffell
1655 Oak View Ave.
Kensington, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bryce Beal
40 Elmhurst Dr
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Paul Sinacore
9441 Reverie Road
Tujunga, CA 91042-3023
 
(000) 000-0000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmen  Iniguez
5700 Wilshire Blvd, #400
Los Angeles, CA 90036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Henry Weinberg
835 Puente Dr
Santa Barbara, CA 93110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Grace Frost
555 Ferdinand Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doreen Mc Elvany
49672 Hidden Valley Trl. N.
Indian Wells, CA 92210
 
(760) 837-4786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
beverly schor
dolores st.
sf, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Avian Ecologist Bridget Greuel
Avian Ecologist
947 Fletcher Lane #220
Hayward, CA 94544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorane Dick
554 E. Foothill Blvd
San Dimas, CA 91773
 
9095928399



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sabrina Verney
POBox 203
Idyllwild, CA 92549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Chinn
134 Douglas Fir Circle
Cloverdale, CA 95425-5457



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aaron Francis
124 N Willard Ave
San Jose, CA 95126-2815



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Husten
2106 Butte Street
Redding, CA 96001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Garfield
1156 High St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
 
831-459-2348



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Pitton
2464 Pierce
Cambria, CA 93428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Additionally, it should be imperative that Canada not  destroy hundreds of square miles of
land.  From the air  I have seen utter destruction of many square miles of the "tar sands"
there.
Thank you.
 
Dolan Eargle
49 Van Buren
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer BRINGMAN
8178 STARLITE PINES ROAD
SHINGLETOWN, CA 96088



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Rautine
P. O. Box 52126
Pacific Grove, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Kent Minault
13214 Magnolia Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-1531
 
(818) 986-4387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Faber  MD  MPH
1220 Cypress Place Lane
Ventura, CA 93003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Antoinette von Grone
12370 Anderson Valley Way
Boonville, CA 95415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Antoinette von Grone
12370 Anderson Valley Way
Boonville, CA 95415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Todd Snyder
2447 Post street
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John silliphant
3949 Harmon Rd.
El Sobrante, CA 94803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Boyer
2510 47th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
 
(415) 566-9697



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Dunham
13499 Arvidson Rd
Chino, CA 91710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Wolney
104 Forest Lane
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MS Alan Bartl
512  Juilliard Park Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
 
(707) 525-8673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Meg Madden
899 Green Street #301
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wes Womack
155 Pearce Road
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Griffin
5715 Vineland Ave #4
North Hollywood, CA 91601-2032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Former mayor Frank Egger
13 Meadow Way
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen McChrystal
846 4th St.
Santa Monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cinda Lautwnschlegar
12 Geer Rd
Lebanon, CT 06249



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
You will uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce oil dependence
and fight global warming. I now you(will)  reject  any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from Canadian tar
sands is unacceptable.  As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in
California.
 
The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are ramping up cleaner fuels AND phasing
out other non-compliant ones. The rule must require each oil refinery to properly account
for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. The low-carbon fuel standard must not be weakened
to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels.  Reject oil-company efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Goodman
123 Mendosa Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116-1944



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carlene Visperas
5361 Meadwo Wood Pl
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Dawson
1924 Vicente Street
San Francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shane Marrone
51275 Dorstan Dr.
Oakhurst, CA 93644



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blue McRight
1337 Palms Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
 
310-396-0200



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Mercadante
5335 1/2 E Carson St
Long Beach, CA 90808-1805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Butler
2489 Roll Drive #728
San Diego, CA 92154-7279



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and to fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule/
changes that would weaken the standard.
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels, such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. Changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions. The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner
fuels but phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil
refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the
low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil!
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels, and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard. Your actions moving forward will be
seen and remembered by the American people!
 
Sincerley,
 
v Abel
165 Windy
Waterbury, CT 06705
 
(510) 652-2278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vicky tsoi
2911 colorado ave, apt a
santa monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Valerie Ralston
P.O. Box 1143
Mi Wuk Village, CA 95346



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing you today to urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel
standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to
reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Marianne Bithell
1019 Alder Grove Road
Arcata, CA 95521
 
707-822-4331



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregory Alper
707 Jacon Way
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie B Ricca
22 Doris Ct
Redwood City, CA 94061
 
(510) 599-6989



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lyssa Black
1622 Marcie Circle
South San Francisco, CA 94080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
n kaluza
159 Las Vegas Rd
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victoria Paykar
62822 Arroyo Dr
Irvine, CA 92617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nicholas talblot
420 mclaughlin st
richmond, CA 94805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Topping
6443 Elmer Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91606
 
8182810162



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Antonio Buensuceso
12901 Francine Ter
Poway, CA 92064-4113



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janelle Tavares
453 E O'Keefe St
East Palo Alto, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glen Ihrig
1920 Peyton Ave #307
Burbank, CA 91504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Dodge
300 Caselli Ave
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
4152553112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Ornelas
764
San Pedro, CA 90731-2424



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard, in order to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vice President Celia Kutcher
34681 Calle los Robles
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
 
949-496-9689



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Shapira
835 Kansas St
San Francisco, CA 94107
 
415-378-6505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JOSEPH REEL
PO BOX 51066
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adam Sperry
6723 Ben Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marylee Fithian
17727 Orchard Avenue
Guerneville, CA 95446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Howard
3765 comstock street
Rocklin, CA 95677
 
916-872-7440



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vicky Blank
3856 Requa Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Mutascio
2554 Lincoln Blvd, #1055
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lael Jackson
Barbados Way
Del Mar, CA 92014-3503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Barbee
965 Stunt Road
Calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Sanders
4131 Front St. Apt. 104
San Diego, CA 92103-2034
 
858-672-0890



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheila Andriani
1832 Augusta Court
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Albert Chiu
Skyline Blvd
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. MARY ROJESKI
2603 3rd st
SANTA MONICA , CA 90405-4128



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrianna Genera-Wurst
4334 Ute Drive
San Diego, CA 92117
 
858-272-2468



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
martha calvinperez
10 ryan lane
cotati, CA 94931
 
(707) 544-7484



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heidi Wrage
5206 Norwich Ave.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angie Barker
Tanners Lane
Northampton, ot NN16 8DP



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda Hattisburg
957 - 88th Ave
Oakland, CA 94621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marie Kochaver
39 West Bissell
Richmond, CA 94801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teri Sigler
100 Shaffer Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Bellrose
369 Whistling Straits Way
Rio Vista, CA 94571



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melina Paris
29 Silver Saddle Lane
RPV, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Seeber
1407 Peninsula Drive
Arcata, CA 95521-9659
 
(707) 845-1438



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tonya ivey
4471 ventura canyon ave
sherman oaks, CA 91423



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vilma White
31463 Britton Circle
Temecula, CA 92591



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andy Lupenko
8555 Golden Avenue
Lemon Grove, CA 91945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. James Hamilton
2412 P.V.Dr.W.
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glen A Twombly
2066 Mustang Lane,
Arcata, CA 95521-4523
 
707-826-7506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Doetsch
91 S. Leigh Ave
Campbell, CA 95008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Greenstein
15 Briarwood Dr
San Rafael, CA 94901
 
415 456 2097



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Organizer Jessie Raeder
Organizer
427 Fell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
 
(323) 823-5377



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Freddie Romero
100 Via Jauna
Santa Ynez, CA 93460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Adachi
1230 Acacia Avenue
Glendale, CA 91205
 
818 243-4169



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joselyn Bartlett
PO Box 49
Caspar, CA 95420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail Reutershan
530 condor ave
ben lomond, CA 95005
 
831-428-5595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mother Susan Rudnicki
mother
804 5th St.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
 
(310) 374-4779



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Nelson
6933 Stagecoach Rd
Dublin, CA 94568
 
925-949-6692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a US Army veteran originally from Pennsylvania, I chose to retire in California because
of the state's goal to bring technological innovation and the use of hard science in
establishing law that demands corporations and Cali residents work and live communally
in a clean and safe environment.  I therefore, urge you to uphold and protect California's
low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global
warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Trinkle
Yorktown ct
marina, CA 93933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Hench
1188 Walnut
Napa, CA 94559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Neumann
477 Montecito Dr.
Corte Madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dione Armand
830 Evelyn Av
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Griffith
4401 San Leandro St. #58
Oakland, CA 94601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Yvette St. Onge
30621 Passageway Place
Agoura Hills, CA 91301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Padilla
5455 White Oak Ave. Unit 209
Encino, CA 91316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Tredo
4823 Patricia Dr.
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Macdonald
P,O. Box 701
Woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard, maintaining consistency
with state policy to phase out imported electricity made from coal, and for the same
reasons. California is a island of relative sanity that I hope will some day can lead  the
nation.
 
Oil from Canadian tar sands is the beginning of Peak Oil Part II, in that production of
economically available lower carbon oil is declining. Keep fuel standards that encourage
cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution. Standards must ensure that oil
companies  ramp up cleaner fuels and phase out dirtier ones.
 
In fact, the rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to account for its
reliance on dirtier oil sources.
 
Sherman Lewis
2787 Hillcrest Ave.
Hayward, CA 94542-1616
 
5105383692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Helmer
PO Box 417
Independence, CA 93526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Buffy Martin-Tarbox
1419 16th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pete behm
714 b st
petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theodora Moriarty
PO Box 335
Spring Valley, CA 91976



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Mazhnyy
7691 N Erie Avenue
Fresno, CA 93722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shawnee McLemore
8494 pallux way
san diego, CA 92126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Russi
463 Comerwood ct
So San Francisco, CA 94080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Orpheos Tarbox
1419 16th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Dexter
pobox 10153
North Hollywood, CA 91609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sammy Ehrnman
10561 Monte Vista St.
Alta Loma, CA 91701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Stuart
9435 Lake Canyon RD
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Isaacson
176 Solana Point Circle
Solana Beach, CA 92075



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Pulvino
5743 Snowden Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90713-1265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joyce Shaul
2181 Valley Meadow Dr.
Oak View, CA 93022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Lam
5432 Harold Way
Los Angeles, CA 90027-5622



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Mcdonough
455 San Mateo dr
Menlo park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Dave Seaborg
1888 Pomar Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
 
(925) 938-9206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Ganahl
1926 Nutwood Cr
Corona, CA 92881
 
951-733-6064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please do not collapse fair environmental standards while under pressure from the big oil
companies' who's only want is profit and never the concern for the consequences in
making that extra dollar.  It is past time that these big Petrol corporation start paying full
costs on the damages they cause communities, and this  needs to be strongly enforced
here in California, as we are the state that leads the nation.  I urge you to uphold and
protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy
and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heidi Trinkle
Yorktown Ct
Marina, CA 93933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Logan
27701 Barrett Drive
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
 
(661) 296-9480



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Seal
2431 32nd st.
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Rosenbrock
Crow Canyon Rd
Castro Valley, CA 94552



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Decker
2549 N. Beachwood Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
3236462112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jody vegnone
304 e linda vista ave
alhambra, CA 91801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
roger hollander
3815 hilton head way
tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sandra russell
506  andover street
san francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alison Shilling
2766 Eel Place
Davis, CA 95616
 
530-756-4649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
SANDRA SWANSON
2 Seafirth Ln
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hari Lubin
85 Corte Encanto
Greenbrae, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sarajo frieden
1910 north serrano ave
LA, CA 90027
 
(323) 462-5045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bethany Dengler-Germain
9931 Lurline Avenue Apt. 122
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Elbrecht
4535 Normandie Place
La Mesa, CA 91942-8502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ryan Bunson
47 Hancock St
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
4123524044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Hayden
423 scott street
san francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Wilson
21421 Encina Rd.
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jim reginato
670 olive ave
carpinteria, CA 93013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jayne pitchford
1144 12
santa monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Stookey
6047 Woodminster Cir
Orangevale, CA 95662-5002
 
9168170042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allis Druffel
515 Prescott Street
Pasadena, CA 91104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Yarbrough
4102 Greenwood St.
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I vehemently reject any actions that could allow fuels such as the tar sands oil to come into
our state!  I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dave talamo
p.o box 311
Fairfax, CA 94978



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 bennye willis
1817 n. fuller ave
los angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My purpose in writing today is to strongly encourage you to defend the low-carbon fuel
standard to reduce global climate change.
 
Special interests from out of state and even out of the country may pressure you to bend
on these standards, but Californians and people world wide are relying on this State's
leadership in reducing CO2 emissions. With the small victory achieved in South Africa over
the weekend, we hope the momentum is not broken by a backslide on this issue.
 
Please support California's leadership on clean fuels and prevent efforts to undo the low-
carbon fuel standards.
 
Sincerely,
 
Keith Linker
13031 Villosa Pl. #128
Playa Vista, CA 90094



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Vitale
P.O. Box 1023
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
alena jorgensen
5941 kauffman ave
temple city, CA 91780-2235



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Anderson
7051 Ellis Avenune #33
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
 
(714) 847-8085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Ip
2548 Muscatel Ave.
Rosemead, CA 91770
 
626-782-8174



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Correnti
407 East Altadena Drive
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Andrews
26800 South Academy Drive
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274-3980



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joy Zadaca
203 W Stewart Way
Long Beach, CA 90807-1927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Skopek
1726 York View Circle
Vista, CA 92084
 
760-842-5070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Biesecker
5028 Voltaire
San Diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marty mackowski
1779 woodside rd.
redwood city, CA 94061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Cartwright
P.O. Box 3395
Costa Mesa, CA 92628
 
661-472-9164



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Pitre
PO Box 919
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please do NOT weaken California's low-carbon fuel standards. In the long, and short, run,
cleaner fuels mean better technology for the State, which will translate into more, and
better jobs. There will be less medical leave, which will benefit families and companies.
 
I urge you to keep the law as it is, to encourage oil companies to put their money where
their advertising mouth is, and invest in cleaner, not dirtier, technologies.
 
Best regards,
 
Riley McIntire
1870 Phillips Way
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheira Freedman
Del Monte Ave
Richmond, CA 94805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Boone
1470 Andrews Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sharron helmholz
5011 Ponderosa
Campbell, CA 95008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Wirth
3268 Wheelock Student Center
Tacoma, WA 98416



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Verhey
19323 Stinson Rd
Middeltown, CA 95461



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Hutchinson
849 Omar Street
Glendale, CA 91202
 
(818) 240-6160



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lydia Morales
7602 Erin Way
Cupertino, CA 95014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ren E Navez
PO Box 2487
Venice, CA 90294
 
(310) 737-7803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martin Frost
555 Ferdinand Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-4629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ava Strong
725 Barrington Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049
 
(310) 795-0978



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scotia Brosnan
180 S. Lexington Dr. #1111
Folsom, CA 95630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom McMahon
3422 Sunleaf Way
San Pablo, CA 94806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sherri Schottlaender
1411 Torrance Street
San Diego, CA 92103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Randy  Caffejian
511 East Cornell Ave
Fresno, CA 93704-5418



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jone Manoogian
759 Maplewood Place
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4752



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
professor James malcolm
1200 E, Colton Ave
 
Redlands, CA 92374
 
909 793 2121 x29



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Smith
59 Harvey
Irvine, CA 92617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Josh Bodine
794 Barcelona Drive
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dave alexander
10459 artesia blvd #92c
bellflower, CA 90706-6805
 
562-867-0026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Callie Humphrey
2323 Vestal Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matt Zola
960 e 2nd st
LOng beach, CA 90802
 
7072462248



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Huck
717 2nd St. #2
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Isaac Wollman
1028 Pacific Street #B
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurence Burdick
1124 A St
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Shapiro
325 Walnut Ave Apt B
Carlsbad, CA 92008-3166
 
8586638954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Born
POBOX 752
Seal Beach, CA 90740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Born
POBOX 752
Seal Beach, CA 90740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Clare Kennedy
106 Hawley
Templeton, CA 93465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frances Enriquez
Reino Rd
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ian Carlon
2211 Lausett Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116-2513



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Limon
PO Box 2362
Daly City, CA 94017



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louise Schwartz
15153 Mulholland Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Blain
43447 Calle Carabana
Temecula, CA 92592
 
951-302-9141



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Paley
42223 Village 42
Camarillo, CA 93012
 
(213) 610-5039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jade Kiran
750 Gonz
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
angie klein
2622 lincoln ave.
alameda, CA 94501-3032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Saundra Buskirk
57275Canterbury St.
Yucca Valley, CA 92284



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vivian Davis
531 Dolphin Dr.
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. s LYTSELL
S COURT
LOS OSOS, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
shelley susman
po box 9267
rancho santa fe , CA 92067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Winfield Carson
13350 Via Mark
Poway, CA 92064
 
(858) 748-4383



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
meg beeler
16100 Sobre Vista Court
sonoma, CA 95476-3236
 
707.939.7961



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Sams
2875 Cowley Way #615
San Diego, CA 92110-1011
 
619-276-5692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Berl Hubbell
5965 E. Shields Ave. Unit 170
Fresno, CA 93727-8061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris chouteau
38 darrell place
san francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Lewis
1852 6th St.
Los Osos, CA 93402-2704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr M Shahid siddiqi
2813 Garazi Court
tracy, CA 95304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephen luis
3202 vista del camino
marina, CA 93933
 
8313841469



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Ermini
2330 Hurley Way, Apt. 9
Sacramento, CA 95825



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rende Lazure
1003 Tamarisk Dr.
Napa, CA 94559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia Lovelace
307 Jayne Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Zimoski
13610 Emelita St.
Valley Glen, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
TERESA RAMOS
1817 N BELLFLOWER BL
LONG BEACH, CA 90815



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Hughes
246 Brewery Lane
AUBURN, CA 95603
 
415-990-5440



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Hughes
246 Brewery Lane
AUBURN, CA 95603
 
415-990-5440



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Polly OMalley
1311 Federal Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3916
 
(310) 709-3071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Jones
PO Box 7558
Santa Maria, CA 93456



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carla Grady
1501 Mendocino Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
 
707-887-1236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vincent Elliott
121-H Piccadilly Place
San Bruno, CA 94066-2117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
  Please urge sun and wind energy development.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise King
Jardin
Laguna Woods,, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chip Phillips
2033 N Beachwood Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
917-519-5955



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Burnham
2708 Foothill Blvd #407
La Crescenta, CA 91214
 
8182487443



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
The following represents my position in strong opposition to weakening the low-carbon fuel
standard for fossil fuels.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Deborah Filipelli, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 341
The Sea Ranch, CA 95497
 
(708) 785-3470



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pia Eerikainen
6407 dix street
los angeles, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Miilu
2060 Amanda Way
Chico, CA 95928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roy Vanderleelie
61536 Crest Circle Drive
Joshua Tree, CA 92252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ian S Noah
939 S. Dunsmuir Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4729
 
(323) 934-9252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irene Kane
730 Canyon Oaks Dr #D
Oakland, CA 94605
 
(510) 969-5756



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sophie bates
4115 duquesne ave
culver city, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Webb
621 Cowles Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
 
(805) 969-4570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Webb
621 Cowles Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
 
(805) 969-4570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tara  Kamath
1959 Cloverfield Blvd., #118
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
va johnston
6515 dume dr
malibu, CA 90265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr John Kirk
2700 Macdougal St. , #24
Modesto, CA 95350



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Sanders
3504 Willard Way
Rocklin, CA 95677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
RUSSELL WALLS
7366 Huntington Square Lane #193
Citrus Heights, CA 95621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
neil brody
4606 willis ave #202
sherman oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Steinbrecher
1230 Monticello road
Lafayette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Fanizzo
4223 Bullard St.
fremont, CA 94538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vikki Orlando
self
105 E. Laurel
Sierra Madre, CA 91024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia von Alten
921 Campbell Ave
Yreka, CA 96097



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kari McWhirter
746 W Lemon Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Bellamy
2024 Santa Cruz Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rae Ann Gustafson
303 LaVerne Ave Apt A
Apt A
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Groves
310 Hale St.
San Francisco, CA 94134
 
(415) 334-9779



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
catherine mullin
1316 Clifton St
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frederick Werner
640 Panoramic Way
Oakland, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephen lorenz
14786 northwood dr
magalia, CA 95954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vincent Rubino
28th Street
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. VICTORIA WIERIG
3163 OLD BRIDGEPORT WAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessie Root
155 Heritage St
Oceanside, CA 92058



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
claudia mansfield
8839 rocky road
weed, CA 96094



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gabriela Laz
388 44th st
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas Hamilton
2513 Grant Street
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Arce
1263 Pennsylvania Ave., #4
San Diego, CA 92103-4431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Libbe Madsen
PO Box 1824
Laytonville, CA 95454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Markson
2405brentley dr.
Scaramento, CA 95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maureen Roche
pob 146
Petrolia, CA 95558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lawrence Lipkind
999 Green Street
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica de Ruiter
1838 Westerly Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90026
 
(323) 663-6865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jewels stratton
2233 powell st
san francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
alice speakman
8932 biscayne
huntington bch, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Walter Selig
600 McGinnis Circle
Cotati, CA 94931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Barrett
1269 Palm St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
 
8763826384



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lillian Light
2807 Pine Ave
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 2445



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Flurry Dowe
7821 Linda Vista Rd #32
San Diego, CA 92111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Baxter
143 Marguerita Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rosemary Prichard
2670 Banbury Place
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Arnest
1445 Greenwich St., Apt. 304
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Kohler
4022 Patrick Henry PL.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Angie Bray
1040 Victoria Ave.
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cindy romain
759 12th Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
 
(650) 361-1356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Williams
Lobos St 4 SE of 2nd
Carmel by the Sea, CA 93921
 
831-277-1524



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leila Raim
144 Dominga
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andy Wunder
120 Landers St.
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Taylor
1353 South Ohio St.
Porterville, CA 93257



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta LaFrance
164 W. Broadmoor Blvd., Apt. 4
San Leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Lauer
1857 Stanley Ave.
Signal Hill, CA 90755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Holtz
PO Box 1412
Whittier, CA 90609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am opposed to any proposals that would weaken California's low-carbon fuel standard,
and  I urge you to oppose oil industry attempts to have tar sands oil designated low-
carbon.
 
Sincerely,
 
Michele Mattingly
1955 Napa Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edmund Miller
360 Forest Avenue Apartment 205
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward & Beatrice Simpson
2038 Milan Avenue
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ronald Bogin
2605 Edwards Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530
 
510-215-8628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Caroline GeermanVanGelder
5291 SW 65 Ave
Oakland, CA 33155



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monique Agia
222 S. Helix Ave., #3
Solana Beach , CA 92075
 
619-279-1763



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Charles Toms
925A Toro Canyon Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Perkins
200 E. Francis Drive #270
Palm Springs, CA 92262
 
760-699-7929



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barry Hottle
5464 Maybeck Lane
Livermore, CA 94550-7129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
PD Minn
19550 Eagle Ridge Lane
northridge, CA 91326



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Lohr
P.O. Box 461014
Escondido, CA 92046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brittany Campbell
1773 S Garth Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zeljko Cipris
828 Dave Brubeck Way Apt 7
Stockton, CA 95204-1842



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Felton
2035 Sparrow Valley Rd.
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
karen neumeier
wentworth rd
cameron prk, CA 95682



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edwina Smith
258 Caselli Ave
San Francisco, CA 94114-2323



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stefani Aguallo
2206 W 229th St
Torrance , CA 90501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sally Savin
2383 Altisma Way Unit B
carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Salamon
851 Viewridge Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
 
508-432-2064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Tami Armitage
12854 Landale St
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Troy Beglinger
PO Box 6820
Chico, CA 95927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Derbort
35606 Avenue B
Yucaipa, CA 92399



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geoff Cornish
25211 De Salle
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
 
(949) 859-1253



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jason Fish
13883 Beech Street
Victorville, CA 92392



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
v Louie
730 5th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Brian Baltin
730 W. 4th St. #111
Long Beach, CA 90802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Wallace
417 D Maher Rd
Royal Oaks, CA 95076-9054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joy Hoover
3395 Via Barba
Lompoc, CA 93436-2125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helene Zimmerman
13969 Marquesas Way
Marina del Rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helene Whitson
1824 Arch Street
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Reinhart
2626 29th St
San Diego, CA 92104-4907
 
6192833139



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john harris
po box 5410
bay point, CA 94565
 
925-203-0427



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda Luebke
400 Ortega Avenue #A311
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kristen greer
po box 384
petaluma, CA 94953



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
(The Rev.) Allan B. Jones
722 Orchard Street #2
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen balfe
2141 Ogden Dr.
Cambria, CA 93428-4535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Tingle
327 Miramontes Ave.
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Davin Peterson
2846 Lowell Street
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Cotton
1065 Crest Dr.
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Scott
4281 Scott Way
Calistoga, CA 94515



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louise Jacoby
6827 Langdon Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Saracini
1155 Camino Del Mar, #188
Del Mar, CA 92014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Tasher
201 N. Broadway
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Tucker
626 Wisteria Ln.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Hicks
920 west 37th street
San Pedro, CA 90731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ohn felst.iner
english
stanford, CA 94305



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Mary Lynn Hansen
5949 Estates Dr.
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 Joseph Buhowsky
83 Tahoe Court
San Ramon, CA 94582



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ernest Canning
2911 Parkview Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Guy Biagiotti
18082 Leafwood Lane
Santa Ana, CA 92705-2008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Urs Schuler
1564 Country Club Dr.
Placerville, CA 95667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Austin Fite
1474 Paseo de Oro
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
 
(310) 801-7654



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
flook chris
115 s pine
nevada city, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
NOLA JOHNSON
321 BINSCARTH ROAD
LOS OSOS, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
liinnaea bohn
po box 583
oak view, CA 93022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norman Howell
1585 Valdez Way
Fremont, CA 94539
 
510-709-5284



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Amato
5033 Midway Road
Vacaville, CA 95688
 
(707) 365-2116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Bleyer
3926 Wabaska Dr.
San Diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. fredrica kanter
4221 Isabella St.
Riverside, CA 92501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Nolen
13468 Polk Street
Sylmar, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lilllian Alex
3392 B Punta Alta
Laguna Woods, CA 92637



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Josephs
16661 Ventura Blvd #311
Encino, CA 91436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben R Martin
49 Showers Dr A340
Mountain View, CA 94040
 
(650) 949-1930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fed Up
124 Main St.
San Francisco, CA 94105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Staples
P.O. Box 6911
Eureka, CA 95502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harry Blumenthal
2773 Avery Lane
Eureka, CA 95501
 
(707) 443-3795



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Boriski
908 San Benito
Two Harbors, CA 90704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Fujimoto
1136 Meridian Way
Rocklin, CA 95765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed Sancious
405 el camino real #344
Menlo park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Smith
1469 Dana Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amanda Sousa
1251 Hornblend #17
San Diego, CA 92109
 
858-405-8366



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lillian Coopersmith
4628 Maytime lane
Culver city, CA 90230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. fred rinne
642 cayuga ave
san francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Phillip Hansen
19750 SR 89 #13
Markleeville, CA 96120



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margit Bartsch
5105 benton place
san diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
shawn heiser
991 dolores st
san francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Sevier
5324 Birchcroft St
Simi Valley, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kerstin Mueller
479 Simas Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susanne Bader
211 Eureka St.
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. elizabeth johansen
2741 harcourt ave
los angeles, CA 90016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
velda cornelius
3802 lupine ln apt g
apt g
calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. David McFarland
1063 grant ct
Sonoma, CA 95476-7420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nathan atkins
3480 Sawtelle Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gelsomina Becks
1173 Saratoga Ave.
E. Palo Alto, CA 94303-1043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Dolores J Arond
16809 Marilla St.
Northridge, CA 91343
 
(818) 893-9691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ramona Skidmore
Moores Ave.
Newark, CA 94560



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chuck Greenwood
PO Box 242
Bangor, CA 95914



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rob spa
115 n mountain ave
claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Oakes
231 North College #E4
Santa Maria, CA 93454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chuck Greenwood
PO Box 242
Bangor, CA 95914



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Ogburn-Chow
1889 Beach Park Blvd.
Foster City, CA 94404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elise McCandless
1244 Laurent St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gloria grotjan
312 Hillcrest Drive
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cowen bailey
18100 roscoe blvd
northridge, CA 91325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KARL Koessel
PO Box 257
Blue Lake, CA 95525-0257



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beatrice Tocher
591 Appleberry Dr
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
reva biers
4631 ellenita AVE
tarzANA, CA 91356-4913



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken L. Klaser
427 Minnesota Ave.
Fallbrook, CA 92028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maggie Hottle
5464 Maybeck Lane
Livermore, CA 94550-7129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. S. Hodges
F Street
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Juliana Anders
1654 Boulder Creek Rd
Oceanside, CA 92056-2929



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jill M Blaisdell
5152 earl Dr.
La canada, CA 91011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claudia Eads
North Shore Drive
Fawnskin, CA 92333



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Martha Sheriger
14 June Court
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Nel
330 S Maple St Unit F
Corona, CA 92880
 
(310) 428-4261



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Dondershine
205 Anita Rd
Burlingame, CA 94010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
daniele boucher
850 mclaughlin
richmond, CA 94805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Shogren
1860 Bloomfield Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-5404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Madruga
1216 W. 6th St.
Hanford, CA 93230
 
5593626127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allison Moffett
260 W Birch St
Brea, CA 92821



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Tenenbaum
812 N. Ford St.
Burbank, CA 91505
 
818 7661967



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samandi Adams
419 N Sabre Dr
Fresno, CA 93727-3441



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Vinney
4543 Emerald Way
Culver City, CA 90230
 
310-280-1130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matt J Rauch
118 Calvert Ct
Ukiah, CA 95482
 
(707) 467-0433



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Val Hongo-whiting
12 Saint Paul Ln
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-9373



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Gabriele Renate R Schubert
2345 West Jewett St.
San Diego, CA 92111
 
(858) 565-2458



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Gustafson
6673 Hilltop Dr
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cristine Maize
34052 Doheny Park Road #146
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
louis menachof
1338 manzanita court
santa rosa, CA 95404-2089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  The goal of our low-carbon fuel standard should be to
reduce our use of these fuels, and move our economy to cleaner and more renewable
fuels, for the benefit of both our economy and our health, by way of a cleaner environment.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Sullivan-Greiner
556 Willet St
El Cajon, CA 92020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MARC DE LEON
4965 ESCOBEDO DRIVE
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. lance jordan
1969 frankfort st.
san diego, CA 92110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Steinmann
423 Buena Vista
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dean Monroe
5301 Cleon Ave. #4
No. Hollywood, CA 91601-3356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Hulburt
2712 Granada Ave
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tracey Whitney
11681 Burbank Blvd., Unit 1
North Holywood, CA 91601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Milliken
1256 Hudson Avenue
St. Helena, CA 94574
 
707-963-8754



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Quilici
4698 Holycon Circle
San Jose, CA 95136



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eileen macmillan
1550 rancho del hambre
lafayette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Hamilton
3798 Avenida Simi
Simi Valley, CA 93063
 
805-526-1401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theodore Polychronis
1611 N. Pacific Ave.
Glendale, CA 91202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
peter frentzel
428 congo st
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Maris Bennett
3401 DiMaggio Way
Antioch, CA 94509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. les roberts
1134 east lansing way
fresno, CA 93704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Lou Young-Holt
Star Route 1, Box 75, 7145 La Honda Road
La Honda, CA 94020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Hartleben
689 Bluewater Way
Port Hueneme, CA 93041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john johnston
1022 petra dr
napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carl Cartwright
13556 Trumball Street
Whittier, CA 90605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeannette Welling
2450 Pleasant Way
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-3274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Story
18674 Evergreen Cir
Fountain Valley , CA 92708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelsey Baker
9 Driftwood Ave
Novato, CA 94945
 
4155996672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Don't change now.... get rid of as much oil products that we can.    Let's not lower our
standards for their profit, make the oil companies change instead.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Kemp
3466 Elizabeth Street
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
n/a SHIRLEY  LE GARDE
10965 GLENOAKS BLVD
PACOIMA, CA 91331



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matt thomas
s
hb, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Knittel
27540 Sherlock Ct
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
 
650 325-2259



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Livesey-Fassel
10387 Glenbarr Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064-4523
 
(310) 559-9814



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hari Busby
340 Pamela Ct.
Hemet, CA 92544-1761



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Robbin
11201 Dona Lola Drive
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ted Hoffman
8433 N. State Hwy 3
Fort Jones, CA 96032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Bean
39 Calera Canyon Rd
Salinas, CA 93908-9300



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Elliott
6644 Kentwood Bluffs Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Bushman
121 Ricci Ave
Walnut, CA 91789



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Duncan
828 10th St #9
Santa Monica, CA 90403
 
310-3950686



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Boehme
1386 Block Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4413



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Nichols
1122 Dianron Rd.
Palmdale, CA 93551-3941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelsey Baker
9 Driftwood Ave
Novato, CA 94945
 
4155996672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Hudson
3767 Tracy Street
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaan Carter
2110 Santa Clara Ave Apt 303
Alameda, CA 94501-2807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristin Womack
396 San Francisco Boulevard
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Orrin Cross
45 Camelot Court
San Carlos, CA 94070-4431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Tim Warner
3829 Hollypark Place
Los Angeles, CA 90039
 
323665913



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Larry Bailey
P. O. Box 992480
Redding, CA 96099-2480



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard. Let's set the tone for the rest of the
country.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Measelle
10454 Brooktree
San diego, CA 92131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rebecca olsen
21 pine st
cotati, CA 94931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David  Marinsik
1736 Ensenada Ct.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Thank you for the opportunity to express my view on this matter.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Rineer
1001 Hornet Way
Fullerton, CA 92831-2708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Lyman
49 Wharf Rd.
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Lyman
49 Wharf Rd.
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Lyman
49 Wharf Rd.
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Lyman
49 Wharf Rd.
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Izett
12 cerro encantado
n/a
lafayette, CA 94549-4908



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Saunders
3448 Solari Way
Sacramento, CA 95821-4160



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
karen slevinske
1106 second st. #498
encinitas, CA 92024
 
(760) 942-9716



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Art Goldberg
1814 Cedar St.
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jacqueline Crank
352 Bolinas Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930-1904
 
415.419.5442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ioana Hagiu
13 hemlick
Rsm, CA 92688



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Scott Herman
89 Mossglen Circle
Sacramento, CA 95826



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Bishop
2050 Rodney Dr. #8
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Meredith
530 Macadamia Ave.
Madera, CA 936375671



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Sola
524 Padera Way
Chula Vista, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Boyiazis
7
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Moore
1963 Folsom St
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
aj larue
3112 beech st
san diego, CA 92102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
thomas clark
245 s serrano ave. #214
los angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Norris
27660 Poppy Drive
Willits, CA 95490-9057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Bearden
1141 Nicklaus Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. Reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable.  By no means should the low-carbon fuel standard be
weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands
oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Barkow
7844 Whelan Dr.
San Diego, CA 92119
 
(619) 697-4969



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
LLOYD DENT
4431 laurel grove ave
studio city, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven  Huskey
1875 Century Park East, #800
Los Angeles, CA 90067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harold Mann
1751 Balsa Ave
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patti mcwilliams
4112 24th street
san francisco, CA, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ronald Semenza
287 Esteban Way
San Jose, CA 95119-1516



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Hull
531 Valencia Rd
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lee ballen
2096 redwood drive
santa cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fran Pletschet
4323 Everett Ave
Oaakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Peggie Kirkpatrick
5260 Via Geraldina
Yorba Linda, CA 92886-4529



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
R Wells
442 S. Alexandria Avenue #1
Los Angeles, CA 90020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ERNEST SCHOLZ
1175 CHESTNUT
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Hansen
1744 Alisal Ave.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phillip Cripps
35898 Calle Raphael
Cathedral City, CA 92234
 
760-321-8599



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob G Kvaas
6271 Parkhurst Drive
Goleta, CA 93117-1623
 
(805) 964-4626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick Khumurai
4433 Eagle Rock Blvd. #121
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Hanson
5431 Meadow Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Long
179 Shanroick Ct.
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Gold
2065 Balmer Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david wallen
3111 4th st.
santa ;monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phil Pursel
PO Box 8125
S Lake Tahoe, CA 96158



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
clyde curtis
2590 greenvalley rd
los angeles, CA 90046-1438



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.  Dennis J Sanchez
 
Dennis Sanchez
4347 Clubhouse Dr
Lakewood, CA 90712



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Adams
4860 Reservation Rd
Placerville, CA 95667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon McQuirk
4040 Cedar Creek Rd
Mount Aukum, CA 95656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne St. John
8301-78 Mission Gorge Road
Santee, CA 92071
 
619 328-5573



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Thaxton
1570 N Coast Hwy, #1A
Laguna Beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jackie Vescio
250 Canyon Breeze Court
Simi Valley, CO 93065
 
8055279538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sondra Boes
1640 Manton Ct.
Campbell, CA 95008-5123
 
4083799027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I'm writing to urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only increasing reliance on and
production of cleaner fuels but phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to
require each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no
means should the low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty
and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for considering my point of view.
 
Dr. M.L. Heller
PO Box 51362
Irvine, CA 92619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Miller
21217 Bellini Dr
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gordon Clint
4102 Greenwood St
Newbury Park, CA 91320-5227



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Talbot
16756 Simonds St.
Granada Hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harvey Eder
1218 12th Street #25
Santa Monica, CA 90401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda Sherman
3143 Hidden Creek Dr
Chico, CA 95973-5846
 
5308915931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lowell Eliason
6124 Tonga Circle
Cypress, CA 90630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dale Mattes
1020 San Rafael Lane
Pasadena, CA 91105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Will
964 White Cloud Dr.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jaanet turner
2049 :Herron Ave
Walnut Creek, , CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Jenkins
907 Tanager Ct
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dudley and Candace Campbell
Retired
13167 Ortley Place
Valley Glen, CA 91401
 
818-762-4331



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Bergmann
P.O. Box 221
Huntington Beach, CA 92648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cathe Dietrich
1200 Talbot St.
Berkeley, CA 94706
 
510-524-9185



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mathias van Thiel
2519 Oakes Dr.
Hayward, CA 94542-1223



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Graham
1105 Larkin Street, #224
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr Carter Schroy
retired
424 Stratford Ct
Del Mar, CA 92014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Walton
2152 Bock St
Santa Rosa, CA 95403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter L Scott
1520 Escalona Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
(831) 423-0796



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 bennye willis
1817 n. fuller ave
los angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail Harper
P. O. Box 330057
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Graybill
13610 Valerio
Van Nuys, CA 91405-2734
 
(818) 901-6945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael meredith
5537 lighthouse ln
palmdale, CA 93552



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Oliver
9355 Konocti Bay Rd
Kelseyville, CA 95451-9580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Rasmussen
14584 Woodworth
Victorville, CA 92394



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jens Lindgren
2004 Apex Ave. #9
Apt. #302
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
executive direct monique sonoquie
hc64, s2b3
hoopa, CA 95546
 
805-403-6744



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please use this opportunity to take us in a safer, cleaner more prosperous direction.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Warwick
229 W. Walnut
Monrovia, CA 91016
 
3055784



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Lawson-St.Hill
1948 Magnolia Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
 
925-586-7704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Younger
12622 Wildcat Canyon Road
Lakeside, CA 92040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Genasci
462 Chorro Street
slo, CA 93405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ann winship
 726 ashley ave
woodland, CA 95695



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lane Yoshiyama
5082 Telford St.
Los Angeles, CA 90022-1721



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mayra Martinez
181 Long Ranch Rd.
Saint Helena, CA 94574



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Sanchez
89 Dean Road Apt. A
Sacramento, CA 95815-3738



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Whitmore
4536 Beacon Way
Riverside, CA 92501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Hague
26711 Ironwwod Ave
Moreno Valley, CA 92555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David  Miller
Retired
5474 William S. Hart
PO Box 667
Pioneertown, CA 92268
 
7603650988



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Lee
480 So. Batavia
Orange, CA 92868



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susaan  Aram
1361 Terrace Way
Laguna Beach , CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Haage
9554 Tudor avenue
Montclair, CA 91763-2219
 
909 624-2201



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danny DeTora
7747 Greenback Ln 513
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
 
916-722-5703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Ginsberg
121 A Blaine Street
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060-2801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank and Sally  Richards
824 Kinnett Ave
Ridgecrest, CA 93555-3004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Osterhoudt
21022 Los Alisos Blvd., Apt. 214
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike  Tasker
9921 Bond Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Levendos, LCSW
 
Ms. Mary Levendos
515 Cribari Glen
San Jose, CA 95135-1318
 
408-274-1535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charmaine Bailey
670 Funston Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118-3604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Eberle
2009 Alberta Avenue
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Harvey
450 45th St.
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Scharf
2100 Loma Vista Place
Los Angeles, CA 90039
 
(323) 666-8657



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  Nothing has changed.  Climate change has not been
rescinded.  Carbon is the culprit.  Therefore we the citizens of the state are at risk as are
our children and their futures.  The oil industry has to adapt and they can't maintain their
profitability at the public expense.  Make them adhere to the standards now in existence.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  Do your job  on our behalf.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorraine Norby
12 A Grove St
Mill Valley, CA 94941
 
(415) 381-2157



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Orser
386 Alcatraz Ave.
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doreen Domb
P O Box 3501
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's SHAMELESS attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil
mined from Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.  WE MUST IMPLEMENT ANY SOURCE POSSIBLE TO
STOP THE DEPENDENCY ON OIL AND STOP BIG OIL FROM RAPING THIS PLANET
NO MATTER WHERE THEY TRY TO DRILL.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JoAnne Klein
10013 Paper Moon Way
Bakersfield, CA 93312



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick L Pekin
32361 Pudding Creek Rd.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
 
(831) 524-5203



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Kercado
836 Sunshine Ct.
Santa Maria, CA 93455



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beth Boardman
3624 Calle Casino
San Clemente, CA 92673-2704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Oakes
96 S 6th St. # 2
San Jose, CA 95112-3559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Earl Rubell
14016 Bora Bora Way #124
Marina del Rey, CA 90292-6811



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
leslie rabb
637a westbourne dr
los angeles, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Keleigh Dietsch
3072 Oakwood Road
Cameron Park, CA 95682



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Tkach
7455 Iverson Place
Paso Robles, CA 93446
 
805-237-9334



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blanche  Hartman
300 Page St
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jade Hersom
6440 Jackson Dr
San Diego, CA 92119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Ullrich
3527 Shawnee Rd.
San Diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kurt Hurley
65 Grandview St APT J
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vicky Holman
24931 N. Carmel Hills Dr.
Carmel, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Baker
3226 Conifer Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-1712
 
707 528-2892



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tanya Leighton
3796 Alabama St.
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda Carey
405 N. Flores St
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Childs
4326 35th Street
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Muriel Gravina
130 Fulton Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Reich
140 S Irving Blvd.
Los, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Lane
1260 Pear Drive
Concord, CA 94518-3731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chet arachy
2106 beckett dr
e dh, CA 95762



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Adan
4419 Rollingrock Way
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mandy spitzer
152 hagemann
santa cruz, CA 95-62



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Oak Norton
26762 Cypress Way
Redlands, CA 92373



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Azucena Diaz
502 Meeker Ave
La Puente, CA 91746



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Helen Knopoff
12245 Crewe St.
No. Hollywood, CA 91605-5609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Chrystal Chrystal
1930 stewart st.
Santa Monica, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheila Barrand
28032 Festivo
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
 
9492946387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I implore you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming, and I strongly urge you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner, more
affordable fuels but phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require
each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means
should the low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and
highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean, reasonable  fuels and reject oil-
company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jamaka Petzak
1222 Graynold Ave.
Glendale, CA 91202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie  Parreira
1037 Catalpa Way
Petaluma, CA 94954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
penny dedel
2234 ward st #2
berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
K. Anne Conrad-Antoville
PO Box 4377
Arcata, CA 95518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Humphrey
45 Skyline Dr
Redwood City, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allan Prival
2921 Tenth
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dawn kuznkowski
2361 Calle Malvon
thousand Oaks , CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Joyce A Mitchell
1526 Brazil Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(831) 479-4720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ms robin rabens
box 444
Idy, CA 92549
 
951 659-5917



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lin Heidt
1802 Garnet AVe
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregg Roebuck
622 S. Wall St., B203
Los Angeles, CA 90014-2314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Dykstra
171 Saginaw Circle
Sacramento, CA 95833
 
(916)916-8907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kit Lofroos
101a  Post
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lucie de Jounge
3425 Tepusquet Rd
Santa Maria, CA 93454-9607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia Bentley
P.O. Box 182238
Coronado, CA 92178



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
M Burgess
POB 1441
Crestline, CA 92325
 
(909) 222-8127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
June Stepansky
 
June Stepansky
23755 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hills, , CA 91367-5819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Carlson
POB 3753
Eureka, CA 95502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Braz
954 Florida St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
(510) 595-3638



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allison Stillman
347 No. Poli St.
Ojai, CA 93023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Mulligan
942 Liberty Road
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harlene Hanna Cohen
350 perkins street
oakland, CA 94610
 
(510) 504-0422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gina Ortiz
3036 n. rockmont ave.
claremont, CA 91711
 
909  621  6192



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Sitnick
16974 Escalon Dr.
Encino, CA 91436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Stocks
1567 Lexington St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
w c
8375 Buckthorn Ave
Hesperia, CA 92345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sheri Kuticka
820 Weaver Ln.
Concord, CA 94518
 
(925) 798-6148



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rob Brill
119 Heights Dr.
Oxford, MS 38655



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Patricia Webber
1820 Avenida del Mundo
Coronado, CA 92118-4038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Ronlov
3607 Louisiana St.
San Diego, CA 92104
 
1 (619) 542-0267



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Rudningen
6500 Creekmont Way
Citrus Heights, CA 95621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Corinna Jevons
1396 Dolphin Drive
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J Davis
944 market
Sf , CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Wong
3266 Chateau Du Lac
San Jose, CA 95148



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Pynn
11707 SW Woodlee Heights Avenue
Portland, OR 97219



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Bonnett
2450 N Lake Ave #306
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
meiling albert
950 el camino ave
vacaville, CA 95688



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peggy Leviton
4733 Aster Ave
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Carlson
2316 Bayview Heights Dr.
Los Osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Perry Lambert
6357 Crebs Ave
Tarzana, CA 91335



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris debolt
9810 Edeva Way
Elk Grove, CA 95624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to UPHOLD AND PROTECT California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in CLEANER fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would UNDERMINE these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to STRENGTHEN California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-
company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Watson
8190 Grape Ave
Forestville, CA 95436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth and George Blitz
1206 Grouse Dr
Redding, CA 96003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna J Thomas
PO Box 813
Morongo Valley, CA 92256
 
(760) 369-8917



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Stearns
3909 Virginia Rd apt B
Long Beach, CA 90807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
barbara heil
4722 amigo ave
tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jamie chau
1224 oregon street
berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben Crabb
35205 Cornish Dr.
Fremont, CA 94536-2412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sally Champlin
PO Box 38413
Los Angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Mortensen
1662 Knoll Dr
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Jacobs
1901 Montgomery Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
707573-0351



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrienne Catone
1336 Shadowbrook Terrace
Harbor City, CA 90710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Corah
146 Ross Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
 
415-451-8190



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bella Neufeld
792 W College Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Powell
1038 Beverly Way
Arcata, CA 95521
 
(707) 496-7845



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Solnit
2210 1/2 Stuart
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron S Vanderford
839 E. Cedar Ave.
Burbank, CA 91501
 
(818) 427-2724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Janet Rhodes
Speech-Language Pathologist
69859 Van Gogh Rd
Cathedral City, CA 92234
 
7606995750



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmi Strom
5418 Timothy Dr.
San Diego, CA 92105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gloria Donohue
105 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Finsen
31328 Alta Vista Dr
Redlands, CA 92373
 
(909) 794-9347



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanne Crabb
35205 Cornish Dr.
Fremont, CA 94536-2412



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Pollack
6006 lubao avenue
woodland hills, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Kuntze
7 Via Joaquin Unit 11
Monterey, CA 93940-4535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Patricia Kusaba
18419 Burin Ave.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Tasoff
1337 S. Cabrillo Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90731-4012
 
3108315041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
greg sigler
256 16th pl
costa mesqa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Quinn Miller
2608 Wallace St.
Oakland, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Meckler
3948 Stein Ct
South San Francisco, CA 94080
 
(650) 878-4835



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss tamara logan
146 madison ave #3
redwood city, CA 94061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amalia Shebby
15943 Atitlan Drive
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-5303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william mittig
4279 Grist rd.
Mariposa, CA 95338-8701
 
209 966 4826



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daphne Wysham
1112-16th St, NW
Washington, DC 20036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jackie Thompson
4257 Lorrain St.
Shingle Springs, CA 95682



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julian Orr
P. O. Box 577
Pescadero, CA 94060
 
(650) 879-0066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gordon Nipp
3655 View Street
Bakersfield, CA 93306
 
(661) 872-2432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a Professor Emeritus of Zoology and Environmental Science, I urge you to uphold and
protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy
and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels, such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands, is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels, but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for your attention to my comments!
 
Glenn R. Stewart
4524 Briney Point St
La Verne, CA 91750
 
9095936756



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Mackey
249 Bocana St
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth King
633 Terrace Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Quigley
3600 Lake Earl Dr.
Crescent City, CA 95531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KAREN Pope
3541 E Sunny Dunes Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92264-1305
 
7603239678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Project Director Jon F Anderholm
1600 Niestrath Road
Cazadero, CA 95421
 
(707) 847-3853



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annmarie Lucchesi
4822 Kinghurst Dr.
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Rick Ten Eyck
538 Via De La Valle
Solana Beach, CA 92075



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pearl wheeler
915 e. rio grande st .apt.201
pasadena, CA 91104-2453



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sharon Wright
1921 Sherry Lane
Santa Ana, CA 92705
 
714-541-0502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Zagone
3443 Beethoven St
Mar Vista, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sue Luft
4561 Almond Drive
Templeton, CA 93465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vicky VanValkenburg
1127 Elgin Street
San Lorenzo, CA 94580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. L Parrish
Schulte Rd.
Carmel, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L. Diaz
2460 22nd. St,
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jana Lane
11 Hillcrest Court
Oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Emil Reisman
retired
16025 Ventura Blvd., Apt. 211
Encino, CA 91436-4451



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Les Borean
Nadine Circle
Torrance, CA 90505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lucia Massarella
10234 Salmon Creek Rd
Redding, CA 96003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Incristo Paula
22086 Wesley dr
Palo Cedro, CA 96073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kristi Hutchison
6323 N. Laureen
Fresno, CA 93710
 
559-298-0299



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony kessler
2828 filbert
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Frank
2685 Sunset Hills
Escondido, CA 92025- 784



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda  Doebel
3618 Grand Canal
Marina del Rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmen Dello Buono
5770 Winfield Blvd., #166
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teri Herbst
4910 Via El Sereno
Torrance, CA 90505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Wasgatt
308 Alta Vista
Roseville, CA 95678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jacquelyn Sorby
4362 Yacht Harbor Drive
Stockton, CA 95204-2116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Santivong
600 W. Floral Drive,
Monterey Park, CA 91754
 
(323) 722-9878



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Areil Larsen
382 Lemon Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Karen Thomas
3900 Edenvale Place
Oakland, CA 94605-2235
 
510 5696239



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ryan F
40000 cartier na
murrieta, CA 92563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Furman
3816 Evangelho Circle
San Jose, CA 95148
 
408-528-9646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ZACHARY DAUTRICH
247 THERESA COURT
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stan Fitzgerald
8699 Lomas Azules Place
San Jose, CA 95135-2129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alane Smith
Evergreen Circle
West Sacramento, CA 95691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is totally unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
Tar sands oil is the dirtiest there is. Don't move CA in the wrong direction. The standard
must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but phasing out
dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to properly
account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon fuel
standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels
like tar-sands oil.
 
The oil industry's effort to weaken standards will profit a few and hurt everyone.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Smarr
1397 Caminito Halago
La Jolla, CA 92037-7165



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Piero Soligo
GG9 Calle Cotto H
Carolina, PR 00985



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kira Schabram
3206 G Road
Valley Springs, CA 95252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Sharon Torrisi
2126 Ardmore Ave
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Comstock
6320 w. 82nd st.
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2838
 
(310) 348-9325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edwin McCready
1818 Whitley Avenue Apt. 210
Los Angeles, CA 90028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Heath Elliott
2749 Stoner Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lee rudin
274 greenview dr.
daly city, CA 94014
 
(415) 586-9030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David P.  Michener, MD
5555 Montgomary Dr  #80
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly Hadjikhani
6041 Fountain Pk Ln #10
Woodland Hills, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Nisoli
501 Primrose Road
Burlingame, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendell Wood
PO Box 1925
Brookings, OR 97415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Therese DeBing
935 Lighthouse Ave. #14
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
 
805 252 9660



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patric kearns
15592 maplewood dr.
sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please, at all costs, protect California's low-carbon fuel standard, reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I am asking you to reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Robert Stephenson
514 66 St.
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jay edgerton
5987 Peacock Ridge Rd
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
 
310-544-0768



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clayton Barbeau, M.A., MFT
1217 Roycott Way
San Jose, CA 95125
 
408 266-6489



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Mehlhorn
6359 Kensington Ave.
Richmond, CA 94805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Gherardi
435 Alberto Way Unit 16
Los Gatos, CA 95032-5425



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Gamble
914 W. Perch Ave.
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
 
(760) 375-7097



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Pelletier
8033 Saloma Ave,
Van Nuys, CA 91402-5619
 
818 988-6182



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Micah McIntyre
Calle Oro Verde
Valley Center, CA 92082



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neena Sessa
50 Arlington Drive
South San Francisco, CA 94080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Brenner
37258 Huckaby Lane
Murrieta, CA 92562



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
elizabeth standard
11101 hortense st
north hollywood, CA 91602
 
818-769-7782



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Director Marily Woodhouse
Rock Creek
Manton, CA 96059
 
530.474.5803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
trixie deveau
8 Paris Court
Los 'Angeles, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Peterson
890 Rockwell Ln. #10
Cloverdale, CA 95425
 
707-894-2187



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Narbutovskih
14288 Woodland Drive
Guerneville, CA 95446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carlos Contreras
120 Oak Street
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fredrick Seil
1 Twain Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Mather
Davos Ct
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
paula barsamian
800 brommer st  #74
santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
831 426 3077



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Ryan
34522 via verde
capistrano beach, CA 92624
 
949-489-9328



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Walter Bost
10040 Meritage Court
Sun Valley, CA 91352
 
(818) 640-6539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward L Bennett
2719 Marin Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
 
(510) 526-1260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Halsey
830 Post Street
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Edwards
13052 Arborwalk Ln
Tustin, CA 92782



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. robert J meier
6241 morse ave
north hollywood, CA 916506
 
(818) 766-9648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shellie Rice
409 Franklin St
Napa, CA 94559



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lek sinnott
6012 sanford dr
san jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melanie  Graf
2401 westhaven av
bakersfield, CA 93304
 
565-7955



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurel Kilgour
555 Mission Rock St
San Francisco, CA 94158



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beatriz Pallanes
2514 W. Lingan Ln.
Santa Ana, CA 92704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Parrish
118 La Canada Way
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
caephren mckenna
64 fairview avenue
piedmont, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Baumann
2323 Catalina Drive
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
steve elias
2404 Norwich mine rd.
glencoe, CA 95232
 
(209) 293-4493



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
steve elias
2404 Norwich mine rd.
glencoe, CA 95232
 
(209) 293-4493



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andreas Wittenstein
P.O. Box 570
Woodacre, CA 94973-0570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. David  McKeever
2523 Brewster Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Ivy
PO Box 359
Rough and Ready, CA 95975



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kevin slauson
2808 central avenue
alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Whetstine
13423 Silver Lake Dr
Poway, CA 92064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Boddy
43300 LR Airport Rd, #87
Littleriver, CA 95456



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dorothy cahill
2422 hillside
berkeley, CA 94704
 
510.843.1803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie King
5462 Tradewinds WW
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Ecklund
3544 Radcliffe Road
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Bird
2018 Griffith Park Blvd. No. 212
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Dvorak
1825 St. Charles
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Church
1899 Middle Two Rock Rd.
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Neal
2625 Franklin St. #304
San Francisco, CA 94123
 
310-924-1357



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jude sky
Lake Drive
Kensington, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sue Habegger
10083 Grinding Rock Dr.
Grass Valley, CA 95949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kerry S
267 Mesquite Rd.
Bishop, CA 93514-2920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kimberly Anne Halizak
1933 N. Beachwood Dr., #205
Los Angeles, CA 90068-4035
 
323 481-2547



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzie Smith
21352 Yarmouth lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ramona Zulch
4146 Thain Way
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Long
11260 Donner Pass Rd Ste C1 #249
Truckee, CA 96161



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Merilie Robertson
24308 Shrewsbury Circle
Canoga Park, CA 91307-1240



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lois Gorrell
1505 Clearview Lane
Santa Ana, CA 92705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Nardella
Rancher
POB 3467
Lake City, CA 96115
 
5302796260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Ramirez
35481 GSOSR
Julian, CA 92036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
PLEASE PRIORITIZE OUR FRAGILE CA COASTLINE & ENVIRONMENT!  I urge you to
uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pam & Robert Burns-Clair & Clair
858 Austin Av
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danielle Posar
1250 honey trail
Walnut creek, CA 94597
 
9492755053



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J.C. Williamson
1755 Belle Meade Road
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Zacher
16984 Greenridge Rd.
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ann Fenderson
1761 Sunningdale Rd, #50K
Seal Beach, CA 90740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Simpson
723 Woodland Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurence Kone
2520 Ryan Road #87
Concord, CA 94518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Hebert
2264 Bean Creek Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nik Kripalani
5104  Greenwillow Lane, San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA 92130
 
8582592630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron and Laura Kohl
1920 Lindsley Park Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Winnie Lam
230 Bryant St #15
Mountain View, CA 94041
 
(650) 253-6882



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurel E Perry
316 Monroe Drive
Palo Alto, CA 94306
 
(650) 493-2849



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mohanan Pisharody
6018 Calle de Felice
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Bair
1231 E. Loma Alta Dr.
Altadena, CA 91001-1509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Conard
8291 Crimson Sage Ct.
Sacramento, CA 95829
 
916-681-0682



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JOHN GOLDING
3706 quigley
Oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glenn Gallagher
2020 Penngrove Street
SPC 19
Simi Valley, CA 93065-2369



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Dian Hardy
7777 Bodega Avenue
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Barre
580 E. Palm St.
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sally Ross
201 Joost Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Jain
206 Park Ave.
Nevada City, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kathryn Santana
2218 High Mesa Dr
Bradbury, CA 91008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jill Brewer
1431 1/2 Silver Lake Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
BILLI HANLON
3310 FRENCH AVE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691-5204



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Lewis
2034 E. Lincoln Ave #251
Anaheim, CA 92806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gilda Skinfill
520 N. Glendora Ave.
Glendora, CA 91741



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
melinda leithold
235 viadelvista
inverness, CA 94937



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrizio Paratelli
3841 Mentone Ave., apt. 34
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Karen Spiegel
1074 East Tujunga Ave.
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Pierce
retired
340 Quail Run
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Rubin
80B Park Road
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jana Harker
PO BOX 660793
Arcadia , CA 91066 0793



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jon siegfus
11412 e. littchen st.
norwalk, CA 90650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HELENE CAROL MEEKS
908 Pope Way
Hayward, CA 94545-1508



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs.  Maria Jackson
1709 Corralitos Ave.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-3012
 
805-5436438



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Sampatacos
2352 Back Nine St.
Oceanside, CA 92056
 
7606372949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HOWARD MALBERG
1710 N. Community Dr. #111
Anaheim, CA 92806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Penelope Prochazka
3432 Corpus Christi Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93063
 
(626) 584-7019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Penelope Prochazka
3432 Corpus Christi Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93063
 
(626) 584-7019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Gretsch
2322 1/2 E 5th St
Long Beach, CA 90814



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom Oliver
2258 Daisy Lane
La Canada, CA 91011-1411



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly Hadjikhani
6041 Fountain Pk Ln #10
Woodland Hills, CA 91367



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Kreiger
3927 Inglewood Blvd Apt 203
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marinell Daniel
4070 La Colina Rd.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
 
(510) 223-0673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Lee
6857 Paradise Rd
Salinas, CA 93907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nat Childs
PO Box 511
Miranda, CA 95553-0511



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaime Nahman
21233 Colina Dr
Topanga, CA 90290
 
3104551922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kellie Karkanen
Walnut Creek, CA
 
Kellie Karkanen
256 Castle Glen Rd
Walnut Creek, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaime Nahman
21233 Colina Dr
Topanga, CA 90290
 
3104551922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia Berman
2333 Rose Street
Berkeley, CA 94708-1807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Yee
1841 Sawtelle Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith and Fred  Butts
1036 Sladky Ave
mountain view, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. stuart marcus
401 california ave
santa monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Bell-Gia
4811 Halison St
Torrance, CA 9



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Alfaro
752 Glen Canyon Rd.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831 454-8118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bethany Decof
448 25th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Berg
2141 N VALLEY ST
BURBANK, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Armando A. Garcia
16710 Orange Ave Unit F35
Paramount, CA 90723



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia Stewart Carton
6 Los Altos Rd
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gayle Smith
56 Yankee Point Dr
Carmel, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Silverio
1507 San Tomas Ct.
San Jose, CA 95130-1251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Pat Blackwell-Marchant
5737 Medallion Court
Castro Valley, CA 94552-1708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. V R R Sansone
456 Robles Way
Vallejo, CA 94591
 
(707) 980-6879



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
E. Perkins
Box 178
talmage, CA 95481-178



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Quisenberry
General Delivery
Tahoe Vista, CA 96148



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ryan waters
8267 CRYSTAL WALK CIRCLE
Elk Grove, CA 95758



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Toney
4313 Nelson DR
Richmond, CA 94803-2302
 
510-223-0147



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly support this message an urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon
fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask
you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brett Forray
P O Box 2124
Turlock, CA 95382



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jennifer Kelly
1750 University Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Shestople
PO BOX 891551
TEMECULA, CA 92589
 
9513033107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Harvey
4042 Panadera Dr.
Shingle Springs, CA 95682



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j Tilley
3201 Sawtelle
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Ford
668 Westminster Avenue
Venice, CA 90291-3448
 
518-369-9704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carrie Foster
2305 Ficus Circle
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jennifer bradley
1819 12th st
santa monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Athena Lake
La Mirada
Laguna Hills, CA 92653



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Dew
12814 Victory Bl
North Hollywood, CA 91606-3013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
California has been leading the way in our country in fighting against pollution and
promoting green energy. Don't stop now. Tar-sands oil is bad and we don't need it in
California or anywhere in our country.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlotte Sines
PO Box 434
Yosemite National Park, CA 95389
 
209-372-4656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joëlle RICHE
13, place Camille Blanc
ARCUEIL, ot 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norman Kindig
18591 La Casita Ave
Yorba Linda, CA 92886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Muffett Kaufman
1257 Ferrelo Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Duncan
1135 S. Mesa St.
San Pedro, CA 90731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Andrea M Kean
1423 Campus Dr
Berkeley, CA 94708-2005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
fred einaudi
2069 mission st
san francisco, CA 94110
 
415-255-0525



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Toni Kimball
2450 North Park Boulevard
Santa Ana, CA 92706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theresa Acerro
Po Box 8697
Chula Vista, CA 91912-8697
 
(619) 425-5771



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Margaret Dayspring
8250 San Clemente Ave.
Atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elyse Ashton
8998 Norma Place
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Gibbons
10957 Northseal Square
Cupertino, CA 95014-0529



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Kind
904 Nowita Pl
Venice, CA 90291-3839



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hai Nguyen
5059 Quail Run Rd
Riverside, CA 92507
 
408-806-1758



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tania Piombetti
6233 Corbin Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Raymond Smith
1064 Cheltenham Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Silverstein
4860 Tujunga Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Phillip D Rochford
1202 W. Fern Ave.
Redlands, CA 92373
 
(909) 793-0644



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Kafkaloff
525 Bevins St., Apt. 18
Lakeport, CA 95453



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Douglas Gower
797 22nd St.
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Friedricks
4650 Libbit Ave.
Encino, CA 91436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tony Fuller
1590 Adobe Rd
Petaluma, CA 94954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Patricia White
525 Montclair
Oakland, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Maeno
774 Danforth Terrace
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-1225



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Ronald Eastwood
20767 Oakwood Road
Stockton, CA 95215-9641
 
309-465-4874



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Tar sands are the dirtiest, least productive and the worst idea to obtain fuel that anyone
has ever had.
Tar sands should be outlawed all over the world. 
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat  Carter
1260 Shaffer Road, #6204
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831-460-9587



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
P. A.  Giuffrida
l50 Las Tunas Dr.
Arcadia, CA 91007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Short
POB 390656
Anza, CA 92539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to PLEASE uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please PLEASE vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-
company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Fowler
927 Ventura Street
Richmond, CA 94805-1032
 
510 233.6432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kent  Karlsson
11840 Riverside Dr #8
Valley Village, CA 91607
 
818 509-1216



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Smith
825 Perseus Ln
Foster City, CA 94404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Murphy
4856 Sylmar Ave.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Rebecca Kocis
6042 Lisbon Ct
Palmdale, CA 93552
 
(661) 285-0685



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Labay
475 Rinconada Court
Benicia, CA 94510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle L Sparks-Gillis
PO Box 963
Buellton, CA 93427-0963
 
(805) 722-0225



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Gold
2901a Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
wilmer gastineau
2016 grand ave
joplin, MO 64804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
SANDRA ROCHA
OPORTO
OPORTO, ot 004250475



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kathy clement
358 3rd av, 1
san francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Grace Padelford
10618 Ayres Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064
 
(310) 837-8191



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Warner
2056 W. Hwy. 154, #12
Santa Ynez, CA 93460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Jamtaas
3225 Malcolm Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Meredith
29095 Pompano Way
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samantha H Macy
10130 Angelo Circle
Beverly Hills, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Gilbert
20665 Nancy Court
Cupertino, CA 95014
 
408-252-6819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a resident of a dirty air area and asthma victim,I urge you to uphold and protect
California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight
global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lucy Clark
HC 3 Box 88
Bakersfield, CA 93308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sharon Ponsford
12111 Henno Road
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
 
707 938 2669



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael  Wollman
217 Westmont Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Constance Franklin
808 1/2 Laguna Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Elkins
5025 Pirotte Drive
San Diego, CA 92105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Poulios
2365 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Treece
1212 8th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122-2406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Majerowicz
4449 Presidio Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90008-4821



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Capri Sims
425 N Hickory St.
Apt. #B305
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Ferguson
HC 3 Box 543
Alturas, CA 96101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Griffith
10450 Lavender Ct
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91737



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JoEllen  Arnold
2210 C Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
 
(916) 501-8995



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Phillips
56 sunset lane
vacaville, CA 95687-4005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis O'Rorke
P.O. Box 570
Monte Rio, CA 95462



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Camile Getter
4441 G Street
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leora Feeney
1330 Eighth Street
Alameda, CA 94501
 
(510) 522-0601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I demand that you uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Any rule change that would weaken
the standard must be rejected.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Garber
320 Smith Dr.
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Michelsen
88 Erskine rd
Stamford, CT 06903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
M Blanc
Appleby St
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Koivisto
1556 Great Hwy #101
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
constance st jean
17956 Krameria ave1
riverside, CA 92504
 
9517807285



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lorena perez
7707 innovator dr
sacramento, CA 95834



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Polesky
890 Kansas Street
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony Arcure
4218 W. Fountain Way
Fresno, CA 93722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina Johnson
5452 Laurelton Avenue
Gareden Grove, CA 92845



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
bita edwards
p.o. box 122
woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Renee Jeska
2816 W. 182nd St.
Torrance, CA 90504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kat burgess
18th street
santa monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr Eric Zakin
4145 George Ave #1
San Mateo, CA 94403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erick Egertson
33163 Fox Rd
Temecula, CA 92592-4344
 
9513032319



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dean Petrakis
2191 Palos Court
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Whitford
1926 Florida ct
San Diego, CA 92104
 
6196061657



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Oser
1439 Santa Fe Ave
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edy Rayfield
P.O.Box
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
no thanks



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geraldine  Clemens
1950 Adelaida Rd. Sp#116
Paso Robles?, CA 93447



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kira McCall
1085 San Adriano St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
 
805-540-0855



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Fleming
4370 Colfax Ave. #15
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
melinda groom
1061 wickham drive
moraga, CA 94556



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Marcia Sherman
521 N. La Cumbre Rd. #31
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
 
805-687-7218



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn van Oppen
23648 Susana Avenue
Torrance, CA 90505/5434



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Holden Smith
228-A E. Figueroa
Santa Barbara, CA 93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Robinson
327 king st
redwood city, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Writer/Advocate/ Priscilla Rich
writer/advocate/small business co-owner
7 Leeds Ct East
Danville, CA 94526
 
(925) 208-1544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Briones
7703 Chantilly Dr.
Dublin, CA 94568



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne & Jim  Williams
P.O. Box 426
Ben Lomond, CA 95005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Clark
7524 Lena Avenue
West Hills, CA 91307-1523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
scott chapman
pob 13043
san luis obispo, CA 93406
 
(805) 541-4123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Peter  Steinhart
717 Addison Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
(650) 326-7259



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ryan Park
20501 Anza Ave
Torrance, CA 90503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Rau
2001 Range Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenifer Steele
2411 Jefferson Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Campbell
450 Del Verde #8
Sacramento, CA 95833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
t Juarez
776 65th st
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomasin Alyxander
10044 Brooks Road
Windsor, CA 95492



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Ashford
1029 West Sierra Madre Avenue
Fresno, CA 93705-0416
 
5592260930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Harrison
20 Northampton
Coto De Caza, CA 92679



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Farrell
2943 Sombrosa St
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Powell
500 Vernon St
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Shrum
P.O. Box 23702
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523-0702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Hibshman
609 Celestial Lane
Foster City, CA 94404
 
6505735933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Olmsted
240 West Charleston Road
Palo Alto, CA 94306
 
(650) 493-3468



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Coburn
15425 Sherman Way 201
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fran Roman
11852 Wutzke St.
Garden Grove, CA 92845



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Dallam
3221 California St.
Eureka, CA 95503
 
707 442 7968



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. yen moore
3100 college
berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Yu
33 Emerald Glen
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Castle
3603 Kingmont Court
Loomis, CA 95650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Lane
4276 Lindblade Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90066
 
(818) 981-2240



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Bergh RN
1121 Hallam/  no mail please
Mahtomedi, MN 55115-1569



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harlo Lenning
509 Sierra Vista Ave. #15
Mountain View, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Lee
509 N. 18th Street
Montebello, CT 90640



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Rotcher
24542 Tarazona
Mission Viejo, CA 92692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Dominick Falzone
745 S. Normandie Ave. Apt. 108
Los Angeles, CA 90005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Harrell
1111 Betts St
El Cajon, CA 92020
 
448-5683



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lesley Stansfield
681, 27th street
San Francisco, CA 94131
 
(415) 641-8824



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matt flynn
250A 11th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Gauthier
1483 31st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122-3101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arthur A Strauss
8 Blanchard
Irvine, CA 92603
 
(949) 725-9518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arlene Encell
2535 Armacost Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064-2715



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michaela Niermann
90 SAINT JAMES CT
DALY CITY, CA 94015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Dianne Grenland
196 Olympia Circle
Vacaville, CA 95687



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jen Rios
3241 Taper Ave
San Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol sangster
33100 pacific coast hwy
malibu, CA 90265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dena Schwimmer
1227 S. Genesee Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shannon Rossiter
47 Middlefield Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberta E. Newman
300 Monte Vista Ave.
Mill Valley , CA 94941
 
94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Schutte
3706 Georgia St #1
San Diego, CA 92103-4650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lois Yuen
1940 Yosemite Road
Berkeley, CA 94707-1651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rebecca koo
1050 johnson ave
san jose, CA 95129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Mitchell
635 Elm Street
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne D White
863 Wilmore Ave.
Concord, CA 94518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kathy gregg
20440 tuolumne rd n
Tuolumne, CA 95379



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Wood
4801 W 1st Street, Spc 73
Santa Ana, CA 92703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hugh Bialecki
Po box 275
Blue jay, CA 92317



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hugh Bialecki
Po box 275
Blue jay, CA 92317



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Milthorpe
1341 Merry Knoll Rd
AUBURN, CA 95603
 
530 889 2396



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
diana schmidt
3644 lakeridge road
fallbrook, CA 92028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ashlee Davis
5225 Blakeslee Avenue, Apt. 429
North Hollywood, CA 91601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Choi
2939 Norsewood Dr
Rowland Heights, CA 91748



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
paulette tansey
4960 sky st
san diego, CA 92110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jamila Garrecht
620 E St
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric G. Ramstrom
2451 Castlewood Dr.
Redding, CA 96002-5125
 
530-221-3650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Camilla Comanich
817 Arlington Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Caster
2504 Vendimia Ct.
VISTA, CA 92084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenyon Donohew
4909 Tilos Way
4909 Tilos Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
 
760-305-7114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Valerie Camacho
4406 Denver St
Montclair, CA 91763



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bianca Molgora
3976 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CA 94110-6138



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Loewen
810 37th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Guenza
202 Poole St
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Remember:  outside of California they have laughed at us for years about our
environmental and safety regulations...only to realize later we were RIGHT and so they all
follow suit.  Do the right thing and take the touch stance, regardless of the Big Oil
pressures.  It's what California is about, DOING THE RIGHT THING.
 
Thank you.
 
Irene Merrill
545 Powell St.
Salinas, CA 93907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dina Monaghan
Water Gulch Rd
32303 Water Gulch
Coarsegold, CA 93614
 
559-232-0106



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs JENIFER MASSEY
211 W. Avenida Valencia
SAN CLEMENTE, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Budworth
1318 Oak Ct
Arnold, CA 95223



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Levine
1703 East Calaveras Street
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Lynch
732 Greentree Rd.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Spitz
401 Steele Lane
Laytonville, CA 95454



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Cavanaugh
2621 Rockefeller Lane
Unit C
Redondo Beach, CA 90278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Bocek
508 E Micheltorena St
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Lam
14821 Del Amo Avenue
Tustin, CA 92780



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Sturgeon
4020 Meier St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Crista Worthy
1750 S Bentley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
 
310-560-7324



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Lindner
24 Corte Oriental
Greenbrae, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mark podhorecki
31 rebecca lane
san francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Dutton
145 South Roxbury Drive #8
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ainslie Kincross
173 Chorro St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
 
720-951-0528



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Guise
11965 Montana Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90049-5039
 
3104420634



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marian Zaouk
29 Alpha St.
San Francisco, CA 94134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jorgen ramstead
2421 valley view dr.
los angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken this standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would completely
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up for cleaner fuels but
phasing out these dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery
to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-
carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-
intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels, and reject all oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Sanders
2022 Driftstone Drive
Glendora, CA 91740-5388
 
6269140410



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David McCord
2530 Wilbur Street
Oakland , CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Zelasko
15864 Severino Lane
Valley Center, CA 92082-7635



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sheryl lee
p.o. box 297
topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc Rachmuth
2125 Bermuda Dunes Place
Oxnard, CA 93036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chloe Martin
1041 Zamora dr.
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
P Henry
300 Park Terrace Dr
Stoneham, MA 02180



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Vuyas
1244 Broadway
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dale Peterson
1052 Magnolia Lane
Lincoln, CA 95648-8427



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
janice FNP
wheeler st
berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Professor of Acc John L Varga
21331 Veleta Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
 
(714) 969-7713



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helena Liber
1247 East 12th St.
Oakland, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
Build solar homes. Solar roadways. Organic community gardens. Tsui evolutionary
architecture/
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. joSeph w
Healer
1228 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
 
(858) 792-2635



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Diane L Knight
22801 Marlin Pl.
West Hills, CA 91307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Trivich
12515 SHAFER PL
KAGEL CANYON, CA 91342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Prince
725 Essex Ct. #192
Hayward, CA 94544



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth James
2238 Molino Ave
Signal Hill, CA  90755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dwight Mcgowen
278 South 23rd St
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Rick Sparks
4634 Beck Avenue
Toluca Lake, CA 91602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris seaton
1041-b via chaparral
santa barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Gotch
1114 Kenet Pl
Pacific Grove, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samantha Dille
712 S. Mariposa Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela Mckinstry
6189 Valley View Rd
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Oda
2000 post
San francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patty bell
5200 entrar drive #145
palmdale, CA 93551



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Warren  L Hageman
7944 Pebble Beach Dr
Citrus Heights, CA 95610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sara tomes
14078 lower colfax rd
grass valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Harrington
5420 Erickson Drive
Granite Bay, CA 95746
 
772-4168



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liz Tymkiw
1480 Fortuna Ave, #6
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thierry Tondusson
184 East Macarthur st
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Keith Chambers
1820 Capitol Avenue Apt 204
Sacramento, CA 95811



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Melin
1000 Escalon Ave Apt I3069
Sunnyvale, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Robert C Lappo
10237 Fernglen Ave., Apt. #203
Tujunga, CA 91042
 
(818) 353-2956



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Tickell III
1535 Carmel St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  And improve the health of your citizens
while saving the evinroment, animals, plants, wair, water, soil.  thank you
Thank you.
 
Mary Margaret Flynn, MD
24 Sunnydale Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Kampa
3120 Hardin Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2739



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gene Parsons
P.O. Box 445
Mendocino, CA 95460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Watwood
529 Sioux Lane
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nancy gutierrez
1 circle a drive
palm desert, CA 92260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia L. Sandberg,  R.N.
1199 N. Sunflower Ave.
Covina , CA 91724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
regina powell
2016 dalis dr
concord, CA 94520
 
925 768 2948



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ken mowrey
PO Box 7347
Santa Cruz, CA 95061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Smith
2712 Grande Vista Ave
Oakland, CA 94601
 
(510) 261-7050



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jordan Gascon
2821 State St.
San Diego, CA 92103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia Holmes
23 Nancy Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clysta Seney
307 Los Padres Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Weber
3555 Mira Pacific Dr
Oceanside, CA 92056-3933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Consbruck
12252 Willowbend Ln
Sylmar, CA 91342-5150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helena Liber
1247 East 12th St.
Oakland, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Gibson
365 Pearl Dr.
Livermore, CA 94550
 
925-449-4494



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edwin Aiken
663 Torrington Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
 
(408) 732-6716



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Franz Martin
621 S Spring St 1108
Los Angeles, CA 90014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samantha Johnson
1 Grand Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93410



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Persia Woolley
7777 Bodega Ave. #F-2
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chimey Lee
1501 Blake Street #306
Berkeley, CA 94703-1888



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chimey Lee
1501 Blake Street #306
Berkeley, CA 94703-1888



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Carter
14343 Addison St.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
 
9105830175



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Juliet Carlson
1929 14th Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Olga Connolly
307 Avocado St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Morgan
519 Willow Rd
Swall Meadows, CA 03514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Zimmermann
P.O. Box 13031
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia OByrne
1209 Aster Lane
Lompoc, CA 93436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Gardiner
1701 Clinton Street #313
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Computer Program Charles Q Couch
Computer Programmer
8751 Dallas St
La Mesa, CA 91942-3202
 
619-589-9649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold California's low-carbon fuel standard, so that it continues to reduce
dependence on dirty fuels and to fight sea-level-rise and other adverse impacts of
greenhouse gas emissions.   As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions and to reduce greenhouse gas
pollution.   The standard should be strengthened to ensure that oil companies are not only
bringing in cleaner fuels but also phasing out dirtier ones.   Each refinery should be made
to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources.
 
Changes now proposed by the oil industry - in particular exemption of dirty fuels such as
Canadian tar-sands oil - would weaken the standard and undermine its basic aims.
Please reject any such rule changes.    Please vote instead to strengthen California's
leadership on clean fuels.  
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Joseph Weinstein
4000 Linden Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
 
(562) 492-6531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Andersen
16603 Falda Ave
Torrance, CA 90504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KYLIE CULLEN
22010 Marjorie Ave
Torrance, CA 90503
 
310-543-0410



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nancie sailor
1021 e rose cir.
los altos, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lenore Sheridan
631 Hermitage ST
San Jose, CA 95134-1308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing to ask you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is completely unacceptable. By no means should the low-carbon fuel
standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels
like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne M. Camarillo
941 N. Orlando Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Goldberg
PO Box 585
Ukiah, CA 95482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Popoff
1150 W. Capitol Dr.
San Pedro, CA 90732-2272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geri Metz
P.O. Box 985
Mount Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
G Burton
4361 Liberty Road
Delaware, OH 43015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ricki Brodie
40591 Pebble Beach Circle
Palm Desert, CA 92211



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victoria Behar
3620 Floradale Ct.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sandi Covell
1183 Alemany Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blake Allen
1809 Cooper Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Tenney
441 W El Norte Parkway #306
Escondido, CA 92026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Hartgraves
5050 Hacienda Dr. #1937
Dublin, CA 94568



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Elaina Grigoryan
6534 Balcom Ave
Reseda, CA 91335



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tara Payne
2875 laurel dr.
pollock pines, CA 95726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Griesgraber
PO Box 144
Finley, CA 95435



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Davina Chu
284 Connecticut St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
 
415-902-4055



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David C. Powell
651 Sinex Ave, G-102
Pacific Grove, CA 93950-4252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colin Donohue
18674 Evergreen Circle
Fountain Valley, CA 92708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
_ _
_
_, CA 90095



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
C Pip
921 n Kenwood st
Burbank , CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Banks
2137 Vestal Ave
Castro Valley, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anita  Kreager
751 Cholla Road
Chula Vista, CA 91910
 
619-421-6401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Crane
2200 Canyon Drive, Unit E5
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
 
949-646-5122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
leslie spoon
1298 ramona ave
los osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
 Anthony  Montapert
1375  Ficus Way 
 ventura, CA 93004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Esmond
3100 Cardiff Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034
 
310-842-8550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheryl Iversen
39415 Brighton St.
Murrieta, CA 92563
 
9514617821



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J Rowoth
612 Brent Ave
Stockton, CA 95207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom Steinbrecher
1230 Monticello Rd.
Lafayette, CA 94549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susannah Mills
Box # 402
Bolinas, CA 94924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susanna Marshland
49 Avon Rd.
Kensington, CA 94707-1301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing to encourage you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard
to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. We need to enforce
our standards, not weaken them.
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. The standard was set to encourage oil companies to
invest in cleaner burning fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California.
The changes proposed by the oil industry would not have this effect. The standard must
ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but phasing out dirtier
ones. Please vote to uphold and strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and
reject oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianna Breton
P.O. Box 5619
Diamond Bar, CA 91765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Ann Schneider
2415 Warring
Berkeley, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisbeth  Jaasko
14923 Leffingwell Rd # 15
Whittier, CA 90604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Kucukdogerli
235 Westlake Ctr
Daly City, CA 94015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joe Corio
3010 Fulton St.
San Francisco , CA 94118
 
415 668 3126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard.
 
California consumers and businesses rightly expect low carbon fuel to be just that: fuel
which emits a minimum of carbon over its lifespan. That includes its extraction as well as
its burning. For instance, tar sands oil is much dirtier (more carbon-emissive) than oil
which is extracted as sweet crude and requires little refinement.  Of course that kind of oil
is hard to find these days -- but that doesn't make dirty oil any cleaner.
 
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources.
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment -- and for all you do to protect California's air
and people.
 
 
Wolfgang Rougle
16395 Ridgewood Rd
cottonwood, CA 96022-8205
 
530 721 0164



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vinu arumugham
4859 rahway dr
san jose, CA 95111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cory Chamberlain
8 Dove Place
Novato, CA 94949
 
415-827-0259



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DJ Brown
903 Farm House Lane
Rocklin, CA 95765-5369



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Geraghty
2124 Ashland Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
 
(310) 452-5994



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Franco
10538 Whitegate Ave
Sunland, CA 91040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Scott Rubel
977 Montecito Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I must insist that you uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard, reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I also must ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is intolerable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. Under no circumstances should the
low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please, you must vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject any
oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for considering my comments.
 
Ian Freeman
694 Velarde Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
 
(805) 492-1797



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Michelle Wong
1199 Monterey Road
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mike pfeffer
225 mississippi st
san francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. margaret nordeen
p.o. box 1853
chico, CA 95927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Audage
1717 Cork Place
Davis, CA 95618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Decker
9738 Settle Road
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.Stop polluting our world w/ your dirty business!
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nona Wilford
P.O.Box 807
Felton, CA 05018
 
8313355175



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Evelyn Santos
13556 Trumball St
Whittier, CA 90605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ulrike Silkey
1326 Hayes
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Martha Hogan
25200 Hidden Mesa Rd
Monterey, CA 93940
 
(831) 373-0880



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Blair
446 Enclave Circle, 309
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
 
7148843033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DEIRDRA CUTHBERTSON
3439 MOORLAND AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407-8105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Carol P Patton
321 Rugby Ave
Kensington, CA 94708
 
(510) 526-6160



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Sorensen
9500 Harritt Rd., #160
Lakeside, CA 92040-616-



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pam lauer
2025 maria ct
arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob Edgerly
1110 Via Verde
Cathedral City, CA 92234



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Borges
1914 Gambels Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Weidner
1475 University Ave
Berkeley, CA 94702
 
5103382170



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and slow global warming. Please reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only increasing production of cleaner
fuels but  also are phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require
each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means
should we weaken the low-carbon fuel standard to accommodate the use of dirty and
highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to maintain California's leadership on clean fuels.  Please reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for your careful consideration of these comments.
 
Sharon Morris
23693 Glenbrook Lane
Hayward, CA 94541-4458



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Pete Cox
Retired computer programmer
11350 Foothill Blvd Unit 18
Unit 18
Lake View Terrace, CA 91342-6760



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne  Balderston
415 Begonia Ave.
Corona del Mar, CA 92625



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please, this is important. I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel
standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to
reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Odelberg
33900 Dangberg Drive
Kirkwood, CA 95646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Biswas
4266 La Salle Ave.
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Anderson
2131 Alta Street
Los Angeles, CA 90031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard. We must reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming which is already radically altering our
weather. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the low-carbon standard.
 
Oil industry's attempts to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from Canadian
tar sands are unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The final standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels
but phasing out dirtier ones. The standard should be strengthened to require each oil
refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the
low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Matejcek
PO Box 2067
Santa Cruz, CA 95063
 
8317613263



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenine Davison
PO Box 365
Lockwood, CA 93932



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
elaine wohl
1324 w. celeste
fresno, CA 93711-2421



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arin Rao
1070 Kildonan Dr.
Glendale, CA 91207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter joseph, M.D.
53 summit rd
san anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mary tindukasiri
1501 w. malvern ave.
fullerton, CA 92833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
I have always been proud of the high standards that California has required for the
environment and I want to keep it that way.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irene Lackey
3653 Tacoma Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We want clean energy, so we can breathe clean air!!
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
amy moore
5274 Kunkel Drive
san Jose, CA 95124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Sara Javed
3834 Tilden Ave
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Anderson
1708 Jennifer Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Hartleben
689 Bluewater Way
Port Hueneme, CA 93041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Bradford
Science Teacher
P O Box 644
Biggs, CA 95917-0644
 
5305664161



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen Cruz
621 N Woods Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
harriet alto
4423 Gill Ave.
Dunsmuir, CA 96025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Betty Chatfield
13900 Panay Way SR309
MARINA DL REY, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Tiarks
816 N. Hayworth Avenue  #1
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan  Rice Humphries
21516 Encina Road
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
diena street
2420 kilkenny dr.
modesto, CA 95355



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margot Zuckerman
99 Jane Street
Manhattan, NY 10014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kurt Weidmann
521 E. Orange Grove Ave Apt. K
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Hanger
20940 Waveview
Topanga, CA 90290
 
(310) 455-2316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Hanger
20940 Waveview
Topanga, CA 90290
 
(310) 455-2316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Blincoe
929 E. Foothill Blvd Spc 165
Upland, CA 91786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Dwyer
332 N. Canyon Blvd
Monrovia, CA 91016-2321



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jackie Pomies
1271 - 38th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122-1334



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dori Myers
6011 Saddletree Ln
Yorba Linda, CA 92886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Nestlinger
2373 N. Flower St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706-1927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dwight Johnson
62 Estates Dr.
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara David-Feyh
5256 Shiloh Way
Ventura, CA 93003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Schuyler Kent
505 Lorraine Blvd
Los Angeles , CA 90020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
SYLVIA COLUZZI
248 Walker Drive #27
Mountain View, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Silla Lee
977 Via Palermo
Newbury Park, CA 91320
 
8054989141



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James L Woods
PO Box 1837
Penn Valley, CA 95946
 
(530) 432-1969



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jody S.
P.O. BOX 96
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
COLLEEN CHIANG
3637 SNELL AVE SPC 239
SAN JOSE, CA 95136
 
408-202-8545



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Jordan
458 A Anderson St.
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
laura schepps
2033 carolyn way
novato, CA 94945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaime Virgili
4261 W. 120th Street  Apt. A
Apt. A
Hawthorne, CA 90250-3033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Withrow
12707 Caswell Ave. #202
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clayton Graham
206 Selby Ranch Rd. Apt. 1
Sacramento, CA 95864



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Bailey
25801 Marguerite Pkwy Apt 103
Mission Viejo, CA 92692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Engel
6458 Stone Bridge Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sidney Higgins
2827 Angus St.
Los angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Engle
3636lakeridge rd
Fallbrook, CA 92028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Paradise
17 Brettwood Rd
Belmont, MA 02478



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martin  Charles
436 Yosemite Court
Stephanie, CA 94954
 
707 344-6566



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
edward mitchell
3609 keating street
san diego, CA 92110-1910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William C. Briggs, Jr.
46 - 20th Court
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martina Proia
2329 65th Ave.
Oakland, CA 94605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura  Weiden
91 solana dr
Los Altos, CA 94022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karin Anderson
P.O. Box 1183 Highway 3
Hayfork, CA 96041-1183



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
theresa vitorelo
75 atherton oaks drive
novato, CA 94945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Kaiser
1131 Alta Loma Road #309
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Wong
7316 Gladys Ave.
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Caton
P.O.Box 2175
Avila Beach, CA 93424



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michelle sullivan
419 w. brentwood ave.
orange, CA 92865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Cole
1200 Breakaway dr.
Oceanside, CA 92057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Etz-Mott
3620 Patricks Point Drive
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Joan Kramer
1834 1/2 Lake Shore Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrianne Vasey
1525 White Birch Terrace CA
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rhonda Green
O.O. Box 6100
Coffs Harbour, CA 90212-1100



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorna Farnum
3305 Druid Ln.
Rossmoor, CA 90720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
anne veraldi
21 lapidge
sd, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
I-Ching Lao
4225 Del Mar Ave, Apt 408
Los Angeles, CA 90029
 
(818) 371-7605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Aylward
651 Sierra Vista Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marilyn cambier
10929 encino drive
oak view, CA 93022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david batt
1012 grayson st
berkeley, CA 94710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Sullivan
1909 Eddys Cir
Mount Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Raymond Shaw
999 S. Santa Fe Ave. Sp. 51
San Jacinto, CA 92583



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Trujillo
411 N. Atlantic Blvd
Alhambra, CA 91801-2228
 
714-293-3757



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ian Williams
1975 Maricopa Highway Spc. 1
Ojai, CA 93023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Carpenter
1122 Lincoln Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
 
831-646-8643



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Cappa
581 Santa Alicia Dr.
Rohnert Park, CA 94928-5002
 
707-665-0809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ursela rabe
xxx
penn valley, CA 95946



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Melinda Burgess
10156 Wisner Ave
Mission Hills, CA 91345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Armenuhi Galstyan
new hampshire
los angeles, CA 90029-1704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irene Kraus
26531 baronet
Mission Viejo, CA 92692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kirsten Hill
buckingham blvd
oakland, CA 94705
 
(510) 649-9072



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phyllis J Chavez
2112 Ocean Park Bl., #5
Santa Monica, CA 90405-5038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beth Brenneman
1051 Gilman
Broadmoor, CA 94015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
candace stolley
24620 morgan valley rd
lower lake, CA 95457



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Johnson
2868 Ceekay Ct.
Castro Valley, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To CA Air Resources Board Chair Mary Nichols:
 
As an emeritus member of the American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS), I ask you
to uphold & protect CA's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
bioincompatible energy & fight climate change due to irreversibly accelerating global
warming (www.globalchange.gov/usimpacts). I ask you to reject any rule changes to
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt high-carbon bioincompatible oil mined from Canadian
tar sands is sociopathic. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in CA.
Changes proposed by the oil industry undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels, but
phasing out dirty ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate use of dirty high energy-intensive fuels like
tar-sands oil. Vote to strengthen CA's leadership on clean fuels. Reject sociopathic oil
company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Reference:
 
"Summary for Decision-makers", /Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Synthesis/
(Washington, DC: Island Press, 2005).
 
 
Dr. Gerrit V Crouse, PhD
38 4th Avenue
Nyack, NY 10960
 
(845) 358-0934



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Foster Boone
Architect
25200 Sawyers Bar Road
Etna, CA 96027-9414
 
(530) 462-4722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Gee
2407 Telegraph Avenue #307
Oakland, CA 94612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blake Viola
282 Granada Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kimberly notary
805 tully rd
modesto , CA 95350
 
2095770280



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shirley Johnston
1917 Las Montanas Court
Brentwood, CA 94513



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Van Horne
200 Fulton Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kaye Kirkwood
34217 Mabana St
Santa Clarita, CA 91390
 
3109687575



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin Kirkpatrick
11651 Rancho hts rd
pala, CA 92059



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise  Bosch
13312 Viejo Circle
Victorville, CA 92392



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Morgan
4055 Branciforte Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shelley Brady
8334 manchester ave
playa del rey, CA 90293



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Attorney Erin Ganahl
3800 Bayo
Oakland, CA 94619
 
(541) 520-1203



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Hennies
911 Pennsylvania Pl. #19
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Gilbertson
PO Box 3355
Santa Barbara, CA 93130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Habermann
4920 Kenson Dr
San Jose, CA 95124
 
408-628-4355



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy French
3400 Harville Lane
Hydesville, CA 95547
 
707-768-3909



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Alice Weigel
112 Terry Loop
watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neil Resico
15866 Corte Yolanda
San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Southwick
1281 Oak Circle Drive
Glendale, CA 91208



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
CARMEN SANCHEZ SADEK
3113 Malcolm Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034-3406
 
310-474-5605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Bommarito Klein
10801 Rose Avenue #12A
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
bruce starr
20595 del oro rd
a. v., CA 92308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Professor of Fil Ken Burke
5000 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, CA 94613
 
510-430-3152



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Knecht
5671 Merriewood Dr.
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tessier Bull
3480 rancho view ct
San jose, CA 95132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gaile carr
1821 eddy dr
mtshasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tanya  baker
5435 branciforte dr.
santa cruz, CA 95065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william Cuppoletti
PO Box 216
Clearlake Park, CA 95424



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben Rall
407 Mesa Street
Wheatland, CA 95692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
deborah wine
190 7th ave
santa cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Friebel
932 University Dr #5
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Thomas
78 Sanchez St Apt 1
San Francisco, CA 94114-1121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelly Norton
16680 Bo Lane
Cottonwood, CA 96022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Ingram
764 Belglen Way
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Edie Pistolesi
18101 Superior Street
Northridge, CA 91325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J. Holley Taylor
PO Box 1987
Penn Valley, CA 95946
 
(530) 432-7871



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Holly Hall
31621 Corte Rosario
Temecula, CA 92592-6484



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eve Delachartre
2424 Ave L
Brooklyn, NY 11210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Stouffer
3929 Nobel Dr. #81
San Diego, CA 92122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen West
2101 Ponderosa Street
Santa Ana, CA 92705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pamela turner
6042 Manchester Dr
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Maureen McGee
790 Alma Real Drive
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr James Columbia
7712 Bruce Way
Bakersfield, CA 93306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Flanders
749 W Sunset Dr
Redlands, CA 92373
 
(909) 810-6611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Leighton
4102 Greenwood St.
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Joseph P Belli
22100 Pacheco Pass Hwy.
Hollister, CA 95023
 
(408) 314-0154



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alexander Gaya
1550 Dana Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
 
(650) 322-7725



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Randall Daugherty
400 S Flower St Unit 109
Orange, CA 92868-3463



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl  Kohr
805 S. Juanita
Redondo Bch., CA 90277
 
(310) 783-2847



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura M Lee
465 Gentry Court
Walnut Creek, CA 94598



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith S Anderson
3621 Gundry Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90807
 
949 476-8922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Activist Rick Shreve
501 9th St.
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Zimmerman
10325 Mary Bell Avenue
Sunland, CA 91040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas Cotterall
260 Hindiyeh Ln
Szn Martin, CA 95046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
hazel holby
10 e walnut
willows, CA 95988



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ANGELA MCBRIDE
432 North Palm Drive
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william lawson
ponderosa trail
calimesa, CA 92320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lois Patton
247 Wilson Way
Larkspur, CA 94939



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carolyn spier
po box 1029
weimar, CA 95736



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steffani LaZier
5759 Juarez Rd
p, CA 95726



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Johnson
36146 Indian Wells Dr.
Newark, CA 94560



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Van Zandt
48255 Monroe St. #41
Indio, CA 92201



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angela Munoz
268 Euclid Ave #7
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
colleen Bednarz
423 Darwin St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jim Bell
4862 Voltaire St.
San Diego, CA 92107
 
6197589020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Brueder
510 N Jackson St
Glendale, CA 91206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aileen Carissimi
200 Prospect Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030-7026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chandra Comstock
921 Lamos St
Inglewood, CA 90302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MICHAEL TOOBERT
212 MALLARD DR
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945-5745
 
530-273-5054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
caroline denninghoff
chaparral court
concord, CA 94519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Lieberman
do not send me mail
Los A, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc Williams
POBox 481
Etna, CA 96027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Lieberman
do not send me mail
Los A, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. christine waddell
5896 Beaudry St.
emeryville, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Hardwick
222 Calle de Arboles
Redondo Beach, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cher young
Retired Foreign Service
12133 Via Milano
San Diego, CA 92128-3781
 
8582176474



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mauro Ferrero
7831 Stewart Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Rosas
4353 Edwards ln
Castro Valley, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Mikkelsen
20440 Anza Ave #318
Torrance, CA 90503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Flannigan
27922 Avenida Cuaderno
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deanna Nakosteen
10239 Ojai-Santa Paula Road
Ojai, CA 93023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roxanne Braithwaite
10802 Deshire Place
#2
Cullver City, CA 90230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jeannette Ralston
P.O. Box 3376
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
 
6507120809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Herrero
153 The Masters Circle
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Ng
960 Edgecliffe Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90026-1502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Robertson
446 San Vicente Bl. #306
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ken Hedges
8153 Cinderella Pl.
Lemon Grove, CA 91945-3000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Andersen
PO Box 726
Felton, CA 95018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
c. golden
Box 101
Woody, CA 93287



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. jan Lochner
3710 Hicks Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ruth Valdez
200  Oz Lane
Watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Larry Irwin
610 Evergreen Dr
Pasadena, CA 91105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorelei Diamond-Holzem
24905 Sawyers Bar Rd.
Etna, CA 96027-9413



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Van Collinsworth
9222 Lake Canyon Road
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rudy Sovinee
1935 Sunset Dr
Escondido, CA 92025-6629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicholas Kerkhoff
121 ELM ST
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060-4420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Blankenship
2950 Belden St
Sacramento, CA 95815



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kendra Knight
1657 Molitor Road
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan A Anderson
404 Luce Ave
Ukiah, CA 95482
 
(707) 463-2866



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan A Anderson
404 Luce Ave
Ukiah, CA 95482
 
(707) 463-2866



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Gibbons
215 Patricia Lane
Modesto, CA 95354-0261



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael sarabia
407 west longview avenue
stockton, CA 95207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael sarabia
407 west longview avenue
stockton, CA 95207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Berrettini
17675 Ocean Dr
Fort Bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
California has been a leader in cleaning up the environment.  Let's not backslide now.  Our
reputation is at stake.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Pierce
9362 Defiance Cir
Sacramento, CA 95827



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Summer Lee
520 b. Monterey road
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Abigail Bates
2546 Granville Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064-2804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas Shepard
23331 Buckland Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
 
NA



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail Sredanovic
2161 Ashton Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025
 
650-854-0344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanne I Hirshfield
36-468 Sandsal Circle
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
 
(760) 324-2190



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julian Clift
729 Maine St
Vallejo, CA 94590



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Davey
3195 Calle Osuna
Oceanside, CA 92056-3941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. & Mrs. Susie & Jimmy Foot
1873 Cliff Ave
Mckinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Wong
2522 N L Lincoln St
Burbank, CA 91504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dale Wright
17134 woodson view ln.
ramona, CA 92065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Howard
4921 Dixie Drive
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Julie Beer
334 College Ave. Apt. E
Palo Alto, CA 94306
 
(650) 328-5097



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Lubin
5846 Coldwater Cyn. Ave.
Valley Village, CA 91607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Muczynski
4560 Garfield St.
La Mesa, CA 91941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanne Greene
6 Morning Rose Way
Chico, CA 95928
 
(530) 267-6117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Larry Mayfield
444 1/2 McPeak
Ukiah, CA 95482
 
(707) 468-3804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris  Nelson
2300 B Estes Rd.
Chico, CA 95928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeb Bishop
319 Brook Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. joe and mary volpe
P.O. Box 2083
ventura, CA 93002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mari Howland
1661 Selby #8
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tim zorach
1800 redwood road
corralitos, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Perlich
808 West Street
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Morales
1530 Leila Ct.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Boyce
47 Partridge Drive
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Russell
1419 N Fairfax Ave Apt 1
West Hollywood, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sabrina Napier
3996 Ardmore DR
San Diego, CA 92111
 
(858) 279-0886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Haley
35399 Ridge Route Rd.
Castaic, CA 91384



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Morgan
8485 Crystal Ave
Riverside, CA 92504
 
951-353-1474



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. linda petrulias
23 silvia drive
cazadero, CA 95421
 
(707) 632-5532



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ly Rivera
257 Lakeshore Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Gross
1423 Walnut St.
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Carol Taggart
1705 Valparaiso Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Palmer
5209 Peabody St.
Long Beach, CA 90808



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as tar sands is
unacceptable. The fuel standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in clean
fuel, reducing greenhouse gas pollution. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are ramping up clean fuels and phasing out
dirty ones. The rule should require each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on
dirty oil. By no means should the low-carbon fuel standard accommodate dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Olivia Lim
1062 Sundance Dr.
Fremont, CA 94539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louise Gilbert
101 Sunny Hills Dr , Apt 6
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jacob Scheidler
100 Howlands Landing
Avalon, CA 90704
 
(219) 863-1190



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Jamerson
5921 Marshall
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glenda Miller
520 S Mariposa Avenue #111
Los Angeles, CA 90020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sharon zimbler
2613 La Golondrina st
carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liana Wong
1086 Vista Grande
Millbrae, CA 94030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen Conner
1516 Yuba Avenue
San Pablo, CA 94806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Rusiniak
1821 8th St
Berkeley, CA 94710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Patenaude
3007 Woodroe Ct.
Hayward, CA 94541-3477
 
510 582-0211



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dale McKenna
1108 E. Cypress Avenue
Lompoc, CA 93436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael  Goode
P.O. Box 11574
Marina del Rey, CA 90295-7574



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. KAREN JONES
704 Sunset Ave.
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Zill
228 1/2 S Sycamore Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3056
 
(323) 937-5999



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael  Goode
P.O. Box 11574
Marina del Rey, CA 90295-7574



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
margaret spak
381 Santa Margarita Ave
menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marc melinkoff
4968 Reforma Road
Woodland Hills, CA 91364



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joyce M Clements
P O Box 39
Hc 24
Bolinas, CA 94924
 
(415) 868-1008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anthony Somkin
1076 Park Hills Rd
Berkeley, CA 94708
 
(510) 548-9372



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Wood
2333 Sunset Heights Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Rathbun
2440 Lake Forest Street
Escondido, CA 92026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela San Miguel
P. O. Box 1174
Santa Cruz, CA 95061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Schmidt
515 John Muir Drive, A501
San Francisco, CA 94132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ronald Lyons
1550 Tiffany Ranch Road
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
 
805-783-1550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
m Marangio
Endangered Species Biological Consultant
5446 Sutter Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
 
510 684-1192



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John  ellis
1649 W Ward Ave
Ridgecrest, CA 93555-8936



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Apryl Mefford-Hemauer
2524 5th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Thielen
3800 W. Wilson St. #125
Banning, CA 92220-3446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
julie kramer
1288 church
san francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Salvaryn
1528 Herrin St.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
 
3102926478



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Polansky
1415 Bald Hill Rd
Auburn, CA 95603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aleta Wallach
355 25th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert R Senger
1250 N Menter Ave #19
Pasadena, CA 91104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Smith
1048 Bay Oaks Drive
Los Osos, CA 93402
 
805-440-0235



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brittany Greenberg
2309 Mar East Street
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erica Facey
3430 Westminster Ct.
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edith Duncan
20146 E. Lancaster Blvd.
Lancaster, CA 93535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Hawkins
3209 Denver Ave.
Merced, CA 95348



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Mark Wentley
341 Seville Way
San Mateo, CA 94402
 
(773) 868-9117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on climate-
warming energy.  The low-carbon fuel standard be not be weakened to accommodate the
use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like TAR-SANDS oil.
 
Thank you
 
Lawrence H Thompson
1069 Felicia Court
Livermore, CA 94550
 
(925) 455-9473



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lucinda Ewing
228 Hacienda Carmel
Carmel, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Berticevich
1785 Vistazo West
Tiburon, CA 94920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j.paul Rodgers
4348 a. W valencia rd
Tucson, AZ 85746



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Bartell
5218 1/2 Hermitage Ave.
Valley Village, CA 91607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mercy Grieco
1692 E. Richmond Ave.
Fresno, CA 93720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan  Mosgofian
18055 Mulberry Ave
Sonoma, CA 94947



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Epstein
21 Moccasin Lane
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william  edward  ambrosia
14 bridgewater dr
san rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynda McDevitt
POB 2145
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynda McDevitt
POB 2145
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
edna jamati
2422 waverley st
palo alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia Felter
550 Hunts Drive
McKinleyville, CA 95519-9289



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Gary A Gregerson
328 Hyde St. #7
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
(415) 673-4358



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Ivor
PO Box 1425
Gualala, CA 95445
 
707-882-1743



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn  Hoyt
6 Tessera Avenue
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
 
949-597-1330



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Monte
24145 Las naranjas drive
laguna niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clara Jo Hayes
255 E. Bolivar St., #138
Salinas, CA 93906-1798



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
California has made great strides in combating carbon pollution in our state.  Please
continue your good work by upholding and protecting California's low-carbon fuel standard
to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please do not accept
any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael H Haines
null null
san rafael, CA 94901
 
(415) 555-1212



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theresa Yandell
3737 Mariana Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carly Owens
211 South Ave
Alamo, CA 94507



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Patterson
613 Port South
Calistoga, CA 94515



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Samuel Durkin
5048 Lakeview Cir
Fairfield, CA 94534



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara-Ann Nikl
680 Glasgow Cir
Danville, CA 94526-2907



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Bott
2321 Q St #5
Sacramento, CA 95816
 
9166716691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Tomczyszyn
243 Ramsell St
San Francisco, CA 94132-3140



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
 
P.S. I Love Wildlife love Brandon M Bean. AND FOR OUR KIDS LIVE & THEY FUTURE
TO.
 
“In this great future, you can't forget your past…” Bob Marley
 
P.S. I Love Wildlife love Brandon M Bean.
 
 
Thank you for helping to save these executives why saving the Western Gray Whale
important.
 
Thank you for considering my comments. I look forward to your swift action to ensure a
complete ban on whaling in Iceland.
 
Sincerely,
 
Thank you for your consideration of this issue.
 



Thank you for considering my views on this issue. I look forward to your reply.
 
Sincerely,Thank you for considering my views on this issue. I look forward to your reply.
 
Yours truly, Thank you for considering my comments. Thank you for taking my concerns
into consideration. Sincerely, Thank you for considering my comments. P.S. I Love Wildlife
love Brandon M Bean. Thank you for receiving my comments. Sincerely, Brandon M Bean
2019 Los Feliz dr  Apt 8 Thousand Oaks CA 91362-3030 Brandonmbean@yahoo.com I
love 8stops7 They Rock. http://www.8stops7.com ?Thank you for considering and
conveying my message to your government. Sincerely, Brandon M Bean 805.657.7565
 
I love 8stops7 They Rock. http://www.8stops7.com
 
http://www.facebook.com/brandon.m.bean
 
 
Sincerely,
 
 
BRANDON M BEAN
805-657-7565
 
Brandon M bean
2019 los feliz dr apt 8
thousand oaks, CA 91362
 
8056577565



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Field
219 dover
Los gatos, CA 95032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Custard
1011 Shadow Creek Dr.
Stockton, CA 95209



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Chipkin
16 Sirard Lane
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Serena Sun
1839 E Everglade Ave
Fresno, CA 93720
 
408-896-1026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregory Foisie
P. O. Box 134
Lancaster, CA 93584



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Connolly
9 Compton Circle
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Phinney
62 Scenic Drive
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. ray rossi
10763 Keith St
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr roger williams
7259eaglr rd
indianapolis, IN 46278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristy Baker
54750 N. Circle DR.
Idyllwild, CA 92549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
associate archit Anne E Buttyan
1225 Princeton #C
Santa Monica, CA 90404
 
(213) 500-0176



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arthur Kennedy
6768 Sueno Road
Isla Vista , CA 93117-4904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Florian
8828 Clifton Way
Beverly Hills, CA 90211



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Hamilton
2115 Bataan Rd. #3
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-1439
 
(310) 332-0970



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margo Tarver
3038 Yuma Way
Pleasanton, CA 94588
 
(925) 846-8456



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniela Pardo
1873 hideaway pl
Palmdale, CA 93551
 
(661) 575-0597



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norma Odell
9 Lakeshore Terrace
Chico, CA 95928-3914
 
530-566-1348



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Kommerstad-Reiche
358 Woodley Road
Montecito, CA 93108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Rogers
5100 N. Hwy 99 #3
Stockton, CA 95212



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Candace Niccolson
6546 Flanders Dr
Newark, CA 94560-1163
 
510-796-4344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Latta
3802 South Kent Street
Visalia, CA 93277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Benson
PO Box 9011 MPB 88
Calexico, CA 92232   



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Benson
PO Box 9011 MPB 88
Calexico, CA 92232   



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerri-Beth Scott
423 E Rosewood Ct
ONTARIO, CA 91764-2736



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irving Shapiro
5294 Vista del Sol
Cypress, CA 90630
 
714-527-2464



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
June Cancell
2883 Alma Street
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2318



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Bogle
380'Hawthorne Rd
Bolinas, CA 94924
 
(415) 868-0680



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
thomas lynam
1223 n orange
los angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel  Villaume
2018 Shattuck Ave #145
Berkeley, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Fraser
702 California St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4243



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Jane McEwan
 132 S Desert Candles
Ridgecrest, CA 93555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Luanne Poindexter
1242 E. 7th St. #103
Los Angeles, CA 90021-1527
 
(213)6888-7913



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen McKnight
1320 Hill Rd
Glen Ellen, CA 95442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Terry
503 W. Rustic Rd.
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a native Californian and a healthcare provider this is important to me.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Matt Richardson, PT, DPT
1855 Green St
San Francisco, CA 94123
 
(415) 577-7080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Li Lovett
535 44th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Vieira
2323 Shasta Drive, #60
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna M Olson
5565 High Ridge Road
Paso Robles, CA 93446
 
(805) 227-0740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Haney
1415 N. First Ave.
Upland, CA 91786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alana Guarnieri
18 Vienna
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel  Villaume
2018 Shattuck Ave #145
Berkeley, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
elektra Vosburgh
1615 scenic ave
berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Kimbrough
21712 Flamenco
Mission Viejo, CA 92692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nicolette van sluis
912 marco pl
venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allan Chen
111 Shepardson Lane
Alameda, CA 94502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Koran
1450 University Ave #3
Berkeley, CA 94702
 
510-981-1851



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Goldman
1908 Alford Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terrie Young
489 dawson ave
San Jose, CA 95125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Andrews
905 3rd Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
(831) 459-0567



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wayne Johnson
4320 - 19th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114-2417



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Pierce
1262 Hampshire Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
(415) 609-1767



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Hickcox
P.O. Box 2968
Oceanside, CA 92051



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jinx Hydeman
18806 Vista Modjeska Rd
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679-1108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gerry Jagodzinski
711 Leavenworth Street
san francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Johnston
521 S. Soto St.
Los Angeles, CA 90033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming.  The children of this nation need you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is completely unacceptable.  As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California.  The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones.  The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources.  Low-carbon fuel standards should
never be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like
tar-sands oil!
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela Check
2237-1/2 Ceres Avenue
Chico, CA 95926-1475
 
530-894-6938



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Bouyea
1601 Shoreline Hwy
Muir Beach, CA 94965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hung Dao
420 S San Pedro Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gretchen Smurr
1312 Jimeno Lane
Woodland, CA 95695-5304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Orlando
3806 Harrison St
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jacquie` malette
1313 brooktree circle
west covina, CA 91792



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Tift Featherstone
16526 Blarney Lane
Redding, CA 96001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annie eicher
11 Red Rock Lane
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Teevan
1136 Misty Creek Street
Chula Vista, CA 91913
 
(619) 934-8180



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Peterson
1275 Danmann Ave
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Margaret Broughton
980 Terracina Dr.
Santa Paula, CA 93060-1325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
c. bushnell
128  belle ave #6
san rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rosalie Malik
1106 Prospect ave , apt 111
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rosalie Malik
1106 Prospect ave , apt 111
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Weinerth
1051 Century Drive
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr Francisco Costa
67665 Ontina Rd
Cathedral City, CA 92234
 
7607744281



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
vicki wiker
106 san dimas
san clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katherine Da Silva Jain
5 Mt Tioga Ct
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
paul runion
190 kipling ave
ben lomond, CA 95005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Caitlin Leyden
4412 Sugarland Court
Concord, CA 94521-4309



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william bogdan
1042 n. mountain ave. B527
upland, CA 91786



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anshuman Chandra
929 E El Camino Real,
130G, CA 94087
 
(650) 584-4215



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liv Nagle
10226 empire grade
santa cruz , CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Choi
5081 Ashberry Rd
Carlsbad, CA 92008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Wilsob
2004 St Maru Ln
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sabrina dolan
72 peanut ct
san rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Meyer
4393 Fieldcrest Drive
El Sobrante, CA 94803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Price
1930 Peerless Ave.
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marshal McKitrick
5120  Elmer
Sacramento, CA 95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Micah Lang
2402 N. Madison Street
Tacoma, WA 98406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorena montero
12814 Vanowen St Apt. E
North Hollywood, CA 91605-5246



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail Tarlow
21 Golden Hind Psge
Corte Madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Felix
103 Benito Moncion St 2 floor Gascue
Santo Domingo, ot 10205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Burks
574 Woodbine Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lois Downing
2513 Grove Way #143
Castro Valley, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to continue to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I urge you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. Changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. Low-carbon fuel standard should
NOT be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like
tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Swink
2289 Caminito Pasada 106
San Diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lew Warden
1225 Crestwood Dr.
Big Bear City, CA 92314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Schmidt
2682 Silverado Drive
Pinole, CA 94564



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brittany Adams
369 Missouri
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maximilienne Ewalt
242 Faxon Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94112
 
(415) 334-1965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
danielle De Costanzo
po box 274
corte madera, CA 94976



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ARna Schutz
6300 Ellenview Ave
West Hills, CA 91307-2712



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Edward Maupin
3340 Sixth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rj alexander
3617 roslyn
riverside, CA 92504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celeste Anacker
2814 Miradero Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-3024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carole Selz
861 Regal Rd
Berkeley, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clint Slaughter, M.D., M.P.H.
2795 Johnson Ave
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Harvey
2430 Geneseo Road
Paso Robles, CA 93446
 
805-238-3047



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Filteau
P.O. Box 243
Cutten , CA 95543



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Becky Bless
800 Bockman Rd
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
 
831-600-7633



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrice Curedale
P.O. Box 983
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Levy
1255 Waller
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Flores
24649 Fawn Meadow Ln.
Hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Julie Spickler
1259 El Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas Thorley
1565 Hillcrest Blvd
Colfax, CA 95713



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Lish
PO Box 113
Olema, CA 94950
 
415-663-8037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Montag
309 1/2 W. Sycamore Ave.
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Lawrence
PO Box 800
Palo Cedro, CA 96073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Judkins
2310 Winrock Ave
Altadena, CA 91001-3206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Arnold
261Newport Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Eisen
P.O. Box 324
Adelanto, CA 92301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Zachary
22682 Fisher Road
Red Bluff, CA 96080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alma Sills
1413 E. Sonora Ave.
Tulare, CA 93274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. susanna sorin
P.O. Box 2578
Helendale, CA 92342



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wallace Rhine
22401 Fort Ross Road
Cazadero, CA 95421



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Neahle Madden
3656 Evergreen Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
(707) 235-1672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beth Wakefield
260 Sunset Blvd. #38
Hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gertrude Nuttman
828 30th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Choo
Pasir ris st 21
Pasir ris, ot 510205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Vetrie
26513 Cardinal Dr.
Canyon Country, CA 91387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Pham
11092 Linda Lane, #C
Garden Grove, CA 92844



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ricardo U. Berg
4020 Marathon Street Apt # 320
Los Angeles, CA 90029-3685
 
(323) 687-3618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanne Houlis
5720 Los Osos Valley Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Aswell, Ph.D.
150 Woodside Dr
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Flores
24649 Fawn Meadow Ln.
Hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
james rogers
922 Valencia st
san francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Eden
494 Vincente Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MIRIAM IOSUPOVICI
1320 Seacoast Dr, S #L
IMPERIAL BEACH, CA 91932-3165
 
618 429-5887



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mil haki
4758 bayard
san diego, CA 92109
 
9162182927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
susan godes
2509 prince st
berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcie Ligammari
libby
Paradise, CA 95969



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eileen daniels
25956 Sand Canyon Rd
Canyon Country, CA 91387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Dorson
9-01 44 Dr.
L.I.C., NY 11101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karl von Spreckelsen
4312 Castle Cary Lane
Salida, CA 95368



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Hedstrom
245 Eleana Drive
Ben Lomond, CA 95005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
peter anderson
19 claus drive
fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael esten
5058 E. Mountain View Dr.
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Parson
2283 Sommerset Drive
Brea, CA 92921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nelda Street
POB 283
Cobb, CA 95426



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Martinson
1017 Inspiration Way
Ventura, CA 93001-3080
 
8583533114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arthur Gregorian
3906 Linwood Ave
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen Nadaraja
527 Broderick Street
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor  Afanasiev
14041 Avenida Central
La Grange, CA 95329



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nan Singh-Bowman
10361 California Drive
Ben Lomond, CA 95005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jason evans
16779 silktree street
fountain valley, CA 92708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Vicente moretti
505 Cypress Point Dr.
mountain view, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
This is backwards thinking, not what we, the people, want for our health, life, planet!
Listen! 
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Alicia  A Berkeley
1401 Big Ridge Rd.
Healdsburg, CA 95448
 
(707) 433-8667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nolan Farkas
9843 Forbes Ave
Northridge, CA 91343-1700
 
818-636-4291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roxanne Boyle
8355 Cave Creek Rd
Redwood Valley, CA 95470



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Irma Mejia
11737 Riverside Dr.
Valley Village, CA 91607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
linda b campbell
1257 gehrig ave
san jose, CA 95132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Barcklay
834 W 232nd St
TORRANCE, CA 90502
 
(310) 522-5073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neal Feuerman
4343 Diana Dr.
Hydesville, CA 95547
 
707 768-9000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Schenck
1784 Kimberly Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marie Beckham
3640 Vienna Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003
 
831.688.2580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bia Zamudio
PO Box 8459
Van Nuys, CA 93309



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Kravis
Box 665
Seiad Valley, CA 96086-0665



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cody Mitcheltree
756 22nd Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan JunFish
248 Calle La Mesa
Moraga, CA 94556



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianne Brettell-Vaughn
47 waford Rd
Bishop, CA 93514-7079



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Robert Sullivan
4017 Ocean Drive
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-3162



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chad Silver
13131 Moorpark St.  #204
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
 
818.849.5886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sharon lacy
342 so. main st.
sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Larry Lapuyade
PO Box 81
San Anselmo, CA 94979



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Orlando
11123 Hickory Ave
Hesperia, CA 92345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Benjamin Etgen
3600 Whitney Ave
Sacramento, CA 95821-3128
 
(916) 489 3864



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Creda Markham
10812 Hubbard Way
San Jose, CA 95127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. marita mayer
12 austin ave.
san anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Nguyen
2055 Springwater Dr.
Fremont, CA 94539
 
510-651-6719



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Serafini
86 Coleridge
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
415 643-7402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Steinitz
2432 Bass Road
Campo, CA 91906-1400



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristine Waters
46570 Arapahoe
Unit B
Indian Wells, CA 92210
 
8183145248



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sarah maino
953 Lakeshire Court
San Jose, CA 95126
 
4082305672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Robertson
12639 Calle Charmona
San Diego, CA 921284465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Weitz
6104 Hillegass Avenue #4
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Eldon
2719 San Mateo St
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Poor
55 Forest Lane
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Art Unger
2815 La Cresta Dr.
Bakersfield, CA 93305
 
(661) 323-5569



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Sale
475 Spring St.
Nevada City, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl King-McMahon
3422 Sunleaf Way
San Pablo, CA 94806



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bernie Gonzales
12453 S Fruit Ave
Caruthers, CA 93609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denyse Racine
103 Dennis Way
Bishop, CA 93514-7112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mushtaq syed
1870 catherine street
santa clara, CA 95050-4630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Helen Johnson
7922 Santa Ana Rd
ventura, CA 93001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cyrle Perry
`639 Miner Rd
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
violet wallach
29 dudley ave
venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Hansen
3116 Tanglewood Court
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dana heimback
1252 Banyan DR
Fallbrook, CA 92028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Vegas
616 Adams Street
Redwood City, CA 94061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a California resident, taxpayer, voter and business owner, I very strongly urge you to
uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mha Atma S Khalsa
1536 Crest Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90035-3314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brad Steele
17260 Coyote Drive
Springville, CA 93265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Brobst
12822 Ashley Ct
Saratoga, CA 95070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Constituents of states that have weaker standards have been complaining about health
problems and poor conditions of their environments.
 
Thank you.
 
Josephine Hill
4359 Mt. Henry Ave.
San Diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Dineen
990 Geary St., apt 506
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fabiola Velasco
307 N. Singingwood, #14
Orange, CA 92869



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Siebrass
2800 Ardilla Road
Atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 Our water is too precious to allow these chemicals any where need it
Let Canada deal with it. Pipline will also damage farmlands and transportion routes and
habitats
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
annie steele
1475 elcamino
ag, CA 93420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Bruinen
1725 Oxford Street
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vic and Barby Ulmer
13004 Paseo Presada
Saratoga, CA 95070-4125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Nishikawa
6215 Meridian Ave
San Jose, CA 95120



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael ryan
12816 woodley ave
granada hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael ryan
12816 woodley ave
granada hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael ryan
12816 woodley ave
granada hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michael ryan
12816 woodley ave
granada hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Carlson
515 Bradbury Rd.
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Devon Paoli
47 Bret Harte Ln.
San Rafael, CA 94901
 
415 785 8406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
richard houle
2879 palm glen dr
santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shirley McNeal
1420 Grant St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
415-346-8186



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jennifer Formoso
3419 Suter St
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
natasha judge
4710 8th st
carpinteria, CA 93013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James T Heintzelman
27543 Black Mountain Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022-3205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Billy Arcila
1341 E. Colorado Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91106
 
(626) 840-3391



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard O'Connor
2819 Fyne Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bianca Mead
P.O. Box 69772
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
Ladan Dejam
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ladan Dejam
19854 kinzie st
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theresa M Carey
460 Commercial Ave
South San Francisco, CA 94080
 
(650) 877-8368



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Dunn
22532 margarita dr
Woodland Hills, CA 91364



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. L Hamburger
1319 15th Ave
SF, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tracey Archer
829 Garnet Street
West Sacramento, CA 95691
 
916-529-9920



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Varellas
35 Carr st
San Francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss anne L Parzick
2612 Wavecrest Dr
Corona del Mar, CA 92625



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Will Agee
497 South Lincoln Avemnue
El Cajon, CA 92020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Barker
417 Woodland Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Griswold
2769 Schenley Terrace
San Diego, CA 92122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tiffany Smith
225 Nova albion way
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adele Cirkelis
36 Thrift Street
San Francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
samantha wilson
1465 saratoga ave #26
san jose, CA 95129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Butler
2415 Russell St.
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We don't need no stinking tar sands oil. I'd rather breath.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phil Harnage
1714 Pine Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
 
3104521728



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David and Catherine Dow
40 Camino Alto #12210
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Hsieh
13592 Malena Dr
Tustin, CA 92780



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
It would not be in the people's best interest to change our low-carbon fuels rules.  That is
why
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lowell Young
5589 Meadow Ln.
Mariposa, CA 95338



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Runnoe
6225 Merrieood Dr
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
casey pera
4678 almond dr
templeton, CA 93465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Marin
49 Missouri Street
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Longsworth
517 Cedar Street
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Longsworth
517 Cedar Street
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Oliver Bollmann
834 Lakewood Dr
#87
Sunnyvale, CA 94089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Santos
5228 Vantage Avenue
Valley Village, CA 91607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Fort
2510 Central Ave #203
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nikki Sachs
P.O. Box 13414
Berkeley, CA 94712
 
(510) 917-4340



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zelda Ryan
1404 Greenworth Pl.
Santa Barbara, CA 93108



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicolas Mialaret
Downey Street
San Fransisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lillian Cervantes
6110 mohler st
san diego, CA 92120



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Tomic
3615 Olympic Ct. N.
Pleasanton, CA 94588



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeris Turner
3273F Nyeland Ave
Oxnard, CA 93036
 
8054852752



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Antoinette Wilcox
1010 Colusa Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon #804
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
B Thigpen
4040 Shadowhill Drive
Santa rosa, CA 95404
 
539-5552



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy G Countryman
1722 28th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
 
(415) 731-1829



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. maia peter
po box 324
quincy, CA 95971



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heidi Schmit
Janis ct
Alamo, CA 94507-2842



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ladan Dejam
19854 kinzie st
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fiona Urquhart
165 E D St
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Brodman
1231 Andrew Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
831 462-4041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick J Russell
6052 Chabot Rd. Apt. 10
Oakland, CA 94618
 
(510) 658-3479



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Darlene Little
9882 Spruce Ct
Cypress, CA 90630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. James Kirks
11 Hemming Lane
Chico, CA 95973
 
530-342-2179



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Howard Cohen
3272 Cowper Street
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
FRED LEWIS
1409 HIGHLAND DR.
MT SHASTA, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deb Kelly
DARRELL RD
HILLSBOROUGH, CA 94010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Penelope Fink
11645 Alder Hill Rd
Truckee, CA 96161-2835



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ralph Sanchez
P.O. BOX 406
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra  Barlow
2951 Derby St  apt 322
Berkeley, CA 94705
 
(510) 436-6150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KATHLEEN CONWAY
2422 LOYOLA DRIVE
DAVIS, CA 95618
 
5307531098



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dawn Manley
609 Racquet Club Circle
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Thandi
1315 e.55th ave
Vancouver, BC v5x 1p4



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Thandi
1315 e.55th ave
Vancouver, BC v5x 1p4



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sebastien Plisson
37A Downey Street
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Howell Selburn
1225 Vienna Dr Spc 46
Sunnyvale, CA 94089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephanie spiers
4687 voltaire street
san diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Tyler
2564 Franki
Orange, CA 92865
 
(714) 283-4404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
christopher root
918 1/2  palms blvd.
venice , CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizaveth Mather
9412 Maler Rd
San Diego, CA 92129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angelica Vallin
126 Jeffry Ranch Ct
Clayton, CA 94517-1022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alyssa Greene
2410 S St
Sacramento, CA 95816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Toby Cooper
2025 Nassau Dr.
Redwood City, CA 94061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marta Neely
36166 Sutter Ave.
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Earlene Fiori
1411 N Harrison
Fresno, CA 93728



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ANDREA JEFFRIES
2660 CARONDELET COURT
CONCORD, CA 94518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to continue California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
We must refuse the oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil
mined from Canadian tar sands. Our fuel standard is designed to encourage oil companies
to invest in cleaner fuel solutions and thus reduce greenhouse gas pollution in California.
The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlene M Woodcock
2355 Virginia Street
Berkeley, CA 94709-1315
 
(510) 843-8724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Taylor
75 South 17th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
 
4088859277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Cook
P.O. Box 3037
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
aiting tung
411 Calle Veracruz
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Siegmann
6391 Iroquois Road
Westminster, CA 92683-2017



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Grosh
1750 W Main St Apt 124
El Centro, CA 92243



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geraldine Gauer
301 Gemma Circle
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marissa Yeandle
5952 sunmist dr.
yorba linda , CA 92886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Horner
3070 Nicoletta Ln
Stockton, CA 94595



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mercedes Benet
2440 la costa ave.
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tygarjas Bigstyck
1137 Banyan Way
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Cathy M Carey
17696 cumana Terrace
San Diego, CA 92128
 
(858) 385-0419



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick J Russell
6052 Chabot Rd. Apt. 10
Oakland, CA 94618
 
(510) 658-3479



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rolf Johnson
706 Johnson St.
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Mikulic
132 CSM Drive
San Mateo, CA 94402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn Summers
1111 San Vicente Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lana navejas
PO Box 774
Mt Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Harrington
545 Enterprise Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
 
5105204251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Keats
630 Miramonte Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Bernal
2032 Stratford Ave
South Pasadena, CA 9103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Larson
6348 Eisenhower Ct.
Chino, CA 91710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Larry Chinn
800 E Charleston Rd #6
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4627
 
650-493-9109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Freeberg
POB 938
Ashland, OR 97520
 
541 482-7414



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Chelsea Madison
4386 Detroit Ave
Oakland, CA 94619-1604
 
(510) 531-1131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vanessa Barrett
13908 Fiji Way #362
marina del rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michelle mitchell
238 West 10th Street
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Rutkin
3512 Pacific Ave
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
 
650-823-1042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Courtney Little
2609 Mcgee Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom Chester
1802 Acacia Ln
Fallbrook, CA 92028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Thompson
4376 Alla Road #203
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kieran Turan
5845 Moraga Ave
Oakland, CA 94611-3151



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Cunningham
908 Bonita Drive
Encinitas, CA 92024
 
816-803-2540



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Rockwell
130 Miraloma Dr.
San Francisco, CA 94127-1643



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly  Stovarsky
10411 Springhill Dr.
Brecksville , OH 44141
 
2162102421



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Klecker
415 Linda Dr
Sonoma, CA 95476-5614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danny Castori
P.O. Box 830
Clayton, CA 94517



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Taine
85 Ora Way, #E-305
San Francisco, CA 94131-2554



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Pekrul
180 Landers St. #1
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Crane
1610 Shasta St
Anderson, CA 96007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Martha Barajas
924 Florez Street
Colton, CA 92324
 
9098739653



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
arinn westendorf
3246 ashford st
san diego, CA 921111
 
858357731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Chittenden
2930 Sacramento St.
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Holz
1175 Saxony Road
Leucadia, CA 92024
 
(760) 436-5788



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kathy jarrett
5511 golden gate ave
Oakland, CA 94618
 
510-547-1233



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Raquel Pacheco
3835 Miramar St. , Apt. G
La Jolla, CA 92037
 
956-473-9376



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
seth carr
1903 temple ave #315
signal hill, CA 90755
 
5625974287



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miri Osborne
1231 Fleming Ave
San Jose, CA 95127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jacki Hileman
9800 7th ave
apt 151
Hesperia, CA 92345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Muriel Coudurier-Curveur
1121 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas Phillips
7406 Riverton Ave
Sun Valley, CA 91352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Sato
2820 Monte Cresta Drive
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ozair Usmani
4675 Blanco Dr
San Jose, CA 95129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Starr
4 Lorenz Lane
Bayside, CA 95524



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ewing
PO Box 250831
Glendale, CA 91225



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Eve Egan
1855 17th Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(831) 476-3011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MIKE CLIPKA
1151 SHERRIE CT.
LATHROP, CA 95330



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Mead
211 Myrtle Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831 4255545



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Schmit
1855 17th Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Burchard
33 Meernaa Ave.
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Airoldi
1201 Glen Cove Pkwy #1011
Vallejo, CA 94591



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joelyn Carr-Fingerle
2519 Bishop Ave
Fremont, CA 94536
 
5107948488



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gane brooking
11155 Citrus Dr. #31
Ventura, CA 93004
 
805-671-5026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Blakemore
5650 Buckskin Rd.
Mariposa, CA 95338



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Leonard Chandler
732 Jasper St
San Jose, CA 95116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celeste Hong
4758 Cromwell Ave
LA, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Jacopetti
4939 Deerwood Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Gary Lapid
248 Walker Dr. # 7
Mountain View, CA 94043
 
(650) 938-3539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rhoda seidler
5229 Balboa Blvd 10
encino, CA 91316



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara KIng
PO Box 29448
Los Angeles, CA 90029



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marjorie  Moss
2736 Caminito San Pablo
Del Mar, CA 92014-3823
 
858 755 5463



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rick Ohren
2719 San Mateo Street
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. peter brusman
2910 s spruce st
Santa Ana, California, CA 92704
 
(415) 430-5274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Valletta
312 16th Street
p.o. box 46609 los angeles , CA 90046
Santa Monica , CA 90402-2218



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Beckon
4486 Clear Creek Ct
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan and Janet Baumann
26542 Montebello Place
Mission Viejo, CA 92691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lynda leigh
435 manzanita ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5533



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Nelson
291 E. Bay Bl.
Port Hueneme, CA 93041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vance Handley
3642 1/2 Mentone AVE
Los Angeles, CA 90034-5605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jesus garcia
4242 camino real
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miriam F. Leiseroff
1123 Dean Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125-3302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Connie Tyler
2322 8th Street
Berkeley, CA 94710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Lindblad
8211 shadyglade
n hollywood, CA 91605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Lauren Bryant
2915 Hopeton Rd.
La Crescenta, CA 91214-1323



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brad Nelson
333 Sunset Dr.
Oxnard, CA 93035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jon schroeder
45 laurelwood dr.
novato, CA 94949-5402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ernest Pava
5344 Highland View Place
Los Angeles, CA 90041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terri Eddings
443 N Lomita St
Burbank, CA 91506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Robey
548 Wildcat Canyon Road
Berkeley, CA 94708-1229



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Deborah Hirsch
2932-B Miramonte Circle East
Palm Springs, CA 92264



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ellen Hasbrouck
1301-B San Domar Dr
Mountain View, CA 94043
 
(650) 969-6243



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Binder
11897 Bayless ST.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
charlotte cook
1133 55th street
sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gwendolyn Harrison
2 Seaview Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2846



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Larry & Karen Narlock
14479 rutger circle
Moorpark, CA 93021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Mick E Mars
1202 N. Spaulding Ave.
Wedt Hollywood, CA 90046
 
(323) 851-4363



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lysia Forno
3347 Dover Road
Redwood City, CA 94061-1238, CA 94061-1238



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angelo Digangi
19213 Hilltop Rd.
Penn Valley, CA 95946
 
(530) 432-3228



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natalie Maurer
4601 W. 1st St.
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Stewart
P.O. Box 185
Redway, CA 95560



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
The future is watching.
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mona cedar
terrace dr
Los Angeles, CA 90042-3423



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming.
 
I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
 As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in
cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes
proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones.
 
The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to properly account for its
reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon fuel standard be
weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands
oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Betty Winholtz
405 acacia
More bay, CA 93442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miryam Bachrach
8717Airdrome Street
Los Angeles, CA 90035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nabeel Saeed
40924 Chiltern Dr
Fremont, CA 94539-3778



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Hoffman
200 Montecito # 402
Oakland, CA 94610
 
(415) 285-7735



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeremy  Rossen
186 Jack London Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
TONY CAVA
127 SANTA RITA
MODESTO, CA 95351



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Luise Perenne
10091 San Pablo Court
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
 
714-965-1614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Garrett Glendinning
646 San Fernando Dr
Santa Barbara, CA 93111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Georgette korsen
275 N. Ola Vista
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Toochis Morin
PO Box 36820
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0820
 
3236329184



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Tendick
96 Ventura St
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanore Bluestein
486 West San Ramon #101
Fresno, CA 93704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lysia Forno
3347 Dover Road
Redwood City, CA 94061-1238, CA 94061-1238



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alysa Brennan
1501 Maxwell Lane
Vista, CA 92084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rebecca romanowski
3802 centre street
san diego, CA 92103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Flo Mizelle
1100 Happy Valley Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jan Maltzan
2505 D St
Sacramento, CA 95816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brad Hubbell
73 Piper Lane
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angela Sirmenis
8901 Canby Ave.
Northridge, CA 91325



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tara Cornelisse
Felton
Felton, CA 95018
 
415-971-8773



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Candy Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Dr
Sacramento, CA 95823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dee Randolph
12059 Andy Mtn. Rd.
Yankee Hill, CA 95965-0500



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Richman
58 N El Camino Real #311
San Mateo, CA 94401-2859



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Of Counsel Gary A Patton
Attorney
131 Dake Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(831) 423-2984



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa de Vincent
11600 Montana Ave  #304
Los Angeles, CA 90049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Kubrin
5241 Wendell Lane
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Robbins
921 Campbell Ave.,
Los Altos, CA 94024-4840



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Brackett
1329 16th Avenue #2
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianne Owens
490 Canal Street
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Saltzer
755 Patterson Avenue
Glendale, CA 91202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ree and Maurice Miller
424 Stratford Court Unit B30
Del Mar, CA 92014-2734



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberto Romo
3227 Anza St.
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Randy McNea
839 Ramona ave
Spring Valley, CA 91977



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George Wood
398 Washington Ave.
Ukiah, CA 95482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roberto  Aburto
7908 Rancho Fanita Drive
Santee, CA 92071
 
6197290840



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Markel
4242 Coolidge Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5416



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Alter
8117 Croydon Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lea Boyle
14 Roberts Ct.
Danville, CA 94526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Dailey
364 Hamilton St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jason Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Dr
Sacramento, CA 95823 1931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Jamerson
1632 Fairmont Drive
San Leandro, CA 94578
 
5106777449



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Sullivan
10930 Vivaracho Way
San Diego, CA 92124-2228



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sandy Commons
2703 Corabel Ln Apt 215
Sacramento, CA 95821-5254
 
9164863602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Heron
10941 Sproul Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064-4060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Stephenson
2136 Reed Ave
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brel Froebe
1667 Jerrold Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
roberta schepps
16403 cutten dr.
guerneville, CA 95446
 
(707) 869-3093



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard. To do so will be to move in a backwards direction back to
the polluted past. 
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions. The oil industry is pathological, inflicted with a sickness that compels them to
destroy this country and its people while they amass unneeded piles of money.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geri Mellgren-Kerwin
1210 North Clybourn Avenue
Burbank, CA 91505
 
(818) 843-2597



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bette Chan
9895 Scripps Westview Way
San Diego, CA 92131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Deborah Brooks
453 Holly Park Circle
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
(415) 642-8073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Cone
614 E. Plumeria Ct.
Brea, CA 92821



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Mich Chen
3622 Ronald Court
fremont, CA 94538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Wallace
2569 Elden Ave., #B1
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Andrew Leavenworth
8909 W. 24th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mary Ann seltzer
7151 Scarborough Peak Dr.
west Hills, CA 91307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Denton
1637 Fairorchard Av
San Jose, CA 95125
 
(408) 269-4349



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Celeste Black
4900 N. Grand Ave. #207
Covina, CA 91724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glenn Webb
P.O. Box 997
Pinole, CA 94564



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan McMullen
1568 Greencrest Ct.
El Cajon, CA 92019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  With the info coming out of Durbin,
South Africa and the IPCC's new info on the speed of ice-melt issues, we need to tighten
our belt, NOT loosen it!!!  Please keep California's standards solid and strong!
 
Thank you.
 
Farmer Kristie Knoll
Farmer
12510 Byron Hwy
Brentwood, CA 94513-4233
 
(925) 634-5959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Candy LeBlanc
4361 Turnbridge Dr
Sacramento, CA 95823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Reynolds
847 Freeman Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Gary
7530 Salton Sea Way
Sacramento, CA 95831



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helena Birecki
2264A Bryant St
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard.
 
This standard needs to stay strong to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight
global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard. I
know that you will come under a lot of lobbying to weaken this standard. Please remember
that in spite of hard economic times, both for individuals and the state, we want this high
standard. Californians know that it is very, very important, regardless of the economic
hardships we are currently facing.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. Nothing should be exempted, least of all tars sands
fuel (and fracking, for that matter.) As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions. The whole purpose of the standard is to create a net improvement in global
carbon emissions and pollution.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only increasing use of cleaner fuels
but phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on any and all dirtier oil sources. By no means should the
low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil and fracking.
 
Please vote to STRENGTHEN California's leadership on clean fuels and reject any and all
oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard. Keep California a true
leader for the environment.
 
Thank you.
 
Frances Hinckley
9 pepper
corte madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Parkins
4285 Gilbert Street
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. Reject any rule changes that would weaken this
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. The current fuel standard is intended to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in
California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. The low-carbon fuel standard should
not be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like
tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
F Hammer
1490 Chestnut St
San Francisco, CA 94123-3118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marc Grammenos
P.O. Box 3522
San Bernardino, CA 92413



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon Bazinet
15972 Via Paro
San Lorenzo, CA 94580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kayt Smith
4405 Sherbourne Dr.
San Jose, CA 95124-4841



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Barbara Bennigson
2339 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
(650) 329-0992



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Barbara Bennigson
2339 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
(650) 329-0992



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Barbara Bennigson
2339 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
 
(650) 329-0992



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
It is very important that you protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
 
 
John Roshek
PO Box 1739
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Evan Roman
4676 Greene Street
San Diego, CA 92107
 
619-222-2678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Steponaitis
910 Geary 20
San Francisco, CA 94109-7095



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephen rasmussen
33822 mariana dr.
dana point, CA 92629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Cole
1350 Indiana Drive
CA, CA 94521-4136
 
925 4517548



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
May Gonzales
2285 Mar Vista Ave.
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard!!  We have only ONE future:  Will it be
thinking like--and using--the remains of the dinosaurs of the past, waiting for the next cloud
of radioactive isotopes to rain down on us from Fukushima, breathing 25% of our pollution
from the coal burned IN CHINA?  Or we, as the most informed and populous state
continue to guide and set the example for the nation, and attempt to catch up the
Germany, even China and other countries which have leapfrogged us in our early start in
alternative energy under President Carter and SERI, which unfortunately our ill-informed
former Governor Reagan as President, and the dinosaurs with and behind him, corporate
and sage-brush rebellious fundamentalists living in an earlier century, dismantled for
critical thirty years?
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Goldsmith
1333 N. Stanley Ave., No. 10
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rachel de Rougemont
1928 1/2 Kent Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jacoba Dolloff
4545 Taft Ave
La Mesa, CA 91941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terry Fountain
287 San Napoli Dr.
Goleta, CA 93117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Branham
3065 S. Foose Rd.
Malibu, CA 90265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard. Reduce our dependence
on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. The low-carbon fuel standard should
NOT be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like
tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels. Reject oil-company efforts
to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Rose Lernberg
831 Balra Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530
 
(510) 527-2194



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Sherman
1923 Marin Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Alvarez
Cricklewood St.
Torrance, CA 90505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monnie Efross
3386 diablo Circle
Pinole, CA 94564
 
5102237879



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Tseng
5072 Barkwood
Irvine, CA 92604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Carter
PO Box 131
Graton, CA 95444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marleen geudens
prelaathamuslaan 11
westerlo, CA 2260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Bailin, Ph.D.
11111 no street
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Beckwith
2931 Ellis St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
510-841-6406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lawrence Padilla
920 Main St
Roseville, CA 95678-2141



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol banever
944 no. martel ave.
los angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Carrier
2401 5th ave
san diego, CA 92101
 
3355687932



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jan Parr
Devonshire Drive
Devonshire Drive
Derby, ot DE39HA



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allan Prival
2921 Tenth
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ava Hoeller
4055 Madelia Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lesley Hudak
3 Rita Way
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
naoko mizuguchi
pobox26263
san diego, CA 92196



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shane Tomlinson
P.O. Box 17049
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96151
 
530-314-3142



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Evan Beattie
2 Tyler Ct
Irvine, CA 92602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Cottrell
3114 Marna Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90808



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sakura Vesely
4432 Actriz Place
Martínez, CA 94553
 
510-326-4492



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Miller
916 N. 23rd St.
Allentown, PA 18104-3604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liane Morsch
r Dr Joao de Deus V Silva, 160/104
Porto Alegre, ot 90640-150
 
(51) 3219-5668



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cheri harris
1362 san pablo dr.
san marcos, CA 92078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathy Jones
16 Cosner Ave., Box 308
Maxwell, CA 95955



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janine Patitucci
262 North Third Street
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kris Head
10411 Garden Grove Blvd. #46
Garden Grove, CA 92843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maureen Hurley
15508 Saticoy St
Van Nuys, CA 91406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jana Menard
309 Glenmore Way
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150-6149



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Smiley
12959 Via Napoi
Riverside, CA 92503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie  Moma
943 Edgemont Ave
Rock Hill, SC 29730



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen E Ray
4170 Conner Court
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117-4301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Rhonda Lynn
1630 T Street # 4
Sacramento, CA 95811-7251
 
916-483-6577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gavin Boston
2378 Market St, Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rita friedman
671 morse st
san Jose, CA 95126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Savage
6340 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
delia lorenzo
--------------
---------------, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Juliet Pearson
18734 bambi court
Grass valley, CA 95949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Murray
PO Box 172
Camp Meeker, CA 95419
 
707.874.9614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kay Lipman
avignon 53
Newport Coast, CA 92657
 
0496 244 244



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Hill
11509 Hatteras Street
North Hollywood, CA 91601-1623
 
323-877-7925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Kurt & Debbie Buckheim
5555 Valentina Ave.
Atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Cole
1000 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
((21) 2) --59- ext. 5-5577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
elizabeth treat
1040 38th ave
santa cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eli Carrico
965 N Kingsley Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90029



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Frank
2415 Turnbridge Glen
Escondido, CA 92027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cyndi Brugger
8822 Lake nimbus dr
Fair Oaks, CA 95628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Big Oil cares about one thing and one thing only: short term profits which come at the cost
of long-term damage to our precious environment.  Their perspective is limited, inherently
destructive and purely self-serving.  Please uphold a bigger, more inclusive vision which
serves the actual needs of the people of California.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
phil baum
30638 rolling hills drive
valley center, CA 92082



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Robertson
10911 Lake Court Rd.
Santa Ana, CA 92705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Choo
Pasir ris st 21
Pasir ris, ot 510205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy La Forest
PO Box 283
Junction City, CA 96048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karyl Mayeda
39950 Seven Oaks Rd.
Angelus Oaks, CA 92305



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Coleman
8252 Crossoak Way
Orangevale, CA 95662



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Ordover
328 main st #15
santa cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
james clement
4805 N Henton Ave
Covina, CA 91724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
B Boortz
15750 Winchester Blvd., #201
Los  Gatos, CA 95030-3327



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ross Woodbury
POB 1387
Nevada City, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Theresa Wilson
2421 Sycamore Ave.
Concord, CA 94520



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Ledden
PO Box 4
Mt Aukum, CA 95656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
bernard hochendoner
218 spring ave.
patterson, CA 95363
 
(925) 735-6452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina Arnold
393 Mermaid Street
Laguna Beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Armand Biron
9 Atwoodville Lane
Mansfield Center, CT 06250



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Lewis
49 Showers Drive  A340
Mt. View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cecilia Stephens
1256 Tesoro Way
Corona, CA 92879



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peggy Oki
5966 Via Real #3
Carpinteria, CA 93013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Campbell
PO Box 313048
24445 Los Terrinitos #2
Guatay, CA 91931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Giuliano Verdicchio
3211 Hawthorn St.
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gerald sinclair
6406 rocky canyon rd
creston, CA 93432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
betsy wong
107 rosewood way
south san francisco, CA 94080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Maletsky
20015 Chipmunk Rd.
Sonora, CA 95370 



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Earl
7 Sunrise Lane
Larkspur, CA 94939



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HUNTER` WALLOF
12340 SIR FRNCIS DRAKE; A
PT. REYES, CA 94956
 
4156638963



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patricia marks
344 hutchison st
vista, CA 92084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Campbell
6968 Crux Drive
Citrus Heights, CA 95610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tomas Nakada
668 Guerrero St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
415 552 6971



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sheri Duren
909 s Knott Ave apt 19
Anaheim, CA 92804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ronald Peterson
3640 Wintun Drive   Apt A
Carmichael, CA 95608-3340



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Tarnofsky
18405 Old Monte Rio Road
Guerneville, CA 95446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marsha Lowry
1070 Mitchell Way
El Sobrante, CA 94803
 
510-758-7542



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marshall Sanders
2200 Adeline St., #250A
Oakland, CA 94607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
marsela rivera
940 douglas ave
altamonte springs, FL 32714



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Kollmar
1101 Iris Ln
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Think please, we are in a recession (actually a depression if you count the 43% working
adults who are unemployed - forget about the wishful statistics measuring only the workers
who are still eligible to collect unemployment).  We need to get the energy costs down.
Look around you, especially in sacramento - how many homeless do you see?  Oh yes all
those working age people really want to be carrings signs say help were hungry.....They
need work.  If you really want to impact the air quaility you need to work on the mass
transit system.  Work with the refineries to find ecomomic ways to reduce emissions.
 
Please ignore Center of Biodiversity and PEER they are not environmentalist they are
exclusionist.
 
Thanks you
 
Wayne Halozan - Environmental Chemist.
Thank you.
 
Wayne Halozan
2015 Manet PLace
Davis, CA 95618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HUNTER` WALLOF
12340 SIR FRNCIS DRAKE; A
PT. REYES, CA 94956
 
4156638963



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
chris debolt
9810 Edeva Way
Elk Grove, CA 95624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jake Schwartz
152 Webster Street
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Espino
2506 Horton Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa Petrak
7045 Via Serena
San Jose, CA 95139



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Grace Yhap
3824 East 9th Street
Long Beach, CA 90804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ani Balian
10631 lindley ave
Porter ranch, CA 91326



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carla mincker
315 A. East Carrillo Street
santa barbara, CA 93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
graham chivers
191 Humberside Ave.
Toronto, ON m6p1k7



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beatrix Schramm
1846 Oliver Ave.
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sauw Ng
P.O. Box 19307
Irvine, CA 92623



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natasha Reichle
6537 Chabot Rd
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please, I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Long
855 Granite Ridge Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
 
415-515-8082



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr ralph roug
PO BOX 273
LAKE FOREST, CA 92630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Shana Strongin
88 monte vista rd
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Lee
3910 Fulton Street
San Francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Campbell
2124 Ghent Ave
Bel Air, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jordan o'brien
67 Carl Street
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Atkinson
10647 Ashby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3208



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Lindsay
4545A Wharf Rd
Soquel, CA 95073-2131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne Kastner
20353 Saticoy St., apt. 10
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lindalee Hatch
6656 Pentz Rd
Paradise, CA 95969



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Holmes
2339 Burson Road
Topanga, CA 90290-4000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen Lowry
8-201 The West Mall
Etobicoke, CA 90211
 
647-344-8684



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Sharp
312 Marshall St.
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Bettenhausen
345 Plymouth St.
Cambria, CA 93428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nora Lyman
2325 McKinley Apt. 2
Berkeley, CA 94703



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Parmenter
617 Grove Street
Bishop, CA 93514



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Forrest
2740 Lassen Way
Rocklin, CA 95677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
PAM NAHMIAS
1643 lochry rd.
franklin, IN 46131-1122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JENNY WILDER
19607 Sandy Ln
Apple Valley, CA 92308
 
760 220 0730



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sean Curtice
5112 Castle Hills Dr
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J P
355 Granite Ave
Oakland, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please, I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia McCabe
20954 Chester St
Castro Valley, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Baker
6069 Breton Pl
Newark, CA 94560-1710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kyle  Petlock
6200 Annan Way
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1346



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean indemann
115 Dogwood Place
San Ramon, CA 94583



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Gotvald
528 Monti Circle
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Rasmussen
2565 Mammoth Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
 
858 571-0740



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brook Taylor
2311 white ave
santa barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Junko Card
241 S Orange Ave
Exeter, CA 93221



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Alex Woolery
Po Box 1743
Julian, CA 92036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ed Isaacs
1725 N. Clark Ave.
Placentia, CA 92870



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Martin
7500 Alpine Rd
La Honda, CA 94020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Iris Lubitz
191 E El Camino Real #205
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dominic Delarmente
Block 3 lot 14 Jehai
Pasay, ot 33000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dominic Delarmente
Block 3 lot 14 Jehai
Pasay, ot 33000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew O'Brien
2173 Sepulveda Avenue
Milpitas, CA 95035
 
4082634800



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S. Barnhart
43 Eucalyptus Path
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  WE MUST CONTINUE TO HOLD ON TO THE GOAL
OF BEING THE FIRST AND BEST AMONG THE STATES AT IMPLEMENTING AND
MAINTAINING A NECESSARY ENERGY-SMART FUTURE.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laraine Turk
PO Box 305
Joshua Tree, CA 92252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Massimiliano Mengoli
via Valleverde 30/2
Pianoro Bologna, ot 40067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol hanson
18932 doe court
hidden valley lake, CA 95467



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Casey Ayotte
p.o.box 21
cedar glen, CA 92321



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
will hay
2630 Orchard St, Spc 21
Soquel, CA 95073-2665



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jacques Talbot
2888 Morcom Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619
 
(510) 532-4842



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Signe Wetteland
5831 13th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95820
 
530-757-8555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Martin
10815 Gabacho Drive
San Diego, CA 92124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Zimmerman
10611 Pinewood ave
Tujunga, CA 91042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aaron Griffiths
5220 Wendela St.
Oceanside, CA 92056



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Fukuda
136 Marietta Drive
San Francisco, CA 94127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Heilenman
417 N Ardmore Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sophie maher
1224 12th St.
oakland , CA 94607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Cheryl Lewis
1390 Market St.  #2301
San Francisco, CA 94102
 
(415) 252-0997



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norma Rogers
43067 Metcalf Gap Road
Ahwahnee, CA 93601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelly Coleman
4430 Lime Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william Regan
822 West A St. #109
Hayward, CA 94541/5856



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken this standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing the greenhouse gas
'cost' of California energy sources. The changes proposed by the oil industry would
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Martin
1030 Worcester Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91104
 
(626) 794-1653



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hugh Moore
166 N 1st Street
Unit 4
El Cajon, CA 92021
 
619-793-5397



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Timothy Tolbert
107 Puesta Del Sol
los gatos, CA 95032-1131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clark Shimeall
3272 Country Club Rd.
Borrego Springs, CA 92004-1022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Sheppard
701 Anita St.
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Ennis
623 Wakerobin Lane
San Rafael, CA 94903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Albert Garcia
250 E. Valley View Dr.
Fullerton, CA 92832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katherine Nolan
10540 N Blaney Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marie McDonough
35437 Heiskell Drive
Raymond, CA 93653



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susi Higgins
611 N. Brand
Glendale, CA 91203



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Mackay
PO Box 823
South Pasadena, CA 91031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Mackay
PO Box 823
South Pasadena, CA 91031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Trott
237 Dutch Way
Big Bear City, CA 92314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S H
po box 3587
Santa Barbara, CA 93130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Greco
17 Edmonton Pl.
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kaylen  Stagner
695 24th st #1
Oakland, CA 94612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gayle Silva
8348 Penfield Ave. #4
Winnetka, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Howard Ackerman
142 Elmira St.
San Francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marisa Nelson
21 Glen Ct.
Sausalito, CA 94965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Norene Bailey
250 Edgrace Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
B H
767 Lockhaven Drive
Pacifica, CA 94044-2111
 
(650) 355-0383



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Brown
923 Eddy Street
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Angel
88 garland ave.
oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Nagle
2 Farvue Road
Novato, CA 94947



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Fox
11152 Coventry Place
Santa Ana, CA 92705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adam Whitney
4281 Mt. Culebra Ave.
San Diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ava Venturelli
507 N. Frederic St.
Burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lea cox
433 Kingsley Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tiana Norlemann
P.O. Box 1411
S. Pasadena, CA 91030
 
6265903083



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Miyoshi
PO Box 774
Mount Shasta, CA 96067



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kristin bogart
3213 thatcher ave
marina del rey, CA 90292



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris McCluskey
809 N 19th St
Portland, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Brosh
216 Village Circle
Novato, CA 94947



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Robie
1591 Madison St
Oakland, CA 94612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Rippner
6 Spinnaker Way
Chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Isabella La Rocca
1918 Grant St. #3
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
5107049521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie Adams
449 S. 22nd St.
Apt.42
Richmond, CA 94804
 
202-276-2914



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Sanchez
15658 Horace St.
Granada Hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Hamann
734 East Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
WE DONT WANT THIS!!     STAND UP FOR US NOT BIG OIL.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan  Allen
25761 Le Parc  
Lake Forest , CA 92630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita M. Carreon
1505 N. Naomi St.
Burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erica Costa
28 Via Q
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rob Gallinger
6232 Springvale Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90042-2020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Blakeley Kim
838 Irving St Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Hochberg
P. O. Box 569
Philo, CA 95466
 
7078952950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Winnie Chung
40 Newtown Blvd
Robbinsville, NJ 08691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ana Wells
2252 meridian blvd
mammoth lakes, CA 93546
 
760924-7663



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Dodge
36648 Magnolia St
Newark, CA 94560



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barnali Ghosh
1404 Henry St, #4
Berkeley, CA 94709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Cronin
7731 Bently Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92841-3055



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barb Skoog
1884 Peterson Avenue
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat McFarland
PO Box 425
Point Arena, CA 95458



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ricky ramirez
5523 harold way apt 5
los angeles, CA 90028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Binh Nguyen
626 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014
 
3105006232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
Do not cave in to the oil industry, who want only to put more money in their pockets at the
cost of accelerated climate change!
Thank you.
 
Thomas Browne
1267 Filton Ct
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Richman
PO Box 515381 #11067
Los Angeles, CA 90051



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Trott
237 Dutch Way
Big Bear City, CA 92314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Nelson
pob 1075
Bethel Island, CA 94511



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Clarke
2532 Santa Clara Ave. #215
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Gorrell
850 Mendocino Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Che  Miller
327 Boeker st.
Shell Beach, CA 93449



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Davis
615 Santa Ray Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
andy tomsky
po box 683
san marcos, CA 92079



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Adrienne J Simmons
414 Rivella Vista Dr.
Redding, CA 96001
 
(530) 351-1197



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Cachopo
2337 Harrison St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
boardmember Brenda B Burnett
735 W Sonja Ave
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
 
(760) 375-8634



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Tegtmeier
PO Box 782
Middletown, CA 95461



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Don't fail us.
 
Thank you.
 
J Froiland
144 Santander Ct
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Carpenter
340 Esplanade Ave APT 21
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carrie Thomas
6642 Trotter Dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
 
(760) 934-7868



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Swan
1317 Tourmaline
Mentone, CA 92359



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
Dear CARB Members :
 
This is to ask you to preserve California's low-carbon fuel standard by rejecting any rule
changes that would weaken this climate-protection effort aimed at promoting lower-
emission fuel and thereby reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The petroleum
industry must not be permitted to undermine these standards and then worsen global
warming by importing oil derived from Canadian sand tar into this state. 
 
The low-carbon fuel standard should be strengthened to require each refinery to disclose
its use of heavily polluting fuels.  It is unacceptable that Canada withdraws from the Kyoto
Protocol and then tries to sell us tars-sands oil while we struggle to reduce carbon
emissions on many fronts, including my own installation of a 10kWH solar system at our
farm and home.
 
Donald Lipmanson
5482 Thomas Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-9375



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to _____reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
don madden
12673 Woodside Ln.
grass valley, CA 95949
 
(530) 477-8528



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edwina F White
1410 Q St., Apt. G
Sacramento, CA 95811
 
(916) 446-2844



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joy Tracy
2326 West Street
Bishop, CA 93514-8104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Cavalier
27 Navarre
Irvine, CA 92612
 
949-786-8930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Ken Wilson
35 Liberty Lane
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmen Klucsor
663 East McKinley Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-6451



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Buckley
10823 Kling St.
N. Hollywood, CA 91602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Buckley
10823 Kling St.
N. Hollywood, CA 91602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Drizin
621 Lighthouse Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Loop
17021 Rockpile Rd
Geyserville, CA 95441



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Koules
6107 Terryhill Dr
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mandy spitzer
152 hagemann
santa cruz, CA 95-62



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mandy Bratt
7967 Hillmont Dr
Oakland, CA 94605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.  In fact, we should we looking at ways to tax carbon at
the source.. rather than make exemptions for pollution.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Clapp
180 Oak Rd.
Piedmont, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lena Nielsen-Mackley
6920 San Francisco St
Highland, CA 92346



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katharine Ruthroff
P.O. Box 933
Eldridge, CA 95431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
PS - I grew up in L.A. where as a kid we would end our street baseball games by lying on
our backs and coughing. At that time industry and their friends, just like today, fought
mandated air quality improvements tooth and  nail.
 
Tom Andres
Tmawrites@Ymail.Com
Sonora, CA 95370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lillien Trinh
10970 Summerdaleway Way
San Diego, CA 92126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Tim Zemba
112 N. Harper Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Allison Jones
2107 van ness
#310
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Williams
530 S. Stewart Dr.
Covina, CA 91723
 
6269154734



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathryn McBride
2468 Mohawk St.
Pasadena, CA 91107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Takaro
3026 Stanton St.
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Diaz
5274 Kunkel Drive
San Jose, CA 95124
 
408-222-0620



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gaylen Stirton
1319 El Centro Avenue
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marshall Nay
1417 East Zehner Way
Placentia, CA 92870



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Bell
2550 California Ave.
Carmikchael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aimee Willis
1215 n. Sweetzer ave #9
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geoff Nelson
30 Quail Ridge Dr.
Napa, CA 94558
 
415-279-2198



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wayne Heckman
POB 846
Ukiah, CA 95482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlotte Pirch
9826 Lewis Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
 
714-968-5634



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Stoyas
3827 G Miramar St
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Shortt
127 J Avenue
coronado, CA 92118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
For years California has led the nation in protecting our environment.  We can't stop now.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Johnston
940 Peach Ct.
Hollister, CA 95023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vanessa hurtado
420 s occidental
los angeles, CA 90057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Katzman
3995 Overland Ave. #112
Culver City, CA 90232-3722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Grant Foerster
731 Talbot Ave
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Walsh
925 windsor st.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
 
(831) 459-6965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Dowling
PO Box 26
Pope Valley, CA 94567



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leha Carpenter
2204 Siesta Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Catherine Corwin
2325 Kansas Avenue, #17
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina King Neuhausel
2156 Stewart Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Howlett
1055 N 2nd Street
san jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S. Atchley
2717 Tangerine St.
Bakersfield, CA 933306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeff brown
po box 818
felton, CA 95018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judith Hoaglund
1553 Laguna Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms SUSAN STAFFORD
5380 N CALLISCH AVE
FRESNO, CA 93710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jason stark
1171 Hawthorne st.
Montara, CA 94037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Janes
11 Southern Heights Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aleda Barton
5281 Victoria Pl.
Westminster, CA 92683



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Francois de la Giroday
4646 Los Feliz Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90027
 
(323) 668-2288



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Yepiz
1619 WOODROW AVE
LEMON GROVE, CA 9194



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Kovach
893 Lincoln Court
San Jose, CA 95125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Learch
17285 Tamara Lane
Watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Crista Worthy
1750 S Bentley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
 
310-560-7324



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
darlene balzan
5658 owens dr. #106
pleasanton, CA 94588
 
7076650132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Jones
23332 Hartland Street
West Hills, CA 91307-2409



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Raphael
840 Amigo Road
Soquel, CA 95073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Katzman
3995 Overland Ave. #112
Culver City, CA 90232-3722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erica Tyron
340 N. College Ave.
Apt. A
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Carmichael
5005 Palmetto Ave., Apt. 55
Pacifica, CA 94044
 
(650) 991-7349



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Ann Taylor
1630 Spruce
Chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gene Wojciechowski
1174 Fair Oaks Avenue # 32
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Spindler
4301 Horner Street
UNION CITY, CA 94587
 
(510) 415-2320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Roby LaPorte
208 Avenida Sierra
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Romano
315 Grant Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Ellen Montgomery
176 Park Street
San Franicsco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Mellin
1233 McKendrie St.
San Jose, CA 95126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Sumrall
841 Laurel Glen Rd
Soquel, CA 95073
 
831-477-4375



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Peter Navarro
12301Osborne st 34
34
Pacoima, CA 91331



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marci Stuckey
812 Skysail
Carlsbad, CA 92011



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
robert bogart
12621 cijon street
san diego, CA 92129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Alley
2105 Mackay Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica Odani
25409 Cypress St
Lomita, CA 90717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard. We must reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global climate change. Reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would, of course,
undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company efforts to
undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Carranza
1330 Tulip Court
Healdsburg, CA 95448



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katryn M Steelman
3600 Haven Ave #5
Redwood City, CA 94063
 
(650) 743-5448



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ian smith
731 Myrtle St
Redwood City, CA 94061
 
415 720 2669



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kris J Johnson
5449 Modoc Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs Michelle Cornell
1716 N Brooks Ave Apt 109
Fresno, CA 93705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Stark
768 Canyon Wash Drive
Pasadena, CA 91107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Thacker
1772 Beverly Glen Drive
North Tustin,, CA 92705
 
(714) 544-4076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Lisa Orsatti
1119 S Sycamore Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019
 
805-748-3752



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Emily Lindsey
175 Clifford Terrace, Apt. 4
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristin Rodriguez
18799 Penn Valley Dr.
Penn Valley, CA 95946



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jack Robbins
139 Stonewall Rd
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alexandra Lamb
2955 Lowell St.
Eureka, CA 95501
 
707 442-3914



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie Braden
P.O. Box 182053
Coronado, CA 92178-2053



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Austin
3322 Primm Way
Torrance, CA 90505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Henderson
5352 Sisson Dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
 
7148402736



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
diane bolon
6765 westminster blvd
westninster, CA 92683
 
(714) 673-9489



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S Soo
Alameda
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tiffany Adams
307 Coronado Ave
Roseville, CA 95678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Paul Strecker
218 Fisher Ln
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. James Walker
5016 Valley East Blvd. Apt. B
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jordan Haedtler
210 Ada Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristina Lim
2680 Shasta Road
Berkeley, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Colton
755 Luton Drive
Glendale, CA 91206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Kayla Hughes-Park
P.O. Box 1132
Sonora, CA 95370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Marisa Strange
225 Belmont Avenue, #C
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Audrey Pena
1786 El Dora Street
Lemon Grove, CA 91945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Menachof
1338 Manzanita Ct
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
 
(707) 539-4251



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arnie Schoenberg
3345 Gregory St.
San Diego, CA 92104-4751
 
619 281 1066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mahmood makooi
2121 redwod St.
Valllejo, CA 94590



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
melvin taylor
6585 Calvine Road
Sacramento, CA 95823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HEATHER CHRISTY
39 hartford st
sf, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Severino
31-D Front St.
Healdsburg, CA 95448



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sundae Shields
289 riverpark blvd, apt 202
oxnard, CA 93036-7609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rudy zeller
1343 peralta ave.
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ivan Womboldt
2700 Golf Club Drive, #103
Palm Springs, CA 92264



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lizabeth Morell
255 pioneer Rd.
Watsonville, CA 95076
 
(831) 768-8296



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jean Crossley
box 1185
Winters, CA 95694



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patte gustafson
37884 peterson rd.
auberry, CA 93602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Taylor
328 S. Freeman St.
Oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a California citizen, voter and taxpayer, I urge you to uphold and protect California's
low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global
warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Loy Zimmerman
4325 Vermont St
Long Beach, CA 90814



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Galloway
5843 Darrah Rd
Mariposa, CA 95338



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anita Gryska
27
Tehama, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianne Slaughter
1656 Riente St.
Camarillo, CA 93010
 
(805) 484-8415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Attorney, Semi-R susan nash
attorney, semi-retired
po box 4036
Idyllwild, CA 92549
 
(909) 228-6710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karan Hatzenbeler
2434 Aramon Dr
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
 
916-853-1334



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kathy NORTH
669 ALMA AVE #305
OAKLAND, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Constantina Economou
10 Panoramic Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
 
(510) 845-6903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Gutierrez
530 Sombrero Rd.
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Christine Berger
669 Alma Avenue, Apt #103
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonnie Dombrowski
PO Box 51093
Pasadena, CA 91115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brandilyn Simmons
24225 Magnolia RD
Menifee, CA 92584



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Renton
1000 Spruce St.
Berkeley, CA 94707-2628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
janice gero
1035 alcalde drive
glendale, CA 91207



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leona Terry
56 A Street
Miranda, CA 95553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
P K Prime
934 W Cardinal Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cindy LaBella
5335-B Coldwater Canyon Ave.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanie Leitner
7 Aspen Tree Lane
Irvine, CA 92612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hugh Fowler
130 Phelan Court.;
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carrie Starr
69655 Pinesmoke Rd.
Mountain Center, CA 92561



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pam Tanimura
Wildflower Circle
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wil Rodriguez
2857 S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
 
408 369-1952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jillian Slingsby
5144 Greentree Court
Pleasanton, CA 94566



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
george witt
2209 catalina
laguna beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Yvonne West
431 Washburn Drive
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Houston
21039 Figueroa, #200
Carson, CA 90745



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jan mulholland
9962 ferderick cr.
huntington beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jan mulholland
9962 ferderick cr.
huntington beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Davy Davidson
PO Box 1939
Los Altos, CA 94023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Karen and Edward Osgood
2243 Clearcreek Ct
Newman, CA 95360



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Lopes
26936 Colmenar
Mission Viejo, CA 92692



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carmen Carrasco
12815 Sarah Street
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann  Spake
372 Richardson Way
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Rieser
444 Alhambra St
Crockett, CA 94525



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jen Gough
4042 New York Ave. #1407
Fair Oaks, CA 95628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ravin Carlson
117 Avenida Lucia
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
 
We cannot be like Canada and "opt out" of the Kyoto accord for money.  They will regret
this action forever.  Someday they will look around and NO money in the world will buy
back their air or rescue their land -- it will be gone and there will be NO EXIT. 
We must look ahead and avoid this fate. 
 
 
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Portland Coates
1537 12th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lolly Brown
423 James Ct
Chula Vista, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Ahn
1041 Everett Pl. # 4
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bascom Guffin
730 Miller Drive
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
thane christopher
4000 warner blvd.
burbank, CA 91522
 
818-954-7744



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Molly Schminke
851 Post St. #9
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rose Dessaint
1001 East Palm Street
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Nicholas Esser
Retired
1063 Balsamo Ave.
Simi Valley, CA 93065
 
805-526-8352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill  Marcus
558 Stoney Peak Ct.
Simi Valley, CA 93065
 
(805) 526-1151



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim Bacon
2675 W Canyon Ave
San Diego, CA 92123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Inna Gergel
17169 Simonds Street
Granada Hills, CA 91344



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
NJ Goettler
4247 Blackton Drive
La Mesa, CA 91941-7510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j marino
2415 prairie lane
santa rosa, CA 95403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Richard Luke
11911 Hilltop Dr.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia McDougall
947 La Fiesta Way
San Marcos, CA 92078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gray Stevenson
10707 Moorpark St #312
Toluca Lake, CA 91602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Dutra
710 Trancas St
Napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
craig P kleber
345 south anita
los angeles, CA 90049
 
(310) 472-9042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mindy Phypers
eppelin Dr
Ceder Park , TX 78613



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tom canning
25671 Whittemore Drive
calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Hecht
509 Pomona Avenue
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vada Pinto
660 Woodland Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michal Costello
11520 Duenda Rd.
San Diego, CA 92127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. edwin gross
14255 greenleaf street
sherman oaks, CA 91423
 
(818) 981-4590



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Emmett Dacey
1884 Peterson Avenue
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Hogben
2008 Notre Dame Ave
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Ted D Murphy
retired/biologist
205 Haggin St.
Bakersfield, CA 93309
 
(661) 325-0307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carly lober
2458 alma ave
south lake tahoe, CA 96150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Richardson
3385 B St.
San Diego, CA 92102-2427



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kaytlyn OConnor
1717 Berkeley Way
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
510 717 8649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Misquez
4151 Deland Ave.
Pico Rivera, CA 90660



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gloria Garcia
1771 Loma
Long Beach, CA 90804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Conservation Cha Nancy Arbuckle
524 Nimitz Ave
Redwood City, CA 94061
 
(650) 366-0750



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Childs
3572 Thomas Rd.
Miranda, CA 95553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Claire Chouinard
4260 Pacific Coast Highway
Ventura, CA 93001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Simin Zaidi
East Yale Loop
Irvine, CA 92614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Priscilla A Rocco
3309 California Stl
Costa Mesa, CA 92626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Heaser
449 San Miguel Way
Sacramento, CA 95819-2717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Stagg
20545 Dumont St
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
 
8183481928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia MacPete
3203 Felton St
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sherri Whittenburg
3033 Cleveland Pl.
Antioch, CA 94509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Henry Boyle
Channing  Way
berkleey, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Stacy Hall
2859 Lincoln Avenue
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mike fitzpatrick
village ave
healdsburg, CA 95448
 
707-431-9206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beda Johnson
8590 Renown Drive
San Diego, CA 92119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Crowell
11729 Rocoso Rd
Lakeside, CA 92040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
R. St. Angelo
218 Live Oak
Cloverdale, CA 95425



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Wold
19134 Marilla St.
Northridge, CA 91324-1735



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vince F Cheap
4160 Jade St. #112
Capitola, CA 95010
 
(831) 477-1660



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Grush
5270 Case
Apt C-407
Pleasanton, CA 94566



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Hopkins
437 Calle de Collie
Ridgecrest, CA 93555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gabrielle Menendez
364 Edwards St.
Crockett, CA 94525



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Herrman
223 Horizon Ave. #4
Venice, CA 90291
 
310-923-6693



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gay Chung
1517 Waller St.
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We need that 10% LCFS reduction, on time. That, along with cleaner cars and significantly
less driving can get us on the S-3-05 trajectory. That is a minimum to doing our part to
stabilize the climate.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Bullock
1800 Bayberry Drive
Oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Beisiegel
6250 Roosevelt Blvd lot 54
Clearwater, FL 33760



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Olga Lampkin
9314 Alki Court
Bakersfield, CA 93312



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sara Turner
617 Walsh St., Spc. 11
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Moeller
1525 Eagle Mountain Pl.
Hemet, CA 92545-9716



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Peck
220 San Andreas Ridge
Watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gretchen Brewer
Recycling Consultant
1505 Russell St
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
(617) 327-0450



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gretchen Brewer
Recycling Consultant
1505 Russell St
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
(617) 327-0450



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gretchen Brewer
Recycling Consultant
1505 Russell St
Berkeley, CA 94703
 
(617) 327-0450



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs Marilyn Phillips
632 Phil Ct.
Cupertino, CA 95014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
AMIR NIKNAM
9332 ZELZAH AVE.
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91325
 
818 349-7420



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian  D Kessler
14340 addison street 109
sherman oaks, CA 91423



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Verner Soler
3501 Sepulveda Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carole Hoffee
38060 Calle Jojoba
Temecula, CA 92592-8396



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs Erin Barca
1365 Creekside Dr. #429
#429
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
 
9259461467



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leba Morimoto
818 Craft Avenue
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Elizabeth Jackson
9551 Rocky Brook Way
Elk Grove, CA 95624



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Grant Lupher
900 S Serrano Ave #205
Los Angeles, CA 90006-6348
 
213-386-9439



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tamara Goldsby
3941 Foothill Ave.
Carlsbad, CA 92010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Gill
37 Ross
San anselmo , CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
josh willis
1111 state st.
san diego, CA 92131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tina Jaime
3746 Heppner Lane
San Jose, CA 95136-1505
 
408-269-2431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Phillip Montalbano
4386 Callan Blvd.
Daly City, CA 94015
 
650-878-8474



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Stagg
20545 Dumont St
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
 
8183481928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J Kiel
2969 Woodside
Woodside, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne Preston
638A Rhode Island St.
San Francisco, CA 94107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alida Montanez-Salas
2871 Stanbridge Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90815-1060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Evans
755 45th ave
San Francisco, CA 94121
 
(510) 501-2778



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alexandra Mummery
2433 Buena Vista Ave., #A
Alameda, CA 94501
 
5105233714



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
bruce britton
p.o. box 22123
carmel, CA 93922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Mellin
1233 McKendrie St
San Jose, CA 95126
 
0000000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott  Sibary
PO Box 257
Geyserville, CA 95441



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KERRI SHAUGHNESSY
239 N KENMORE AVE, APT 1
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Mills
2020 Cortez Street
Needles, CA 92363



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nichole Royston
16691 Bartlett Ln #3
Huntington Beach, CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gerry collins
2
Murrieta, CA 92563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Again, please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-
company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Hope
345 Church St.
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
It is urgent that you uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barrie Stebbings
PO Box 449
Stinson Beach, CA 94970
 
(415) 868-1241



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Mainland
1017 Bel Marin keys Blvd.
Novato, CA 94949
 
(415) 883-5948



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Pruiett
190 27th Ave Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ghida Banat
510 E. 3rd street
Pomona, CA 91766



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JOHN WEINSTEIN
110 Mangels Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danielle Bower
140 S. Mentor Ave. Apt. 302
Pasadena, CA 91106



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Executive Direct Lupe Anguiano
Director
1031 Kumquat Place
Oxnard, CA 93036-1533
 
805.983.8517



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick M. Donovan
60 Plaza St. E., Apt. 5A
Brooklyln, NY 11238-5026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeffery dorer
5818 Fayette St., Apt. #1
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Adams
4133 Stanley Blvd.
Pleasanton, CA 94566



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Stamer
1544 E. Big Bear Blvd
Big Bear City, CA 92314-9718
 
909-585-2937



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Bernal
2413 La Pluma lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia Stearns
3851 20th St
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Neiberger
PO Box 6549
Carmel, CA 93921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a resident of California, I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel
standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to
reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Priebe
14069 S. Lincoln Way
Galt, CA 95632



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Zawaski
2883 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, CA 94602
 
415-621-2424



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Eddy
1280 4th st.
Monterey, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beth Bennion
7188 Myrtle Avenue
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judi Ambrosius
P. O. Box 1345
Alturas, CA 96101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
George F. Klipfel II, CLS, MT(ASCP)
67380 Garbino Road
Cathedral City, CA 92234-8405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Christa Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Palladine
Palm Springs
471 E Tahquitz Canyon Way, CA 92262
 
7603187018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Ngo
3624 Whittlers
West Covina, CA 91792



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Schultz
7804 Jemez Trl
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
 
7604013452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dennis Sweeney
347 MASSOL AVE APT 608
LOS GATOS, CA 95030-7236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Cohn
817 Kalpati Circle
carlsbad, CA 92008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mariana Gaviria
1223 n las palmas av
Los angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Nillo
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john sloan
299 carmel ave.
marina, CA 93933



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rosemary DeSena
425 Greenwich St #2
Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerilyn downing
214 harkness avenue
san francisco, CA 94134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Faustino Riveron Jr.
16 Via Trompeta
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
 
(949) 655-9217



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patrick Censoplano
488 E Providencia Ave Apt H
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Simpson
828 Ocean Crest Rd.
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA 92007
 
(760) 753-5983



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joel Zetzer
8732 Rangely ave
West Hollywood, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hidefumi Katsuura
2431 Valley St.
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fred Vance Hubbell 3rd
3312 Pasadena Street
Bakersfield, CA 93306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jo Ann Toro
8724 Simmons Rd.
Redding, CA 96001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rich Yurman
2516  24th Ave
S. F., CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Lynne Hargett
1701 West Loquat Ave
Lompoc, CA 93436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregory Martin
Graduate Student
1689 Turk St.
San Francisco, CA 94115
 
(978) 476-1684



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
karen brant
1112 cole street
san francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Meyer Scharlack
127 Palmetta Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5929
 
831-457-2297



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Goldbaum
984 Valencia St.
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Alvarez
1307 Arcadian Ave.
Chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason Herring
950 W Upland Ave
San Pedro, CA 90731-1447



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. N Norris
Haddington Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Kerr
PO Box 679
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
 
(707) 485-7175



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Provenzano
3438 Merrimac Road
Los Angeles, CA 90049
 
0113104728633



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Pettis
28625 Winterdale Drive
Santa Clarita, CA 91387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brenda Collins
16 Nine Elms Avenue
Uxbridge Middlesex
London, ot 12345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brittany Pyke
8081 Holland Dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Benjamin Hooley
3939 1st Avenue, #300
San Diego, CA 92103-3015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jo Ellen Young
10752 Garfield Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230-4113



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
shirley cernos
po box 354966
palm coast, FL 32135



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elisabeth Cohn
12946 Bonaparte Ave
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christy Field
PO Box 410
Big Bear City, CA 92314



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
anne mavromatis
howe street
oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nancy auker
1567 Mountain Blvd
Oakland, CA 94611
 
510-547-0278



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Williams
7157 Leota Ln
Box Canyon, CA 91304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sharon Mullane
4084 Redwwod Ave. #4
Los Angeles, CA 90066
 
(310) 827-8587



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerilyn downing
214 harkness avenue
san francisco, CA 94134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeannie Cropsey
180 North High Street
sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L L
5699 Kanan Rd.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Dew
12814 Victory Bl
North Hollywood, CA 91606-3013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David McClosky
4289 Lakeshore Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ashley Lewis
273 Coleridge St.
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurel McKeever
PO Box 793
McCloud, CA 96057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sacha Badame
6206 Manoa St.
Oakland, CA 94618-1345
 
6502481482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.NEVER LISTEN TO OIL COMPANIES.THEY ARE ONLY FOR PROFIT. THEY
CARE NOT FOR LIFE.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lee Baldwin
11532 Liggett St.
Norwalk, CA 90650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan FitzSimmons
642 Capitol Street
Vallejo, CA 94590



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Batey
500 tamalpais drive
mill valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharon Mullane
4084 Redwwod Ave. #4
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Edgar
1572 S. Bernardo Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lois Cirner
11435 Madera Rosa Way
San Diego, CA 92124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Connie Huddleston
1929 Cherry Street
Bakersfield, CA 93304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please, you must uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
Again, the oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Trisha Lotus
2425 C Street
Eureka, CA 95501
 
707-476-0173



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Johnson
PO Box 2376
Benicia, CA 94510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Kirschling
633 Oak Street
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ELLIOT DEMBNER
104 ZINFANDEL CIR
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Randy Vogel
1 Villanova Lane
OAKLAND, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Sally
10210 Farralone Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Becca Bradshaw
1720 Penny Way
Los Altos, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Kamran Nayeri
Editor
1755 Darby Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
 
(707) 823-5953



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sasha Moiseyev-Foster
2302 Columbia St.
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Tonzi
P.O. Box 403
Galt, CA 95632



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
This vote is crucial to the health of California, Californians, and indeed of America and the
entire planet. 
 
Please do not support oil company greed over the well-being of humanity.
 
Thank you.
 
Allan Fix
1305 Solano Apt G
Albany, CA 94706
 
(510) 559-9153



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Lisa Williamson
22740 Dale Court
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Brennan
2920 Clairemont Dr Apt 3
San Diego, CA 92117-6713



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Corkey
347 10th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
910-340-3655



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Anje' Waters
14945 Christmas Tree Ln.
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kyle TePoel
271 Frances
Ventura, CA 93003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marian Zaouk
29 Alpha St.
San Francisco, CA 94134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Taylor
708 Pico Blvd. #401
Santa Monica, CA 90405-6326
 
310-399-1168



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Anne Martineau
310 Velarde St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
 
(650)967-9381



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matha Lyons
1650 Verde Vista Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754-2368



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katherine Yurcich
2703 S. El Camino Real, Apt. A
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cornelius A Dykema
18770 Mount Lassen Drive
Castro Valley, CA 94552



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Business Consult Kate Harper
Business Consultant
PO Box 151
Borrego Springs, CA 92004
 
415-271-1284



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
M.A. Roberts
2130 Fulton
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather  Anderson
8043 Mitchell dr apt #30
Rohnert Park, CA 94928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john Moss
2223 24th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Howard
2881 N Shingle Rd
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
 
530-677-4401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
G Beam
3850 Ingraham St
San Diego, CA 92109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Powell,
651 Sinex Ave
Pacific Grove, CA 93950-4252



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Ellen Barron
55 Quail Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831-338-4887



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Gambardella
6701 Melbourne Dr
H.B., CA 92647-2609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Schreiber
1800 So Main #36
Lakeport, CA 95453



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rimal Singh
19 National Pl
Irvine, CA 92602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janis Andersen
2628 Worden street #145
San Diego , CA 92110
 
619-981-1646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Winnafred M Smith
4370 Faulkner Dr.
Fremont, CA 94536
 
(510) 791-8017



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dylan Flather
37 Neapolitan Lane W
Long Beach, CA 90803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cale Pewthers
833 Willow Drive
Brea, CA, CA 92821
 
714-510-4895



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcia Little
2784 Red Tail
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-4502



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara J. McVein
1091 Vale View Drive
Vista, CA 92081
 
760-941-0086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Pentz
2011 2nd Street
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annette Ehrlich
6226 Holly Mont Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
3234647038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Constance Sutton
877 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
 
510.526.0831



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ashley Meehan
419 Glennora Way
Buellton, CA 93463



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Carlstroem
545 Coventry Rd.
Kensington, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arlene Stuart
215 Old County Rd., #409
Belmont, CA 94002-2407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Arlene Stuart
215 Old County Rd., #409
Belmont, CA 94002-2407



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gene Freudenberger
10 Pine Ave
Woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nathaniel Shrage
1147 Oxford
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathie Rosvall
3286 Sugarbush Terr.
Vista, CA 92084-6650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is among the worst of criminal acts. As currently crafted, the fuel
standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions,
reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry
would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty, immoral, and highly energy-
intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brien Brennan
7200 S Fork Dr
Red Bluff, CA 96080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stefanie Kaku
Spindrift
Carmel, CA 93923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Hall
1
Nevada City, CA 95959



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brett Cline
65 Capp
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Bro. Noel DeBruton, sdb
13640 Bellflower Blvd
Bellflower, CA 90706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mike Kane
1229 N. Mansfield Ave. #206
Hollywood, CA 90038
 
805-452-8138



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Chodorow
272 Cascade Drive
Fairfax, CA 94930



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marion MacGillivray
4139 Thain Way
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Chu
1722 28Th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James P Samis
1117 Pacific Ave,  #7
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
 
(310) 374-4549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurinda Conyers
8065 Sacramento St #9
Fair Oaks, CA 95628



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jennifer hewitson
1145 Wotan Drive
Encinitas, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Meredith Ralston
68 Loyola Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
 
6509065971



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ashley Kelley
2017 Argyle Av e
los angeles, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Lewis
PO Box 2660
Lompoc, CA 93438



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Gonzales
809 Windham St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charlie Kuttner
17th St
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Grula
2142 E. Crary St.
Pasadena, CA 91104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Desiree Mitchell
444 Post Street
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Desiree Mitchell
444 Post Street
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
           Distinguished  Members  California Air Resources Board:
 
       Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard.   This regulation will
reduce our dependence on inefficient petroleum based energy and fight global warming.
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sand is understandable from their perspective, but is unacceptable for this
planet and it's human occupants. The current  fuel standard will  encourage oil companies
to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. These
corporations have for decades  enjoyed profits of many billions of dollars - now is the
moment for them to invest and adapt in ways which will minimize the emission of carbon
dioxide and noxious gasses.  Weakening of California's fuel low carbon fuel standard must
be rejected for our California children and grandchildren.
         Thank you for your time and consideration. AM
 
 
arnold J martelli
2813 Windsor Ct
Modesto, CA 95350
 
(209) 522-4035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Curtis Marantz
3447 Alana Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Boodman
13280 El Dorado Dr., 189F
Seal Beach, CA 90740-3357



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Waters
9 Upper Blackwater Canyon Rd
Rolling Hills, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Harvey
1517 East 17th Street
Oakland, CA 94606
 
510-536-4621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Dye
2804 WestBrook Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Dye
2804 WestBrook Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Curtis Marantz
3447 Alana Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Finley
14 E. Valerio St. Apt. 1
Santa Barbara, CA  93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Shawn Williamson
4242 Whitsett Ave
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lesley Schultz
874 York St.
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelly Inglett
verano Dr
Chula Vista, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kenneth greenslade
2709k oak road
walnut creek, CA 94597



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Ramelli
1836 Bollinger Ln
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
june yashiki
orange ave
monterey park, CA 91755



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jodie Rochkind
7803 19th Drive Apt 1F
East Elmhurst, NY 11370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Cerino
1925 Keith road
Abinton, PA 19001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Fein
1128 W. MacArthur Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90732



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Montelongo
10353 Miller Ave Unit 2
Cupertino, CA 95014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.To do so would perpetrate future disasters.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Fuller
8100 McKim Ct.
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Schreffler
9917 Ivy Street
Spring Valley, CA 91977



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Hanzel
301 Dutton avenue
San Leandro, CA 94577



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Louise Eiler
12820 Stardell St
Whittier, CA 90601*2435
 
(562) 693-2670



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Roach
7827 Sterling Dr
Oakland`, CA 94605



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shannan Johnson
2555 Mark West Station Road
Windsor, CA 95492



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Allen-Requa
1034 Taylor ave
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Reuben Veek
505 Walker Drive Apt 13
Mountain View, CA 94043
 
(650) 520-9918



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christy Schauf
335 Grove St  apt.1
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Atwell
1715 Grafton St.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Stephens
2800 Aurora Ave #107
Boulder, CO 80303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mahto alarcon
6111 glacier dr
westminster, CA 92683



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beverly Bean
39 Calera Canyon Road
Salinas, CA 93908



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
dakota hennessey
3377 hamilton way
los angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Russell
1419 N Fairfax Ave Apt 1
West Hollywood, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan King
4396 N Marsh Elder Ct
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mayra Molina
P.O. Box 925
Lebec, CA 93243



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaime Becker
1332 67th St
Berkeley, CA 94702-2622



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Justin Dunscombe
970 San Pierre Way
Mountain View, CA 94043



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S upshaw
1944 comstock ave
los angeles, CA 90025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Weakland
1459 Trenton Drive
Riverside, CA 92506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Brown
1316 North Rosewood Place
Anaheim, CA 92805-1337



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
amanda thomas
3462 anne street
south lake tahoe, CA 96150
 
6189723089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Beth Cohen
3755 delmar ave
Loomis, CA 95650
 
9165412384



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Hiatt
973 30th St
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Sandip Dasgupta
1133 10th St #106
Santa Monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ms. Dorothy L Davies
327 Caselli AVE
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
415-558-9211



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Falzone
1529 Union St Apt A
Alameda, CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Melissa Bentley
PO Box 692
Cobb, CA 95426
 
(707) 928-4398



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L Yaco
800McAlllister
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Dalia Adeina
PO Box 341343
Los Angeles, CA 90034



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kadie Cadigan
1076 De Anza Dr.
San Jacinto, CA 92582
 
951-318-4059



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
renate dolin
20375 Seaboard rd.
malibu, CA 90265



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Ware
45746 Bridgeport Dr
Fremont, CA 94539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elisabeth Fiekowsky
PO BOx 2476, Sebastopol, CA
Sebastopol, CA 95473



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
S. Andrgg
1054 43rd St.
Emeryville, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Lembeck
440 Vista Way
Chula Vista, CA 91910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katy M Allen
942 Via Fruteria
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
 
(707) 621-0915



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nazanin Zolfaghari
405 Alameda De La Loma
Novato, CA 94949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kieren van den blink
613 South Risdgeley Drive #102
Los Angeles, CA 90036
 
(323) 939-9733



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurel Brewer
4991 Read road
Moorpark, CA 93021
 
8055580491



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Nass, MD MPA
285 N Ventura Ave Apt 25
Ventura, CA 93001
 
5132538041



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia Macy
7222 Sierra Ave. Apt. 107
Fontana, CA 92336-3204



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Moulton
561 Lakeview Way
Emerald Hills, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Glenn Steinke
5710 Viking Drive
Houston, TX 77092
 
7139571066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Michelle Murchison
San Rafael Ave.
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
 
805-452-2516



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. luis agcaoili
5860 owens drive
pleasanton, CA 94588



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Yeakley
1042 Hymettus Ave
Leucadia, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nicole Mercier
2600 fifth ave
san rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Beard
3495 Marathon Dr
San Diego, CA 92123-2621
 
(858) 279-1526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeannette Eaton
1109 Junesong Way
San Jose, CA 95131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeanne Fobes
328 Aliso Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92663



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Henning
3525 Del Mar Heights
San Diego, CA 92130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stanley Dawson
2361 Glacier Pl
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J Lasahn
808 Balra Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530-3002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ann rafkin
206 purdue ave
kensington, CA 94708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Vogel
1973 Club Drive
Pomona, CA 91768



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Kelley
2521 Polk St.
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Surdez
5689 Makati Cir APT B
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. don meehan
1714 merrill dr
San Jose, CA 95124-5939



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Sweeney
347 Massol #608
LOS GATOS, CA 95030-7236



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Kutilek
601 S 15th St.
San Jose, CA 95112
 
408 297-9749



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Professor of Env Bruce Kendall
Professor of Environmental Science
122 W Micheltorena #F
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
 
8058868695



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia  Hellmuth
170 west g street
Benicia, CA 94510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Clark
9 Alisma
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
 
(714) 334-9430



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Johnson
22532 Tiermas
Mission Viejo, CA 92691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zalaikha Lodin
1962 Oak Grove Road
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
 
9259179223



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Natasha Fraley
301 Crocker Ave.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jan Woods
425 Upper Mesa Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Candace Tuttle
4040 Hancock St Apt 308
San Diego, CA 92110-5190



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cathy Aarset
1821 S. Ethel Ave
Alhambra, CA 91803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Lacey Kammerer
7554 N Trellis
Fresno, CA 93720
 
(559) 298-1619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer  Wellings
15432 bayside ln
Huntington beach , CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jill Christensen
1665 Sherman Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Honegger
Box 2198
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gloria Christal
927 Westholme Av
L.A., CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nachtrab daniel
145 lapham way
san francisco, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Ellen Strote
475
Calabasas, CA 91302
 
(818) 222-0221



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janice  Gloe
3100 Guido Street
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Wierman
23902 Copenhagen
Mission viejo, CA 92691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Luvisi
Beech Street
San Diego, CA 92112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Johnson
2340 Carol Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tess Damon
11217 La Maida Street
North Hollywood, CA 91601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rachel Macy
Advocacy Community Campaigner (Western Australia)
115 Howland Court
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
 
+61 0435 295 700



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KRIS CORDOVA
25768 Kellogg Street
Loma Linda, CA 92354



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Babcock
95 S Pacific Ave
Ventura, CA 93001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Tiffany
Stuart St.
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Phaedra  Kossow-Quinn
343 G Street Apt D
Arcata , CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Sventy
68 Union Avenue
Edison, NJ 08820



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sabrina Prestigiacomo
15540 Willow Dr
Fontana, CA 92337



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce sims
211 N.Citrus,#104
Escondido, CA 92027-3443



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
K. Bell
3800 Coolidge ave
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. ivan rarick
1818 Suffolk Way
carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lesley spowart
25872 paseo real
monterey, CA 93940
 
8316461833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sharlee Moore
409 N. Pacific Coast Hwy. #329
Redondo Beach, CA 90277



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Uma Dev
Sammamish
Sammamish, WA 98074



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eric meyers
20134 runnymede st. #33
canoga park, CA 91306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Marden
517 Laurent St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gaille Heidemann
269 S. Beverly Dr.
Beverly HIlls, CA 90212



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Viviam Gonzalez
1956 Gillilan Street
Placentia, CA 92870



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Roth
269 S. Beverly Dr.
Beverly HIlls, CA 90212



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carlin Ellison
95 Seashore Dr.
Daly City, CA 94014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilyn Laatsch
180A Sunset Way
Muir Beach, CA 94965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Jacobson
308 Laurel Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gaylo Elston
6885 Estrella Rd
San Miguel, CA 93451



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nahid Buswell
820 Bauer Dr.
San Carlos, CA 94070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Darren Hawks
345 Coleridge Drive #88
Salinas, CA 93901
 
(831) 784-1396



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
phillip palmejar
1007 5th ave #203
san diego, CA 92101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Phil Raider
620 5th Ave
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a professional ecologist, I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel
standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to
reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ecologist Melanie Truan
2402 Amapola Dr.
Davis, CA 95616
 
530/867-3610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martie Crone
57 Skyline Pines Dr
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
 
207-288-5752



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
K. Bandelll
11065 East Imperial Highway
Norwalk, CA 90650



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Madeleine Berke
P.O. Box 311
Monte Rio, CA 95462



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Sheila Desmond
3148 Piper Court
Cameron Park, CA 95682
 
5306763426



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Juan Byron
545 Moore Rd
Woodside, CA 94062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynne Harrington-Bullock
18839 Nikki Dr
Sonoma, CA 95476-4549



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Ramsay
44581 Fish Rock Road
Gualala, CA 95445



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dianna Wood
21276 White Pine Drive, #18
Tehachapi, CA 93561
 
661-822-7662



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Pennings
425 - 16th St. #106
5037 Hwy 79
Ramona, CA 92065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leilani  Tupper
2000 West Capital Ave.
West Sacramento, CA 95691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ruth Miller
7019 Shore Rd., Apt. 1L
Brooklyn, NY 11209



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Susan Bohannan
1018 W. 19th Street
Santa Ana, CA 92706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Keller
2075 Louis Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joyce La Fleur
200 Button St  42
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Melson
6036 Graciosa
LA, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joy Baker
380 19 Av
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kaytee Sumida
7331 Princess View Dr
San Diego, CA 92120



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bridget Johnson
1106 Crest Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Alan Haggard
1828 Gateway Dr.
San Diego, CA 92105-5104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urgently demand that you uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Carlos Echevarria
1018 East Imperial Avenue
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Colby
10123 Haines Canyon Avenue
 
Tujunga, CA 91042-2066
 
(818) 709-7724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Audrey Evans
3540 Hillside Ave.
Norco, CA 92860
 
951-735-3030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Gene R. R Trapp
2313 Isle Royale Lane
Davis, CA 95616-6619
 
(530) 756-6291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Tuttle
500 Hermosa Vista
Monterey Park, CA 91754



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Lubin
10723 Queen Ave.
La Mesa, CA 91941
 
(619) 441-8202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr Suzanne De Benedittis
10708 Northgate Street
Culver City, CA 90230



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Varellas
35 Carr st
San Francisco, CA 94124



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tamara Loperfito
10052 Barling St
Sunland, CA 91040
 
213-434-8936



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Geiser
1268 Margery Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578
 
510-351-3322



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JM Peterson
238 Ephrata Ave
Soap Lake, WA 98851
 
509-246-1538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Velma Oakes
713 Highland Ave.
Etna, CA 96027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Changus
324 Belvedere Street
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sueann Phillips
34010 selva
Dana point , CA 92629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steve Giddings
121 Calle Alamo
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Angela Martinez
600 E. Weddell DR. #263
Sunnyvale, CA 94089



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Sandra Nealon
735 Balboa Ave
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
 
(949) 290-2222



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victor Estrada
2285 San Vicente Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90815



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen  E Bender
21142 Shepherd Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
 
(714) 536-1218



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roy C
104 W. Palo Verde Dr.
Superior, AZ 85173
 
(527) 827-9133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Connie Charles
2097 N. Marshall Avenue
El Cajon, CA 92020
 
619 322-9666



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel  McGinnis
4552 Wildcat Ln
Concord, CA 94521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michelle button
1010 Bush St., #304
san francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dave tindel
111 n1st
capitola, CA 95010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Shalit
510 S. Hewitt St.  #407
Los Angeles, CA 90013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack English
12953 Valleyheart Drive
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Caprio
11314 Alderidge Court
San Diego, CA 92131
 
858 2715271



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
cassie  barr
3668 38th ave
Oakland, CA 94619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
A Cobbett
463 Hanover Ave
Berkeley, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
AliceJ. J felix
2636LarkeyLane
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-2439
 
(925) 939-0614



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming and, therefore, ask you to reject
any rule changes that would weaken that standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is thoroughly unacceptable.  As currently crafted, California's fuel
standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions,
reducing greenhouse gas pollution in our beautiful state, California.  The changes
proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones.  The rule need, very much, to be strengthened, including requiring
each oil refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources.  By no means
should the low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and
highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
P. Johansen
2066 Camel Lane, Apt. 8
Walnut Creek, CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
Give LOVE instead of death!
 
Thank you.
 
steven thaw
30 woodside drive
moraga, CA 94556



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alyssa Byrd
2124 Kittedge St #279
Berkeley, CA 94704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelly Baraka
875 Ocean Ave
Richmond, CA 94801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Smardan
2277  Lagtoon  View  Drive
Cardiff, CA 92007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Cole
1200 Breakaway dr.
Oceanside, CA 92057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Sherrill
829 Dawson
Long Beach, CA 90804-5822
 
5624330990



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianne Dozier
813 N. Harper Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lynne truong
1045 santa queta
solana beach, CA 92075



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
AJ Summers
3232 Santa Clara Ave.
El Cerrito, CA 94530-3843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Darryl Garris
24300 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
 
(818) 326-0921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
alan korsen
245 Calle Familia
San Clemente, CA 92672



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Goldbeck
1930 w. san marcos blvd space 415
San Marcos, CA 92078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
loisAnn flood
24 Valley View Court
danville, CA 94526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Melinda K Shaw
205 Moulton Court
Cloverdale, CA 95425
 
(707) 894-7572



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Jones
37 Parl St.
Woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Tortora
26 Lodge Drive
Concord, CA 94520-3758



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
emily liu-elizabeth
506 railway ave apt 120
campbell, CA 95008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Comiskey
1963 Wavecrest Ave.
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra Menzel
1590 River Road
Brookdale, CA 95007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melinda McComb
1456 Newport St.
Hemet, CA 92584



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dirk Beving
3334 Meier St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
 
(310) 397-3553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deirdre Asay
7701 Victory Ave
sacramento, CA 95828



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Williams
9634 Oak Glen Road
Cherry Valley, CA 92223



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bonita Hirai
815 A. St.
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Britton
6670 Shannon Ave
SAN DIEGO, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matt duerr
oxford
cardiff, CA 92007



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Merchant-Yates
707 Terrace 49
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Pearce
13126 Midbluff Ave.
San Diego, CA 92128



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patsy Itaya
1144 W. Mariposa Ave.
Stockton, CA 95204



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
n/a Rebecca Hoeschler
328 E. Imperial Ave., No. 5
El Segundo, CA 90245



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fereshteh Farhangi
2515 Chestnut St
San Francisco, CA 94123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Bates
109 Camarillo Ave
Oxnard, CA 93035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Pendrey
309 Riverside Rd.
Oak View, CA 93022
 
805-649-8631



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joe Loree
2159 Acton Street
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Pendrey
309 Riverside Rd.
Oak View, CA 93022
 
805-649-8631



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pauline Faye
3705 CALLE FINO CLARETE
SAN CLEMENTE, CA 926733820



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jo cooper
180 m midway st
campbell, CA 95008
 
(408) 369-1180



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Greg Spevak
39 Oxford
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael McGowan
40 Sunnyside Ln
Orinda, CA 94563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gus Gil
636 Gayville Dr.
Claremont, CA 91711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol   reom
300 olive ave.
peidmont, CA 94611
 
510 6541998



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Birgit Hermann
627 Page Street #7
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Alice Simpson
1503 Wood Rd.
Fulton, CA 95439



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Stege
44500 Sandhurst Lane
Lancaster, CA 93536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sanjay Makhijani
189 Landers St
San Francisco, CA 94114-1724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lili Haydn
1311 Appleton Way
venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Skowron
4957 Mills St.
La Mesa, CA 91942
 
6196099980



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barry Kaufman
936 N. Keystone St.
Burbank, CA 91506-1525



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Blodgett
630 Cabrillo
San Francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Randall Hartman
2345  vermont
Torrance, CA 90503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eugene Fritsche
8620 Penfield Ave.
Winnetka, CA 91306-1406



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Zenker
PO Box 453
Arcata, CA 95518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Mantle
236 Barbara Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95032



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
PROTECT  CALIFORNIA'S  LOW-CARBON  FUEL  STANDARD !!!
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Meyer
948 Halecrest Drive
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katherine Roberts
132 Beulah St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
 
(415) 933-8967



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessie Osborne
770 Sycamore Ave. #225-425
Vista, CA 92083



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Lori Conrad
3031 Bryant Place
Davis, CA 95618
 
(530) 753-7731



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Ernst
6342 Navajo Rd
Westminster, CA 92683
 
323-253-0080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Darius Fattahipour
7215 Calabria Ct, #82
San Diego, CA 92122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Timothy Lawnicki
20309 Thornlake Ave
Lakewood, CA 90715
 
562-402-1071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Esta Maltz
8344 E. Dianna Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
 
480-949-5103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tami Phelps
1735 Barbara rd
Redding, CA 96003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Al Weinrub
3348 Herrier St.
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lionel Ortiz
2820 Graham Rd
Bayside, CA 95524



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Josephine Chen
5102 Via El Molino
Newbury Park, CA 91320



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J. Rubin
PO Box 641
Lake Forest, CA 92609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Blakeney
288 Whitmore St 219
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Zurfluh
PO Box 291041
Los Angeles, CA 90029



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Christine Stewart
307 Whippoorwill Glen
Escondido, CA 92026
 
(760) 489-1318



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamy P
331 Eucalyptus #7
El Segundo, CA 90245
 
(619) 865-6348



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monroe Jeffrey
323 E. 5th St
Perris, CA 92570-2403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jana Castanares
4107 Camino Real
Los Angeles, CA 90065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jackie Schott
Colgate Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Timothy Lippert
210 Donegal Way
Martinez, CA 94553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
enzo mulas
via c.salutati 44
florence, ot 50126
 
3494019179



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
mario giannone
via puglia 11
florence, ot 50145



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
individual christine powell
Street
san francisco, CA 94019
 
(650)7120773



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elena Schak
Winsor Ave
Piedmont, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
hanns hanna
861 Rydell  PL
Elcajon, CA 92021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
norman mayer
365 bernardo ave.
morro bay, CA 93442



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Green
29 Arrowhead
Irvine, CA 92618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorota Sapinski
3409 Oak Glen Dr
Hollywood Hills, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elisaveta Wrangell
23892 Estelle Mtn. Rd.
Perris, CA 92570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Virginia De Vries
4260 Blackhawk Drive
Willits, CA 95490



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Babcock
555 Frot St. unit 903
San Diego, CA 92101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Nardella
Rancher
POB 3467
Lake City, CA 96115
 
5302796260



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean Hehn-Bradley
5600 Cascabel Rd.
Atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Kalman
Vliegerzeil
Krimpen ad Yssel, ot 2924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Helme
PO Box 3638
Torrance, CA 90510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eva Cicoria
28981 Palos Verdes Drive East
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Michler
2717 Chelsea Drive
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Fragasso
P.O. Box 234127
Leucadia, CA 92023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Gordon
268 Arlington St
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Croissant
120 Perkins Avenue
Vallejo, CA 94590



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Novak
4520 Risinghill Road
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Cynthia McPeak
P.O.Box 752
Point Arena, CA 95468



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail M Overton
2413 Walker Way
Winterhaven, CA 92283



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Victoria Molinari
19880 3rd ave nw 35
Poulsbo, WA 98370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ella Craig
203 Chaparral Lane
Nipomo, CA 93444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Hu
217 E Ave 38
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
j hester
fisher
morgan hill, CA 95037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tamadhur Al-Aqeel
1816 S. Bedford St.
Los Angeles, CA 90035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dianita Canizalez
9625 Mission Gorge Rd. Ste. B2
Santee, CA 92071



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Leifer
PO Box 160
Santa Ynez, CA 93460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Roberts
Po box 438
Aguanga, CA 92536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Lisa Quattrochi
8 Sentinel Pl.
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
steve holzberg
105 winchester ct
folsom, CA 95630-4836
 
916-608-6657



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Thomas Post
555 Greenwich Street
San Francisco, CA 94133



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat cuviello
box 2834
Redwood City, CA 94064
 
650-654-9955



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Seekamp
91 Boxford Place
San Ramon, CA 94583
 
(925) 551-8150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kay Fontana
2143 coastland ave
San Jose, CA 95125
 
408 266-8724



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Priscilla Klemic
5420 Buffalo Ave.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Garcia
5023 Abbie Road
El Portal, CA 95318



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Sturt
2905 David Ave. #3
Pacific Grove, CA 93950



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Taugher
19201 Sonoma Hwy #268
Sonoma, CA 95476



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Bustos-Mason
P.O. Box 946
Trinidad, CA 95570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan BEALS
15495 WASHINGTON ST
RIVERSIDE, CA 925065763



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Mayzelle
750 D St Apt G
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Mayzelle
750 D St Apt G
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Mayzelle
750 D St Apt G
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Mayzelle
750 D St Apt G
Davis, CA 95616



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Celeste McSpadden
3610 Crestline Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2700



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandi Miller
1346 E. Chestnut Ave.
Orange, CA 92867



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ian edwards
53 elm
woodacre, CA 94973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standards.  Please deny the oil
industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels, such as oil mined from Canadian tar
sands from the standards.  As currently crafted, the fuel standard encourages oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, thereby reducing greenhouse gas pollution in
California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
Please do not let this happen.  Instead, please vote to strengthen California's leadership
on clean fuels and reject oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Jordan
P.O. Box 1063
Gualala, CA 95445



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mischa Kandinsky
102 Comstock Lane
Bonny Doon, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia  Burton
14750 Mitchell Creek Dr.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonah Liebert
1807 Chestnut St
Berkeley, CA 94702
 
(510) 527-8237



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cristine Barsanti
P.O. Box 851
Columbia, CA 95310



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jose Lopez
504 San Simeon Creek Road
Cambria, CA 93428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cristine Barsanti
P.O. Box 851
Columbia, CA 95310



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Oscar Munoz
2161 Annatto Way 1
Chula Vista, CA 91915



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Chen
240 Walk Circle
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Luna Gooding
606 A Venezia Ave.
Venice, CA 90291



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Cagnetta
4315 Coldwater Cyn Ave #11
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Corwin Zechar
500 Ramona Avenue
Albany, CA 94706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Johnston
10 Carriage Lane
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
 
831-459-5868



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. donna panza
18863 dog bar rd
grass valley, CA 95949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tracy Evans
10741 FAIR OAKS BLVD APT 90
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-7902



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Essex
1481 Lake Hills Dr.
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Shirley
583 Green Ridge
Daly City, CA 94014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alexis Adams
1084 24th st
oakland, CA 94607



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lil Judd
15555 Sorbonne St
Sylmar, CA 91342-1132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sharon navratil
2279 turk blvd
san francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
pablo bryant
22606 Oxford Ln
santa Clarita , CA 91350



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is UNACCEPTABLE. . As currently crafted, the fuel standard is
intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing
greenhouse gas pollution in California.
 
The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
PHASING OUT DIRTIER FUELS.  The rule should be strengthened to require each oil
refinery to properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the
low-carbon fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly
energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and REJECT THE TAR
SANDS.
Thank you.
 
Jan Summers
2311 River Plaza Dr., Apt. 15
Sacramento, CA 95833
 
(916) 927-5570



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
LJ J Dean
PO Bx 1226
SB, CA 92075
 
(858) 720-9434



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Burness
1260 Yocum Street
Pasadena, CA 91103
 
626-796-9558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katja Cooper
5631 castle dr
Oakland, CA 94611
 
(510) 530-8080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jacqueline Pineda
519 E. Garfield Ave.
Glendale, CA 91205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Everitt
6144 South Street
Lakewood, CA 90713



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alfredo Deleon
1728 E. Barstow Ave. Apt# 102
Fresno, CA 93710



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ian kent
970 kirkwood mdws dr.
kirkwood, CA 95646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauren Rodriguez
5405 kester ave
206
sherman oaks, CA 91411



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Timothy Masanz
1340 Gulf Blvd
Unit 7-G
Clearwater, FL 33767



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jack Robbins
139 Stonewall Rd
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Kelso
555 Risso Ct
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Armitage
29 Pelican
Redwood City, CA 94065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
valena dismukes
3800 stocker st. no. 1
los angeles, CA 90008



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Michael Hante
8348 Via Sonoma
La Jolla, CA 92037



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As a dual citizen, and resident of Canada and California, I am doubly against the tar
sands. I am terribly disappointed in the Canadian government, and am counting on
California to be more responsible, and reject tar-sands oil.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim  Holyoak
1034 Fiske St.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christina Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Clare Hooson
1203 Alameda #3
Belmont, CA 94002-3511
 
650-654-2084



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
c l
1 neroly rd
oakley, CA 94561



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathleen Hire
PO Box 82
Phillipsville, CA 95559
 
(707) 943-1859



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Asselin
158 S. Main St.
Rockland, ME 04841
 
(207) 226-7389



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Williams
14282 Caliente Creek Rd
Caliente, CA 93518
 
661-867-0701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Lars Johansson
473 E. Sample Avenue
FRESNO, CA 93710
 
559-431-1938



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L Whipple
752 N McCadden Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Agnes Lontai
2037 W Compass Ln
Anaheim, CA 92801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
brent furstner
3254 jamie way
hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Brown
10830 Creekwood Drive
Felton, CA 95018



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jena hallmark
32416 hupp dr
temecula, CA 92592



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Darling
10075 Cuddy Valley Rd
Frazier Park, CA 93225



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carlos Townsend
9189 La Barca Circle
Fountain Valley, CA 92708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James McGreen
7527 Belleview Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Deborah Levine
PO Box 503
San Geronimo, CA 94963



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl Crowell
11729 Rocoso Rd
Lakeside, CA 92040



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alison Taylor
9143 St. Ives Dr.
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Allison Fleming
4539 Avocado St.
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Christina Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jamie jeffries
708 monarch
santa cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Meece
3914 Leigh Ave.
San Jose, CA 95124-2910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michele Mitchum
60 Wintun Rd.
Colusa, CA 95932



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Dubuc
610 East Howard Street
Pasadena, CA 91104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Courtney Glondeniz
1509 Granite Hills
1509 Granite Hills
El Cajon, CA 92019
 
6199336816



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bev. SUMINSKI
19432 cENTER sT.
CASTRO vALLEY, CA 94546



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tiffany Cantrell
3762 S Canfield Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034-4126



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I'm urging you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric  Schmall
14131 Old El Camino Real #14
San Diego, CA 92130



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Seth Laursen
1829 S. Cloverdale Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ernest Ely
801 Baker St.  #8
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lin Penrose
6205 Toro Crk Road
Atascadero, CA 93422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Camhi
95 Marshall Ave.
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Claire Kugelman-Kropp
15985 41st Ave.
Clearlake, CA 95422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephanie Seonbuchner
105 Aztalan Street
Johnson Creek, WI 53038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Joan Hardie
1698 Wilshire Dr
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Hoff
2326 Tuna Canyon rd
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Mueller
1719 Bancroft St.
San Diego, CA 92102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sissy Wallach
PO Box 5635
PALM Springs, CA 92263



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
gerry collins
2
Murrieta, CA 92563



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sidney ramsden scott
p.o.box 3963
carmel, CA 93921



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Piotrowski
Neff Road
La Mirada, CA 90638



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dave Zumwalt
122 W 9th St
Antioch, CA 94509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geoff Cutler
89 Spring Lane
Fairfax, CA 94930-2013



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Larry Hannan
21339 Beaver Ln.
Redding, CA 96003-7526



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Long
SCU- 2538 500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Rsoenberg
32 Toussin
Kentfield, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marilu Romero
7395 Ferndale
Fontana, CA 92336



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
barbara bowie
31582 wildwood road
laguna beach, CA 92651
 
949 499 9452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eleanor Cuevas
413 Chestnut Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476-3416



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Frazee
499 Redmond Road
Eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol  McMahon
6854 Sly Park Road
Placerville, CA 95667



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. juan suarez
8647 Cedar St. apt.14
Bellflower, CA 90706



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Serra Hardy
475 Orena Ct.
Camarillo, CA 93010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Blumer
121 Millbrae Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94598



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Clara Barber
5696 Wendy Way
Oroville, CA 95965



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terrance Hutchinson
21305 Conklin Court
California City, CA 93505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Staci Evans
2571 River plaza dr
Sacramento, CA 95833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ardythe Tyszka
1735 Spruce St Suite D
Riverside, CA 92507



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
We urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don & Gillian G Moreland
12780 Avenida La Valencia #165
San Diego , CA 921282953



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Walter H Erhorn
P.O. Box 1843
Spring Valley, CA 91979
 
(619) 441 - 4839



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce sims
211 N.Citrus,#104
Escondido, CA 92027-3443



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
katherine yeboah
3641 s sepulveda
los angeles, CA 90034-6817



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Magnus Holmen
238 Rosemont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amanda Davis
1249 Golden Gate Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620
 
209.631.6107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Dee
12814 Victory Bl
North Hollywood, CA 91606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Brewer
750 - 47th Ave. #44
Capitola, CA 95010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Mary Riblett
11260 Overland aVe
Culver City, CA 90230-5539



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Thomas
1015 N Kings Road #208
Unit #208
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Perez
461 S Frances
Sunnyvale, CA 94086



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
JANE LARSEN
349 CHAPALITA DR
ENCINITAS, CA 92024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
L  Eleanor Finney
29571 Via Alto Cerro
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-1811



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms Jessa West
5998 Alcala Park Unit 4119
San Diego, CA 92110
 
9035209378



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Saavedra
1651 Mitchell Ave. Apt. #O4
Tustin, CA 92780



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Andi Klein
5700 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to safeguard California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight climate change.  Please reject any rule changes that
would weaken the standard.
 
Big Oil's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels, including Canadian tar sands oil, is
wholly unacceptable. The current fuel standard is intended to encourage oil companies to
invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The
changes proposed by the oil industry would deliberately undermine these intentions.
Rather than weaken the standard, it should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources.
 
I implore you to vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and flatly reject
oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
Al Sears
420 S. Irena Avenue
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
 
(310) 316-8424



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly  Stovarsky
10411 Springhill Dr.
Brecksville , OH 44141
 
2162102421



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gabrielle Swanberg
1649 Lancaster Dr
Petaluma, CA 94954



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ashley Hall
15169 Lewis Rd.
Nevada City, CA 95959
 
530 559-2125



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
arleen weiss
715 bockman rd
san lorenzo, CA 94580



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lorraine Leduc
P.O. Box 1254
Los Angeles, CA 90025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Breazeale
1759 Westwood Drive
Concord, CA 94521
 
925-262-3809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
william cull
po box 381
covelo, CA 95428



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. probyn gregory
10877 deliban St
LA, CA 91042
 
(323) 465-8379



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To all of the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
  I strongly wish for you to uphold and give strong protection to California's low-carbon fuel
standard. This will help reduce our dependence on dirty energy sources and lessen global
warming. Please reject all rule changes that would weaken the standard.
  Oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels, especially ones such as oil from
Canadian tar sands should not be allowed to succeed. The changes proposed by the oil
industry would undermine the intentions of the present fuel standard to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, which helps in reducing greenhouse gas
pollution and reduces other forms of pollution also.
  The standard should ensure oil companies use cleaner fuels and phase out dirtier ones.
Please strengthen requirements for all oil refineries to properly account for their reliance
on dirtier oil sources.
  Sincerely,
 
Derek McLaughlin
271 S. Ventura Rd. #299
Port Hueneme, CA 93041-3340
 
760-579-1437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James I. Murphey
P.O. Box 1696
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-1696



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janice Jones
2612 Tulare av
El Cerrito, CA 94530
 
510-232-1370



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Romer
2015 13th ave, #8
oakland, CA 94606



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Olivia D
922 Dolores Dr.
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ron rediger
25152 de wolfe rd
newhall, CA 91321



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Barthen
145 N. Pass Avenue
Burbank, CA 91505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fernando Cano
6244 Peach Ave
Corona, CA 92880



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gregory Tabat
5002 W McFadden Ave S68
S 68
Santa Ana, CA 92704-1166



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Dardarian
8033 Sunset Blvd., #421
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leonard Thomas
2912 Cherimoya Court
Antelope, CA 95843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Aylward
1819 E. Prospect
Seattle, WA 98112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Alderette
478 Jose Ramon Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brady Rubin
2366 Lyric Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
As a native Californian, I trust you to lead the way for the cleanest laws enforced so that
California is the healthiest state for people to live in. I can recall watching the "SMOG" roll
into the San Bernardino valley in the 60's and feeling the stench of it as I walked home
from school. Continued resistance to weakening the laws that have come about is
imperative to keeping California on the right track.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teri Lindenberger
20632 Hopetown ln
Huntington Beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nia Bias
19072 Corfu place
Hayward, CA 94541



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
deborah nudelman
946 norvell street
el cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
meg ziegleder
po box 1954
clearlake, CA 95422



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Mercer
557 Francisco Blvd East
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Naomi Takasu
1555 S Escondido Blvd #303
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendy Frado
386 S. Burnside Ave. Apt. 6D
Los Angeles, CA 90036



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marrisha Abbot
1112 Pilger Rd
Boulder Creek, CA 95006



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard. Please keep Alberta tar sands oil out of your exemplary
standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nadine Weil
1945 Washington St, Apt 501
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Chase
1546 West Sherwin 2N
Chicago, IL 60626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy Laird
315 Alameda Boulevard
Coronado, CA 92118-1134



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
melissa miller
1621 Detroit ave
concord, CA 94520
 
925 849 5171



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ida Tarr
574 Garfield Ave
South Pasadena, CA 91030



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Liberty Winn
8436 La Mesa Blvd.
La Mesa, CA 91942
 
6194651648



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenny Boulton
505 SE 18th Ln
Gresham, OR 97080



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Melius
12305 Bet Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95945



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Olsen
4805 Burgundy Road
Woodland Hills, CA 91364



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ross Wilming
412B Ashbury St.
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Wilson
PO Box 7516
Spreckels, CA 93962



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joel Meza
P.O. Box 210144
Apt.401
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Schmale
600 Chapman Dr
Corte Madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Schmale
600 Chapman Dr
Corte Madera, CA 94925



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Smith
229 Devon Avenue
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
HIlda S Foley
13272 Orange Knoll
North Tustin, CA 82705-2258
 
private



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. kimberly wright
18796 caminito cantilena
san diego, CA 92128
 
858 487 0270



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carol Lapeyre-Montrose
5600 Hollytree Dr.
Oak Park, CA 91377



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
KAY RICHESON
1750 9 th AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nancy Loewen
810 37th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
tom canning
25671 Whittemore Drive
calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Betsy Ungeheier
2554 Yale Place
Costa Mesa, CA 92626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jacqueline L dornan
340 nancy way
fort bragg, CA 95437



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Ordons
8843Burchell Rd.
Gilroy, CA 95020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Martin
650 34th Street, Apt. 303
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.  And please protect our citizens, our
environment and our future from continuing dependence on fossil fuels in general.  We can
do so much better with investment in clean energy.  Dirty energy is the last thing that
should be on the table.
 
Thank you.
 
Sherry Rusch
27180 Meadowlark Road
Idyllwild, CA 92549
 
(951) 659-5927



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela Hassell
9300 Beverlycrest Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Isauro Custodio
1331 W Manchester Av
Los Angeles, CA 90044-2239



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Isauro Custodio
1331 W Manchester Av
Los Angeles, CA 90044-2239



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Schmitt
27750 Cornell St
Hemet, CA 92544-8225
 
9516581833



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ILona Marshall
372 Via Casits
Greenbrae, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean P. P Parcher
2769 Munson St.
Camarillo, CA 93010
 
(805) 482-5049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
matthew mcleod
24/1carlisle close
macquarie park, WA 21130
 
0425663631



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alexandra Denman
602 NCrescent Drive.
Beverly Hills, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eric smith
647 cree dr
san jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hildegard Kennedy
3 Las Alturas Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Clark
18634 Clark Street, #103
Tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Lee
2337 15th Street
Eureka, CA 95501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gloria Otero
P.O. Box 204
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-0204



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wendell Hovey
1370 E South bear Creek Drive
Merced, CA 95340
 
209-724-9444



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St.
Fords, NJ 08863
 
7327103272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shelby Holley
6715 Sycamore lane
Palmdale, CA 93551



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eleanor hune
5138 caminto cachorro
san diego, CA 92105
 
619 264 5155



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Chapman
4957 La Ramada Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Pendry
756 Buena Vista Drive
Watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry’s attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. The fuel standard is intended to encourage oil
companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in
California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben Proffer
10700 N. La Reserve Dr.
Oro Valley, AZ 85737



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ben Proffer
10700 N. La Reserve Dr.
Oro Valley, AZ 85737



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Haskins
4861 7th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95820
 
916-453-0611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Linda Morrill
239 Lee road
Lincoln, ME 04457



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
king michael
6007 calendar ct w
lakeland, FL 33812



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Miss Patricia J Gafney
160 Hunters Drive
Muttontown, NY 11791
 
(516) 496-3057



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Sego
1070 Shimmering Sand Drive
Ocoee, FL 34761-9138
 
407-578-8019



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
amy olison
2097 moss rose
orlando, FL 32832



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Armen Carapetian
231 San Jose Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
415-255-8696



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mariano Svidler
517 29th Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Teresa Scherzer
197 Banks
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Eileen Karzen
2329 So. Bentley Ave. #103
Los Angeles, CA 90064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rob Elia
1285 Bollinger Cyn
Moraga, CA 94556-2739



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charleen Steeves
3130 Schweitzer Dr.
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rogers Turrentine
311 S. Horne St., Apt. C
Oceanside, CA 92054



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Luben Stoilov
100 Marin Center Dr., #24
San Rafael, CA 94903
 
415-491-9604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Shaun Levin
787 Lakeshore Drive
Redwood Shores, CA 94065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Autumn Skye Rath
801 Baker St., Apt. 5
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
nathan walworth
100 segre place
santa cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Burt Peterson
2134 Campton Circle
Gold River, CA 95670



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeff Schauer
29750 Rosy Ln
Whitmore, CA 96096



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Stranger
5707 Green Oak Dr
LA, CA 90068



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. s woodruff
3010 airport ave
santa monica , CA 90504



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tara Mueller
4 San Carlos Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. jan salas
28  fern rd
kentfield, CA 94904



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lea cox
433 Kingsley Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nan Hughes
25 Invincible Court
Alameda, CA 94501
 
510-220-2640



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
rob rondanini
po box 1441
roseville, CA 95678
 
916 956-5574



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alan Boehmer
671 Santa Ysabel
Los Osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Talamantes
3163 Newell Dr
Riverside, CA 92507



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Stieler
22281 Falencia
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691
 
9495871386



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Elinor Vega
11544 Arroyo Avenue
Hesperia, CA 92345-1942
 
760-956-9061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynkay Morningsong
2495 Hoen Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
7073214431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Burrows
498 le jean way
walnut creek, CA 94597



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aaron Senegal
1313 Mariposa St.
Richmond, CA 94804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
keith lombardo
3455 olive st
san diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jENNIFER HARRIS
239 PAGE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
 
4158632431



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kimberly Kolpin
5202 Edinger Avenue
Huntington beach, CA 92649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Krick
1854 E. Mountain St.
Pasadena, CA 91104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jesse quay
4551 fairbairn ave
oakland, CA 94619-2622



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diane Wallace
2338 Ransom Ave
Oakland, CA 94601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erik Schnabel
229 Dore St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
 
415-377-0387



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristin Thigpen
4039 Shadowhill Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
 
707-539-5552



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Erika Whitton
3353 Watermarke Place
Irvine, CA 92612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Simone Butler
1974 Titus St.
San Diego, CA 92110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Tarara
1233Paloma Ave
Burlingame, CA 94010
 
650-343-2987



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
naomi sobo
4021 falcon st.
san diego, CA 92103
 
619 233-8201



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip and Jennifer Floyd
459-745 Lake View Drive
Janesville, CA 96114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jane Affonso
1919 Belmont Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-4809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Balkind
3111 Ocean Bl.
Cayucos, CA 93430-1823



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
karen Loro
18221 Nubian Way
nevada City, CA 95959
 
(530) 265-4725



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
michele resnick
4725 marlborough
San Diego, CA 92116
 
6192847482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
publisher Barbara Baer
6195 Anderson Rd
Forestville, CA 95436
 
(707) 887-7868



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martin Byhower
2309 247th St.
Lomita, CA 90717



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Betty Gaines
3420 Deer Valley Rd #204
Antioch, CA 94531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ernest P. Rodriguez
385 E. Arbor Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marvin Meadors
840 Post Street, apt. 408
San Francisco, CA 94109
 
415-673-2142



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Landon Neustadt
230 W Alamar #3
Santa Barbara, CA 93110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April House
8300 Manitoba
Playa del Rey, CA 90293
 
3108121865



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amber Tidwell
2420 1/2 N. Beachwood Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90068-3005



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Jessica Ramirez
6621 W. 86th Place, #108
Westchester, CA 90045



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Casey Dake
2297 Montrose Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
 
8053703732



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Rowley
1416 North Havenhurst Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Szecsey
P.O. Box 1022
Occidental, CA 95465



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Nadolski
8741 Palmerson Drive
Antelope, CA 95843



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fabian Herrera
2722 bayview Dr
Alameda, CA 94501
 
415.974.6002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jackie guardado
835 1/2 centennial ave
alameda , CA 94501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Takana Gottschalk
2725 Grell Lane
Oceano, CA 93445



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jordan Zachritz
2625 Sacramento St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
 
3153789049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Briana Wilcox
11504 Trailrun Ct.
Riverside, CA 92505



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cleo Opera
102 2nd Street
Woodland, CA 95695
 
530-669-3596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Bonthron
4569 ALAMO ST
Unit D
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063-5605
 
818-274-1943



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ligia Ercius-DiPaola
2815 Newlands
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tracy McPherson
364 7th st # E
Imperial Beach, CA 91932



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
sue davies
p.o. box 630
philo, CA 95466



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Munce
55 Hermann St
San Francisco, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Pope-Stutzman
1873 N. Carolina Ave
Clovis, CA 93619



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chief of Medical RJ Cavanagh
Box 781
BelTiburon, CA 94920
 
530 5347891



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellen Cavalli
5141 Gravenstein Hwy N
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Catherine Loudis
219 Butterfield Rd
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jenn Harris
479 Castro Street
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Quellas
4143 Perlita Ave Apt A
Los Angeles, CA 90039-1334



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Durling
3648 Birchwood Terrace, No. 212
No. 212
Fremont, CA 94536-3670
 
6503634107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Fernando Pineda
5652 Monticello Ave
Buena Park, CA 90621



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Lehrer-Graiwer
2535 Aberdeen Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Byron Edelen
24 Davenport Court
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Wankner
36526 Nichols Ave.
Fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Scott Frank
6357 Orange St.
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Tommy Bacorn
4044 West Blvd. Apt. C
Los Angeles, CA 90008
 
8187493296



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ellet Wilson
512 No. First St.
Lompoc, CA 93436
 
805-736-7874



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Nourie
165 Blossomhill Rd #88
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
flynn coleman
12021 wilshire
la, CA 90025
 
3104883222



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Yvette Irwin
3758 Canyon Way
Martinez, CA 94553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carla Cogswell
2220 San Bernardo Ave.
Hemet, CA 92545
 
9519271687



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sean Derrington
2046 Anthony Dr
Campbell, CA 95008
 
(415) 238-0359



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gerald  Shaia
8103 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, CA 91352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Penney
6524 Markley Way
Carmichael, CA 95608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Regina DeFalco Lippert
210 Donegal Way
Martinez, CA 94553



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anna Mosqueda
9370 Oak Avenue
Orangevale, CA 95662



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lukas Van Schalkwyk
835 Locust Ave
Long Beach, CA 90813



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Rogan
230 WEST 64TH ST
Inglewood, CA 90302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nick Peters
715 7th Ave
Redwood City, CA 94063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Morrison
5325  Kingsgrove Dr
Somis, CA 93066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Katrina Cantu
3268 McLarens Ln
San Diego, CA 92102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melanie Haage
1616 18th
Sacramento, CA 95811



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
brian knott
9675 durham
huntington beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Rouzer
2242 Louis Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
olivia moreno
225 Longferllow Ave
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kelley Garrett
105 Palmer Blvd
Fortuna, CA 95540



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Terri Fulton
2968 Croftdon Street
Costa Mesac, CA 92626



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Justin Bonsey
10698 Weatherhill Ct.
San Diego, CA 92131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Olivares
1070 Hi Point St.
Los Angeles, CA 90035



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maria Behan
821 Oak Street
San Francisco, CA 94117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Mastro
2051 Senasac Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90815



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Knowland
2071 Candice Ave.
Rosamond, CA 93560-6040
 
8185022317



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robert Butler
1734 Lemon ave
Long Beach, CA 90813



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Shaw
515 Gayley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chad Evans
202 W. Chevy Chase Dr., Apt. C
Glendale, CA 91204
 
3607392345



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bo Breda
2864 Maricopa
Richmond, CA 94804-1014



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Tamara Matz
5308 1/2 Village Green
Los Angeles, CA 90016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Wayne Gibb
8690 Trenton Road
Forestville, CA 95436



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brandon Chavez
3776 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Leslie MacKay
57 Hancock Street #3
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
(415) 565-0415



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Weil
1393 Grove Way
Concord, CA 94518



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Taylor
2330 Camden Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
 
(310) 478-4709



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kate Robinson
1015 N. Mayflower St.
Anaheim, CA 92801
 
928-636-0677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Deamer
605 Glenwood Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret van Oppen
1423 15th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. LARRY GILMAN
MANDEVILLE CANYON
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helene Brazier
8258 Via Urner Way
Bonsall, CA 92003-4809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alicia Kern
27225 Sunnyridge Road
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. john burke
119 encline court
encline court
san francisco, CA 94127
 
415 948 7403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janet Eckholm
7533 Kimdale Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. jim strachan
43854 victor place
lancaster, CA 93535



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nowell Karten
948 21st St., #2
Santa Monica, CA 90403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Figge
6645 E. Michigan Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727
 
559-291-7304



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
lauren coodley
80 harvard
napa, CA 94558



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
carol selter
1555 merrill st. #68
santa cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Bonfiglio
1111 Carlisle Drive
San Mateo, CA 94402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eli leon
5663 dover
oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Mayeda
39950 Seven Oaks Rd.
Angelus Oaks, CA 92305



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Benson
5742 Hermann Street
Oakland, CA 94609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandy Turner
2429 Tuckahoe Ter
Watsonville, CA 95076



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Maggie Vaughn
1200 Gough street #18B
San Francisco, CA 94109-6609



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matthew Winter
916 Iron Horse Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92078



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Wheeland
21026 Hillside Drive
Topanga, CA 90290-4209



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Harmon
510 Viewmont Street
Benicia, CA 94510



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mercedes Baker
763 Santa Christina Ct
SUNNYVALE, CA 94085



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Clark
130 Rudgear Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mara Gillett
5451 N Gates Avenue
Fresno, CA 93722



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephen ferry
5557 Camino Galeana
Santa Barbara, CA 93111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Benham
143 South 16th Street
San Jose, CA 95112-2153



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Deanna Knickerbocker
1846 Limetree Ln
Mountain View, CA 94040
 
(650) 967-5417



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Boyer c. August
1957 East Ave
Hayward, CA 94541-5405
 
510-303-2197



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Kandus
29779 Marhill Circle
Temecula, CA 92591-1809



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cindy Dupray
604 S. Juniper Street
Escondido, CA 92025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laura Overmann
508 El Camino Real #4
Burlingame, CA 94010-5141



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Van Straalen
512 Walnut St
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nejat Duzgunes
508 Pixie Trail
Mill Valley, CA 94941



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melanie Shepherd
111 N. Sepulveda Blvd. #250
Manhattan Bch, CA 90266



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Warren
150 Scenic Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erik Ehrke
50 Cypress Road
San Anselmo, CA 94960



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rosemary Hall
5200 Heil Avenue, #25
Huntington Beach, CA 92649



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Poss
4061 N. wilson
fresno, CA 93704-4143



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
April Kapchinske
5941 Alta Mesa Way
San Diego, CA 92115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jonathan Dirrenberger
168 Chattanooga St Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94114



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
valerya gurevich
7260 hillside ave. #307
los angeles, CA 90046
 
323-388-6471



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jason LaBerge
28128 Pacific Coast Hwy #115
Malibu, CA 90265
 
(310) 666-3198



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Frost
4253 Meadowlark Drive
Calabasas, CA 91302-1848



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julie  Motl
313 W Walnut Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kevin Fetterman
1098 St Joseph Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle MacKenzie
2607 Graceland Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine Taylor
1340 Romulus Dr.
Glendale, CA 91205



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
Let's have a Spare The Air YEAR!!!!!!!!
 
Thank you.
 
andrew stevenson
3274 lynde
oakland, CA 94601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Amieux
po box 232355
Leucadia, CA 92023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Brown
PO Box 3245
Clovis, CA 93611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Craig Chambers
4210 Ohio Street
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ed Schlegel
27003 Del Gado Rd.
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
 
949 493-5642



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Todd Morris
613 Corbett Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
(415) 626-1923



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Andersson
1521 N Topanga Cyn
Topanga, CA 90290



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Lin
2430 D Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
 
916-213-0511



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Mariam Shah-Rais
1219 1/2 South Alfred Street
Los Angeles, CA 90035
 
(323) 944-0042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Dederer
1269 Hoover St. #1
Menlo Prak, CA 94025
 
(650) 326-1322



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Douglas McCormick
23602 Via Paloma
Coto de Caza, CA 92679-4123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Holliger
1965 Wrenn St.
Oakland, CA 94602



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dana Linder
5770 Winfield Blvd Sp. 137
San Jose, CA 95123



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erin E Conlisk
4450 4th St
Riverside, CA 92501
 
(951) 782-9173



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donald Kent
6105 Sunset Blvd
Rocklin, CA 95677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Fortney
12918 Burbank Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lori Pottinger
21 maryland ave
berkeley, CA 94707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stephen baker
439 n. canon, ph
beverly hills, CA 90210



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Barrett
2040 Gill Port Ln
Walnut Creek, CA 94598-1132



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah James
2801 regent street
Berkeley, CA 94705
 
510-610-0524



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cheryl L  Parkins
4285 Gilbert St.
Oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Jim & Cindy Lamon
2321 Barley Dr
vista, CA 92081



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Romola Georgia
3445 Tippawingo
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter DiVincenzo
2480 Abbeywood Court
Simi Valley, CA 93063



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amanda Withrow
2940 Elm St.
Los Angeles, CA 90065-1965
 
304.685.5949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Gitlin
765 Treat Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jane biggins
p o box
ukiah, CA 95482



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Werner
250A Dry Creek Lane
Mckinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
The world needs cleaner energy sources. I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-
carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I
ask you to reject any rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Owner Richard Robinson
253 W. Pinedale Ave.
Fresno, CA 93650
 
5594326910



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. BERNADETTE JAEGER
2151 BALSAM AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sandra E Anderson
12530 Martha St.
Valley Village, CA 91607
 
8188401066



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Zack Frank
532 N Westmoreland Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004
 
740 507 7529



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
noel graham
1414 25th ave
san francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Reinhold Huber
8180 Manitoba Street #310
Playa del Rey, CA 90293
 
310-367-5095



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
laura anderson
3957 Altamont Ave
Oakland, CA 94605
 
415 845-4386



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Drake Bleiweiss
15570 Canna Way
westminster, CA 92683



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary McAuliffe
6051 Selma Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90028-6414



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Peter Whelan
4265 Alma`
Palo Alto, CA 94306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Suzanne Cloutier
217 Equestrian Ave. Apt. 2
Apt. 2
Santa Barbara, CA 93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Global warming hurts California and hurts us all. California can & should do our part to
reduce our impact.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dan Quinn
10 Bear Paw
Portola Valley, CA 94028
 
(650) 851-8519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
Big Oil's shameful attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please do the right thing and vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and
reject oil-company efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you for your attention to this urgent matter.
 
Mark Reback
1606 N. Avenue 55
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1107
 
310-966-7751



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Stop allowing big energy companies to externalize costs that must be internalized.
Someone will end up paying these costs, and if it's not the big energy companies, that it
will no doubt fall to the public in some SuperFund type of debacle years in the future.
Please do not mortgage our children's future now.
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Cortright
653 University Ave
Los Altos, CA 94022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tim Anderson
#2 Wilking Dr.
Irvine, CA 92629



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Benjamin Pink
1011 Windham St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Kohlberg
 701 Dabney Ave
Rio Linda, CA 95673-1223



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Eisler
8252 Windmill Farms Dr.
Cotati, CA 94931



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stacey Gledich
23782 Via Fromista
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
 
5167996206



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aislinn McCarthy-Sinclair
2421 Sunrise Pl
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
 
707-494-9046



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Karen Bearson
5730 Shepard Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95819



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Daniel Wilkinson
3122 Clark Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90808



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
meleina mayhew
2313 Teviot Street
Los Angeles, CA 90039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marianna Mejia
1009 Hidden Valley Road
Soquel, CA 95073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Gordon
455 Edwards St
Crockett, CA 94525-1531



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kim O'Bryan
P. O. Box 5411
San Luis Obispo, CA 93403-5411
 
805 431 1168



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Moeller
617 Garden St. Apt 206
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
 
805-770-2026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Anne Dugaw
385 Ogle Street #C
Costa Mesa, CA 92627



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Douglas
PO Box 8552
Goleta, CA 93118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
ted porter
10834 hartsook street
north hollywood, CA 91601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barbara Schlitz
1596 Molitor Road
Belmont, CA 94002



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debra Layton
79 Pelican Lane
Redwood City , CA 94065



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. bert greenberg
6166 Montgomery Pl.
san jose, CA 95135
 
(408) 223-2812



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
eric dobson
675 Monte Rosa Dr
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Brockman
333 W 14th St
Chico, CA 95928



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paula Hawkins
3639 Bancroft Street
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Juan Laos
1078 Carol Lane
Lafayette, CA 94549-4780



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Lori Kegler
810 W. 27th St.
San Pedro, CA 90731
 
310-406-5232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Henderson
1055 San Anselmo
San Anselmo, CA 94960-2136
 
415-482-1691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jeffrey Findeis
1140 E 3rd Street Apt 4
Long Beach, CA 90802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. David Ross
P.O. box 7543
Santa Cruz, CA 95061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jamie Rosenblood
12235 gorham ave
los angeles, CA 90049
 
3108266688



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kyra Rice
5849 Merriewood Drive
oakland, CA 94611



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Bramlage
113 S. Mary Avenue #111
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-5854
 
8593611987



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Neal Steiner
2706 Castle Heights Place
Los Angeles, CA 90034
 
310 8397470



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Teiper
5251 Dixon Road
Oceanside, CA 92056-2319



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Megan Quenzer
340 Clifton St.
Oakland, CA 94618



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
THOMAS M. Scott
P.O. BOX 2677
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352-2677
 
(760) 977-8446



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Carolyn Stallard
222 Hidden Valley Rd
Soquel, CA 95073-9707



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Kent
2736 Ganges Pkace
Davis, CA 95616
 
530-220-4283



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Johnson
3754 Cherokee Ave
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurance  Doyle
189 Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
 
6509604533



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob Fryer
1692 Camberwell Place
QWestlake Village, CA 91361



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ted Fishman
790 Villa Teresa Way
San Jose, CA 95123-2639



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. Regina Wilson-Seppa
730 Goodwin Avenue
Penngrove, CA 94951



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Stubbs, Ph.D.
3425 Topeka Street
Carlsbad, CA 92010
 
760.929.9010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Judy Burris
22107 Dardenne St.
Calabasas, CA 91302



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Heron
PO Box 1923
Idyllwild, CA 92549
 
16596339



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jay Rice
72 Holstrom Circle
Novato, CA 94947
 
415-897-7227



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard.  I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The fuel standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel
solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the
oil industry to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from Canadian tar sands
would undermine these intentions. 
 
The rules should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to properly account for its
reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon fuel standard be
weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive fuels like tar-sands
oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Barry Bussewitz
315 Sixth Street
Petaluma, CA 94952



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kenneth Bauer
703 Falls Ct
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
 
925-370-0220



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
regina case
4127 soule st
eureka, CA 95503



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Dunkin
475 8th Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret DeMott
P. O. Box 221309
Sacramento, CA 95822
 
95822



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Colleen Rodger
3450 Market St
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
(415) 970-8180



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Jackson
17 A El Cuenco
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sol Fingold
269 S. Clark Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Hale
5921 Debbie Ln.
Paradise, CA 95969



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Dawson
8640 Gulana avenue  J1014
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kyle calcagno
6600 warner ave
huntington beach, CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle van Asten
7585 Ashford Way
Dublin, CA 94568



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chris Pincetich
10B Tomasini Canyon Rd
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Cerovski
2900 Spring Creek Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cyril Jay-Rayon
2027 Butler Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Fahrner
271 Gates Street
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Jean Kaiwi
1781 Sunset Cliffs Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92107
 
6195231802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Geoff Richcreek
1753 e. Appleton st. #D
Long beach, CA 90802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dorothy Dent
6624 Sueno Rd
Isla Vista, CA 93117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sylvia Selverston
6862 THORNWOOD ST
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rick Ballard
P.O. Box 5063
Berkeley, CA 94705



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Melton
2626 Carolina Ave
Redwood City, CA 940661



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Schneider
366 28th Street
Apt. 1106
San Francisco, CA 94131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
William Dane
301 E. Cedar St.
Ontario, CA 91761
 
909-994-3886



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
patricia turtle
1176 n.mar vista ave
pasadena, CA 91104
 
6267918091



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bill Gaffney
17912 Quintana Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Walter Kleine
3267 Hollis St. #$14
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Bernhard
245 Lerwick Drive
Monterey, CA 93940



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Olivia Hemming
736 Center
San Marcos, CA 92069



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Zaccagnino
2133 Dublin Lane #1
Diamond Bar, CA 91765



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Philip Parker
PO BOX 261931
Encino, CA 91426



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Henry Schlinger
708 Country Club Dr.
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Horwitz
21871 Apache Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tatiana Palma
1437 P rinceton St.
Santa monica, CA 90404



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Patricia Ann Lynch
603 No. Janss Way
Anaheim, CA 928052532
 
7148294737



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
My wife Robin and I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Doug Thompson
PO Box 800
Morongo Valley, CA 92256
 
7603633386



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Caryn Graves
1642 Curtis St.
Berkeley, CA 94702



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tom Venus
1099 Sierra Vista Way
Chico, CA 95926-2853
 
530-588-5887



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
John Oda-Burns
611 La Mesa Drive
Portola Valley, CA 94028



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jessica Bucher
218 26th Ave APT 302
San Francisco, CA 94121
 
415-794-8644



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Janine Sperandeo
4107 Higuera St.
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
julie hornung
14452 holt ave #c
tustin, CA 92780
 
(949) 753-6439



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
As someone who has struggled with asthma more than half my life, I strongly urge you to
uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Circus Szalewski
222 S Central Ave, #128
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4233



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jack Preston Marshall
21569 Main Street
Barstow, CA 92311-9747



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Olsen
420 Buchanan St
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Diana Parmeter
5923 Lemon Ave
Long Beach, CA 90805



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Steven Ganter
817 W Pedregosa St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Helen Manning-Brown
3640 Walnut Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90807-4310
 
(562) 843-6357



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cynthia Lieurance
101 Parnassus Avenue #1
San Francisco, CA 94117-4239
 
402-403-0306



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Annabelle Travis
5926 Hillside Dr.
EL SOBRANTE, CA 94803-3614
 
5106690708



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrew Frey
85 N Holliston Ave #12
Pasadena, CA 91106



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rebecca Spindler
4301 Horner St
Union City, CA 94587



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Grau
1905 Knolls Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
(707) 542-8264



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.  Not only does it cause more pullution it wastes water in it's
process.  It is heavily reliant on water, a resource that Californian's cannot afford to waste.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Chrisanne Wollett
1346 12th Street
Los Osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
Please protect California's low-carbon fuel standard in order to reduce our dependence on
dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes that would
weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Oliver Medzihradsky
PO Box 8688
La Jolla, CA 96158



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lynn Stevenson
1149 10th Street
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
T Sherrill
12332 Manley St
Garden Grove, CA 92845



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Foulger
15374 Apache Road
Apple Valley, CA 92307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Foulger
15374 Apache Road
Apple Valley, CA 92307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gavin Ostrom
511 Encinal Ave.
Roseville, CA 95678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Kemper
1388 Callifornia St. 404A
San Francisco, CA 94109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jerry Wayne
13636 Ventura Blvd #358
Sheman Oaks, CA 9



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Foulger
15374 Apache Road
Apple Valley, CA 92307



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Christopher Reiger
498 Carl Street, #5
San Francisco, CA 94117
 
917-627-2039



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Loralei Saylor
1080 Boss Rd
McKinleyville, CA 95519



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Margaret Buck
410 Paseo Ganso
San Clemente, CA 92672-3522



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sarah Hugdahl
14500 Salmon River RD
Forks of Salmon, CA 96031



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Edward Costello
620 E Channel Rd
Santa Monica, CA 90402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Shannon Hunter
327 E Saint John St.
San Jose, CA 95112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeri pollock
590 Buena Loma Street
#222
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I strongly urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce
our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eileen Hale
10833 Pine Hill Drive
Grass Valley, CA 95945
 
(530)273-1351



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Kerwin
PO Box 1162
Oak View, CA 93022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lisa Mohan
11784 Gateway Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher Aycock
2663 24th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. Joan Armer
1700 De Anza Blvd., Apt. 114
San Mateo, CA 94403
 
(650) 312-1453



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aynia Torres
305 Kiva Place
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-7720



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lesley Swick
558 Lincoln Ave.
Pomona, CA 91767



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. John Langevin
P.O. Box 3566
Running Springs, CA 92382



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michelle Ney
Beulah Drive
Capitola, CA 95010



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Don't do this to the state, the country and the world.
 
Thank you.
 
Mateo Toro
1223 N Las Palmas
Los Angeles, CA 90038



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ann Cassidy
710 Salmon creek rd
Bodega, CA 94922



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Priscilla Fife
126 Fountain Oaks Circle, #191
Sacramento, CA 95831



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Wahle
810 Emily Dr.
Mountain Viw, CA 94043-2022



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I most insistently urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask -- no, I demand --
that you reject any rule changes that would weaken this standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is totally and unequivocally unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel
standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions,
reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry
would destroy these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.  That would literally be insane!
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Richard Gale
75 Eastmoor Avenue, APT. #4
Daly City, CA 94015-3727



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cinzia Paganuzzi
2423  31st  Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica Jacksona
950 Temple Hills Drive
Laguna Beach, CA 92651



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lauri Riley Dowling
13846 Kittridge St.
Valley Glen, CA 91405
 
818-779-7900



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen Bien
823 W. Pico Ave. #A
CLOVIS, CA 93612



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Tracy Gilbert
1169 W. Banyon St.
Rialto, CA 92377-8831
 
(909 350-6247



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Ring
80-394 Avenue 48
Indio, CA 92201-6508



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Debbie Durham
275 Seaside Dr
Pacifica, CA 94044



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Vidya Sims
US Highway 101 N
Orick, CA 95555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Robert Godes
2509 Prince St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
 
(510) 821-1432



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lead Counsel christine garcia
2404 California St #4
San Francisco, CA 94115
 
415-297-3109



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stacie Wolny
644 Snyder Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95033



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kenneth  nitta
5032 alcorn lane
irvine, CA 92603



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Aurea Walker
4621 Council St.#2
Los Angeles, CA 90004-4047
 
323-449-5647



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jon C Senour
5051 La Jolla Blvd #205
San Diego, CA 92109-1713
 
(858) 534-4374



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kamal Prasad
3184 Calistoga Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-9616
 
707-537-6840



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
david patinella
5908 Piedmont Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jeri pollock
590 Buena Loma Street
#222
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
James Haig
71 Bayo Vista Way
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Todd Fisk
10956 Caminito Cuesta
San Diego, CA 92131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
kimba theurich
5336 brookwood ct
el sobrante, CA 94803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jaedra Luke
1942 Rodney Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90027



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gabriel Sheets
1620 Shirley St
Merced, CA 95341



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marina Michel
1473 12th St
Los Osos, CA 93402



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
stella martinez
3485 bridgewood terrace, #104
fremont, CA 94536



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joanne Evans
3311 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
 
4152828238



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christopher  West
7900 Limonite Ave
Riverside , CA 92509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Caryn Cowin
317 Monterey Road Apt. 15
South Pasadena, CA 91030-3517
 
909-274-5468



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alice Elliot
5615 Gaskill St.
Oakland, CA 94608



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Penelope Cooper-Kelley
3108 Calle Mariposa
Santa Barbara, CA 93105



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joan Easley
23015-1 Del Valle
Woodland Hills, CA 9



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Philip Simon
box 9473
san Rafael, CA 94912



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
renee klein
4732 la villa marina
marina del rey, CA 90292-7026



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. Tar sands oil is the most carbon intensive fuel in
existence because you have to use large amounts of petroleum products to extract the tar
from the sand.  Only the greedy stooges in the oil industry would attempt to classify this as
low carbon. 
 
As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to encourage oil companies to invest in
cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas pollution in California. The changes
proposed by the oil industry would undermine these intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Enevoldsen
2285 Royaltree Circle
San Jose, CA 95131



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Biologist Aaron Brinkerhoff
15 Gloria Drive
San Rafael, CA 94901
 
4154574803



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ted Cheeseman
20800 Kittridge Rd
Saratoga, CA 95070
 
408 7415330



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
janice H Cecil
2923 Ashby Ave
Berkeley, CA 94705
 
(510) 549-3509



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roger Levin
558 8th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ms. stephanie proctor
6930 de celis pl.
Van nuys, CA 91406
 
000000000



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karla Milosevich
433 Capp St
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
c soraghan
4366 saratoga ave
san diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pat Farnsworth
113 W. Wrenwood Lane
Fresno, CA 93704



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martha Elaine Graybill
1033 B Avenue,Ste101-#121
Coronado, CA 92118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
c soraghan
4366 saratoga ave
san diego, CA 92107



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Kardos
33 Lindbergh Street
San Mateo, CA 94401
 
(650) 787-7802



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
john craney
8101 ellis av
huntington beach, CA 92646



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
beryl martin sussman
294 ewing terrace
san francisco, CA 94118



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Gary Beckerman
3584 Pine Street
Santa Ynez, CA 93460



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dr. Robert M Ross
P. O. Box 1031
La Quinta, CA 92247
 
(760) 564-1701



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dave Cowen
9015 Meadowrun Way
San Diego, CA 92129



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
martha johnson
4404 water oak ct
concord, CA 94521
 
925-323-7475



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Viviann Choate
3983 Idaho St.
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jason catalano
584 kiowa dr
south lake tahoe, CA 96150



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Harriet Miller
pob 493953
redding, CA 96049



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Merrill Franco
6054 N Kavanagh
Fresno, CA 93711



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
David Hellman
411 Forbes Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Arnold
3293 Aramis Drive
San Jose, CA 95127
 
408-394-2949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marian Cruz
905 Helen Dr.
Hollister, CA 95023
 
831 801 8846



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marcella Hammond
3208 Nile St
San Diego, CA 92104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kirstyn Werner
5930 Wimbledon way
Riverside, CA 92506



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Sharee
459 Naples Street
San Franciso, CA 94112



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
VICKI & ROD KASTLIE
4473 MUIR AVE.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92107-2310



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Christine Ventenilla
10338 Sala Pl
Sun Valley, CA 91352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martin B Friedman
2441 Woolsey Street
Berkeley, CA 94705--200
 
(510) 843-5119



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Katherine Silvey, PhD
Scientist and concerned citizen
 
Kathy Silvey
1567 Ashwood Dr.
Martinez, CA 94553
 
925-228-7675



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jean-Henry Berevoescu
70 Viking Dr
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Laurie Carr
6049 Jupiter Drive
Mira Loma, CA 91752



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ryan Hilles
41 Pelican Lane
Redwood City, CA 94065
 
650-995-4158



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Constance Greene
200 Hidden Valley Road
Watsonville, CA 95076
 
831 722-8804



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Brent A. Schoenfeld
5742 Calvin Avenue
Tarzana, CA 91356



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Roanna  Frieze
5445 Ben Alder Ave
Whittier, CA 90601



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kathie Wolin
123 anystreet
Laguna Woods, CA 92637



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Isenhower
3674 Barham blvd. L306
Los Angeles, CA 90068
 
(512) 584-1800



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Monica Hoffman
3818 Eagle Street
San Diego, CA 92103
 
267-664-8973



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
TRICIA PHILIPSON
2344 SADDLEBACK DRIVE
DANVILLE, CA 94506-3117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Nataliya Syarova
1827 Veteran Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-4565
 
3105261216



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Amy DeOliveira
4269 Vinton Ave
Culver City, CA 90232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Georgia Scott
8736 1/2 Wyngate Street
Sunland, CA 91040-1916



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mr. Max Kaehn
234 N Murphy Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-5048



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Don Saban
250 N. Kenmore Ave. #3
Los Angeles, CA 90004



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stephen Johnson
5109 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
San Diego, CA 92117



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
jud woodard
13610 woodside lane
sutter creek, CA 95685



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marion Rojas
5915 Martin Luther King Jr Way B-45
Oakland, CA 94609-1453
 
51078911452



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karin Martin-Pontuti
P.O.Box 1402, 949 Walnut
Frazier Park, CA 93225



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Danijela Dornan
1472 6th Street
Los Osos, CA 93402
 
805-534-9142



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Paul Ramos
999 Jason Way
Solvang, CA 93463



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rod MacDermott
302 Sage Street
Gridley, CA 95948
 
530-946-2892



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
J. Barry Gurdin
247 Ortega St.
San Francisco, CA 94122-4617



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's forward-looking low-carbon fuel standard to
reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any
rule changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Eric Siegmann
6391 Iroquois Road
Westminster, CA 92683



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The number one goal in the United States, should be a LIFE WITHOUT OIL!!!  We are
owned by countries that have the oil...ENOUGH...Quit looking for other places to GET oil,
LOOK FOR A REPLACEMENT for oil!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Harding
4661 Arizona St. #4
San Diego, CA 92116



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jim Patton
427 Paco Drive
Los Altos, CA 94024



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ron Weinberg
734 E. Cedar Ave.
Burbank, CA 91501



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Stewart
8920 Shady Vista Ct.
Elk Grove, CA 95624-2729



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
E M Valencia
Douglass St
San Francisco, CA 94114
 
(602) 252-8691



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dwayne & Linda Downing
154 Olive Springs Road
Soquel, CA 95073



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gayle Hawes
992 E. Windsor Circle
Fresno, CA 93720-1352



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Ken Bone
3290 Godfrey Ave
Gilroy, CA 95020



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I am writing to encourage you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard
to reduce our dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. Please reject any rule
changes that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Karen K. K Wallace
530 E. Marigold St.
Altadena, CA 91001



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Hillary Smith
815 Elysian Ave
Penngrove, CA 94951



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Erik Husoe
33642 Valle Rd
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-4812
 
5623086903



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gigi card-derr
237 north d st
exeter, CA 93221
 
559-594-4042



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan Barnett
800 Vine Ave
Roseville, CA 95678



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Melissa Moore
2828 Buttermilk Ln
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Holleran
10775 Citrus Dr
Moorpark, CA 93021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bob Stewart
2925 Evergreen Ave
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs deena nissley
15235 magnolia blvd.
sherman oaks, CA 91403



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Jelincic
2839 Victoria Ridge Ct.
Pleasanton, CA 94555



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
DANIEL OGAS
10643 Matinal Circle
San Diego, CA 92127



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gail Thibault
9572 Smith Road
Phelan, CA 92371



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Donna Shepherd
1335 Ella St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jodi Frediani
1015 Smith Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
 
831-426-1697



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lance Robert
889 Date St #226
San Diego, CA 92101



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Jennifer Pardini
5206 Silver Reef Dr
Fremont, CA 94538



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Rod Moore
1525 S. Stanley Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
 
(323) 936-0718



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Jackson
2531 Neptune Pl
Port Hueneme, CA 93041-1913



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Pamela Zuppo
1151 Laguna Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
 
415-240-7583



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Lesly Michals
4419 wortser ave
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Louise Rangel
14292 W Telegraph Rd
santa Paula, CA 93060
 
805525929



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gloria Justen
5816 Geary Blvd Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Michael Oaks
923 A Florida St.
San Francisco, CA 94110



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Binckley
127 Cottage Ave., Apt. C
Richmond, CA 94801



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Cookie Murphy-Pettee
1278 Excelsior Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Killian
349 Jesse Street
Sebastopol, CA 95472



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Joe Brusca
31881 Via Oso
Trabuco Cyn., CA 92679



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Heather Lea Gerdes
12507 Valley Spring Lane
Studio City, CA 91604



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Valerie Brinton
2088 Sycamore Rd.
FIllmore, CA 93015



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Dmitra Smith
27 Vallejo Avenue
Sonoma, CA 95476
 
707-996-2550



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sue Becker
PO Box 83
Cedarville, CA 96104



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mary Muchowski
623 W. 6th Ave. #6
Chico, CA 95926



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
LINDA SHAFFER
1926 W. VIA RANCHO PARKWAY
ESCONDIDO, CA 92029



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elizabeth Kroboth
55 Norfolk St
San Francisco, CA 94103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Julia Holleran
10775 Citrus Dr
Moorpark, CA 93021



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robin Steudle
21 New Haven
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Charles Elliott
5853 Greenleaf Ave Apt A
Whittier, CA 90601-3520



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mark Weinberger
391 28th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Andrea Kaufman
14529 Redwood Lane
Guerneville, CA 95446
 
707-486-6232



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stefanie Gandolfi
81 Donna Way
Oakland, CA 94605
 
(510) 568-3972



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Matt Raggio
PO Box 6173
Moraga, CA 94570-6173



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Frank Letton
POB 294
Whitethorn, CA 95589-0294



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
shirley whalen
pobox 536
blairsden, CA 96103



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Mrs. ana jude
4533 los feliz
los angeles, CA 90027
 
323-644-7399



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Brian Wiles
2454 Geary Blvd., Apt.1
San Francisco, CA 94115



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stefanie Gandolfi
81 Donna Way
Oakland, CA 94605
 
(510) 568-3972



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Elaine DuBois
1705 Felix Ave
Arcata, CA 95521



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
MARGO HEBALD HEYMANN
PO Box 69
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Stefanie Gandolfi
81 Donna Way
Oakland, CA 94605
 
(510) 568-3972



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Gary Reese
440 Camino Flora Vista
San Clemente, CA 92673



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Marian Fricano
4271 N 1st st
san jose, CA 95134-1202



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Robyn  Solis
18133 Via Calma
Rowland Heights, CA 91748



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
B. Lerner
1671 Marina Way
San Jose, CA 95125
 
408-448-1308



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Sara Bakker
3405 Kenyon Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051-6023



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Kristen Huff
1328 W Court St
Los Angeles , CA 90026
 
213 388 9341



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Alex Jones
408 Murray Ave
Aptos, CA 95003



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Martin Horwitz
1326 23rd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
Willis McNeill
17599 McCluskey Drive
Grass Valley, CA 95949



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
retired educator Wray and Nancy Haydock
P.O. Box 1959
3431 Stanley Ave.
Turlock, CA 95381-1959
 
209-632-6061



Chair Mary Nichols 
California Air Resources Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
US
 
To the Members of the California Air Resources Board:
 
I urge you to uphold and protect California's low-carbon fuel standard to reduce our
dependence on dirty energy and fight global warming. I ask you to reject any rule changes
that would weaken the standard.
 
The oil industry's attempt to exempt dirty, high-carbon fuels such as oil mined from
Canadian tar sands is unacceptable. As currently crafted, the fuel standard is intended to
encourage oil companies to invest in cleaner fuel solutions, reducing greenhouse gas
pollution in California. The changes proposed by the oil industry would undermine these
intentions.
 
The standard must ensure that oil companies are not only ramping up cleaner fuels but
phasing out dirtier ones. The rule should be strengthened to require each oil refinery to
properly account for its reliance on dirtier oil sources. By no means should the low-carbon
fuel standard be weakened to accommodate the use of dirty and highly energy-intensive
fuels like tar-sands oil.
 
Please vote to strengthen California's leadership on clean fuels and reject oil-company
efforts to undermine the low-carbon fuel standard.
 
Thank you.
 
katie COLBERT
POTOMAC WAY
 
martinez, CA 94553
 
510


